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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The goal of this research is to develop a basic scientific understanding of factors that dictate
the mechanical properties of transformation toughened ceramics and to use that understanding to
design and fabricate microstructures with improved properties. Our approach is to develop and use
new methods, such as Raman spectroscopy and high resolution strain measurement techniques, to
measure transformation characteristics directly within zones surrounding crack tips, and hence, in
combination with mechanics modeling to deduce the toughening mechanisms and relationships
between microstructural characteristics and macroscopic properties. With the guidance and insight
gained from such experiments, new microstructures are being designed to optimize the desirable
properties. Detailed results of the research are contained in papers that are included in Sections 3
to 6 of this report, and which have been published in or submitted to the journals noted on the
cover pages. The results are briefly summarized below.
The fabrication and properties of new zirconia microstructures with greatly enhanced
fracture toughness are described in Section 3. These new materials have dual scale
microstructures containing barriers to transformation with a spatial scale - 100 times the grain
size. Most work was done with laminar microstructures, although there is evidence that fibers and
platelets will yield similar toughening effects. The microstructures were designed on the basis of
micromechanics analysis of the effects of zone shape on toughening (Section 4), as well as direct
measurements of crack tip transformation zone characteristics, which provided critical testing of the
validity of toughening analyses (Section 5). A new colloidal-centrifugal consolidation method
was developed in collaboration with Prof. F.F. Lange (U.C. Santa Barbara) to fabricate
multilayered microstructures with layers as small as 10 grm. The layered composites exhibited
toughening effects that were much larger than expected; in addition to modifying the zone shape by
preventing a detrimental autocatalytic transformation ahead of the crack as anticipated, there was a
strong interaction of the transformation zone with the layers which caused the zone to spread
normal to the crack plane (which is beneficial to toughening). Fracture toughnesses as high as
18 MPaom1n were measured from direct in situ crack growth experiments in these laminar
materials.
Analyses of the effects of the shape of crack tip transformation zones on the degree of
toughening and comparisons of the analysis with measured R-curves in Ce-ZrO2 materials are
given in Scctons 4.1 and 4.2. High fracture toughnesses (in the range of 12-14 MPa.ml/2) have
Dist
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been observed in Ce-ZrO2 materials, in which the transformation zone extends ahead of the crack a
distance - 10 to 20 times the zone width (this shape contrasts with that of other ZrO 2 ceramics
where the zone extends approximately equal distances ahead and to the side of the crack). Two
important conclusions were drawn from the results: (1) the calculated stress intensity factors
confirmed that the measured fracture toughness in Ce-TZP is consistent with the toughening being
due to crack shielding from the observed transformation zones - this contrasts with speculation in
the literature that crack tip shielding is not responsible for the toughening, but instead, a Dugdale
zone mechanism operates; (2) given that transformation shielding is responsible for the observed
toughening, the calculations show that if the microstructure could be modified to eliminate the
elongation of the zone ahead of the crack, the toughness could be increased by a factor of
approximately 2. These results provided the motivation to develop the layered microstructures to
eliminate the elongated frontal zone.

°

More direct measurements of crack tip transformation zone characteristics and
transformation thermodynamics are described in Sections 5 and 6. Detailed measurements have
been made of the distributions of monoclinic phase within transformation zones in several Mg-PSZ
materials of various peak toughnesses using Raman spectroscopy (Section 5.2). The results
allowed direct calculation of the crack tip shielding stress intensity factor, and thus comparison of
transformation toughening theory with experimentally measured toughness (for steady state crack
growth). The following zone characteristics were observed: (1) the volume fraction of stressinduced transformation was not uniform within the zone, (2) the transformation zone contours
ahead of the crack were closer to semicircular in shape than they were to the contours of constant
hydrostatic stress in the elastic crack tip field, (3) transformation of all the tetragonal phase was
never observed adjacent to cracks (contrary to TEM observations of thin foils), and (4) the zone
size increased during initial crack growth, correlating with the measured crack resistance curve.
The calculated reductions in crack tip stress intensity factor due to transformation zone shielding,
assuming that only the dilational component of the transformation strains remained (i.e., that the
long range shear component was relieved by twinning), accounted for a large fraction of the
measured toughness increases, although there was a significant component (- 4 MPa-ml/2) which
was not accounted for. This implies that either there is a significant component of transformation
shear strain that is not relieved by twinning, or other toughening mechanisms operate.
The residual strains responsible for crack tip shielding have been measured directly within
the transformation zones surrounding cracks in Mg-PSZ using two techniques (Section 5.1):
2
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Moird interferometry and high resolution strain mapping by digital image correlation. Both
methods provide maps of differential in-plane displacements within the specimen surface that is
intersected by the crack, the latter method with the higher resolution (by about an order of
magnitude). The results were compared with finite element analysis to assess surface relaxation
effects, and the measured strains were used to evaluate the crack tip stress intensity factor. The
calculated shielding, assuming that the net transformation strain was only the hydrostatic
component, was consistent with the equivalent calculation using Raman measurements. However,
both were smaller than the observed toughening. An approach for determining the shielding
contribution due to nonhydrostatic strain components, using in-plane and out-of-plane residual
strain measurements with finite element modeling, was outlined.
Crack growth induced by cyclic tensile loading in a series of Mg-PSZ materials with
systematically varied microstructures was demonstrated in a collaborative study with U.C.
Berkeley (Section 5.3). Several crack growth effects were shown to result directly from the
existence of a transformation zone that shields the crack tip from the applied loading: crack closure
effects, which reduce the effective tip stress intensity range, transient acceleration or retardation
following sudden changes in cyclic load amplitude, and retardation following single tensile
overloads, However, the fatigue mechanism was shown nau to involve degradation of the
transformation toughening: Raman microprobe measurements of the transformation zones
developed during crack growth under constant cyclic load were used to show that the shielding of
the crack tips was not reduced by the cyclic nature of the load. This implies that an intrinsic
mechanism is responsible for the observed fatigue crack growth. This result is important because
it means that the beneficial effect of transformation toughening is not lost in fatigue loading. The
resistance to cyclic fatigue (including the threshold for fatigue crack growth) was found to increase
in proportion to the monotonic fracture toughness.

41
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Enhanced Fracture Toughness in Layered Microcomposites of
Ce-ZrO 2 and A120 3
David B.Marshall* and Joseph J. Ratto
Rockwell International Science Center, Thousand Oaks, California

91360

0

Fred F. Lange*
Materials Department, University of California, Santa Barbara, California

thought of as dual scale; the individual precipitates that
transform from tetragonal to monoclinic phase are lenticular
in shape (-300 nm in diameter) and are contained within
grains that are larger by about 2 orders of magnitude (-50Am
in diameter).' 2 Although each transformation band contains
many autocatalytically transformed precipitates, the grain
boundaries are effective as barriers, which arrest the propagating band. In Ce-TZP, there is no such large-scale barrier to
arrest a developing transformation band; in this case, the
transforming units are the individual grains and there is no
larger-scale microstructural unit.
In this paper, we describe an approach for introducing a
large-scale microstructural unit into Ce-TZP, in the form of
layers of either A120 3 or a mixture of A120 3 and Ce-TZP.
Based on the above discussion, the optimum separation of the
layers would be expected to be a factor of --10 to 100 times
the grain size (which is -2 pm), with individual layer thicknesses being at the lower end of the range. Layered structures
satisfying this requirement have been fabricated using a colloidal method to consolidate powders. This approach has allowed formation of layers as thin as -10 Am. Controlled
crack growth experiments and indentation experiments are
used to investigate the influence of these barrier layers on
crack tip transformation zones and fracture toughness. The
presence of the barrier layers leads to large increases in
toughness and extensive R-curve behavior.

Laminar composites, containing layers of Ce-ZrO 2 and either A120 3 or a mixture of A120 3 and Ce-ZrO2, have been
fabricated using a colloidal method that allowed formation
of layers with thicknesses as small as 10 pm. Strong interactions between these layers and the martensitic transformation zones surrounding cracks and indentations have been
observed. In both cases, the transformation zones spread
along the region adjacent to the layer, resulting in an increased fracture toughness. The enhanced fracture toughness was observed for cracks growing parallel to the layers
as well as tor those that were oriented normal to the layers.,
[Key words: laminates, fracture toughness, cerium, zirconia, alumina.]
I. Introduction
H.IGH fracture toughnesses, in the range 10 to 14 MPa im"2,
Jihave been achieved recently in ceria-partially-stabilized
zirconia (Ce-TZP) that undergoes martensitic transformation
from tetragonal to monoclinic phase.'-' However, the shapes
of the transformation zones surrounding cracks in these ma'erials are not optimal for producing large transformation
toughening.9 Whereas in other zirconia ceramics of compareble toughness (magnesia-partially-stabilized zirconia, MgPSZ) the transformation zone extends approximately equal
distances ahead and to the side of a crack,'" the zone in
Ce-TZP is very elongated, extending ahead of the crack a dis.
tance of 10 to 20 times the zone width." 4 The extra transformed material ahead of the crack degrades the toughness;
calculation of the crack tip shielding from zones with such
shapes indicates that the increase in fracture toughness due
to transformation shielding is about a factor of 2 smaller for
an elongated frontal zone typical of Ce-TZP than for a semicircular frontal zone shape characteristic of Mg-PSZY Therefore, substantial benefit should result if the microstructure of
Ce-TZP could be modified to change the shape of the trans-formation zone.
The elongated frontal zone in Ce-TZP is thought to result
from autocatalytic transformation, i.e., the sequential triggering of. transformation in a grain by transformation strains in
adjacent grains.5 Autocatalytic transformation also occurs in
Mg-PS7, as evidenced by the formation of well-defined shear
bands within grains."' The microstructure of Mg-PSZ may be

11. Composite Fabr~zafion
Composites of Ce-TZP with layers of either A120 3 or a
mixture of 50% by volume of A120 3 and Ce-ZrO2 were fabricated using a colloidal technique. The technique involved sequential centrifuging of solutions containing suspended
particles to form the layered green body, followed by drying
and sintering at 1600°C for 3 h. Use was made of a technique
described recently by Velamakanni et al., 13 and Chang et al., "
in which an aqueous electrolyte (NH 4 NO I ) was used to produce short-range repulsive hydration forces and to reduce the
magnitudes of the longer-range electrostatic forces between
the suspended particles. Such conditions produce a weakly
attractive network of particles which prevents mass segregation during centrifugation, but, because of the lubricating action of the short-range repulsive fo s, allows the particles
to pack to high green density.
The relative green densities of the A12 03 and Ce-ZrO 2
powders (A120 3 powder from Sumitomo, Type AKP-30; CeZrO 2 powder from lbsoh, Tokyo, grade TZ-12Ce) consolidated separately in this manner were approximately 60 and
50 vol%, respectively. The larger shrinkage of the Ce-ZrO.
during subsequent sintering caused cracking in some layered
d
composites that contained pure A120.1 layers (the exceptions
being some thin layers, <30 Am thick). This mismatch was
minimized by using the mixed composition of 50 vol% AbO 3
and Cc-ZrO2 instead of pure A1203 for most specimens.

i-W. Chen-contributing editor

Manuscript No. 196697. Received May 20, 1991; approved September 26,

1991.
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Cc-TZP was investigated by fabricating composites contain-
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widely spaced layers. Measurements were obtained from
controlled crack growth in notched bcams, fracture of smooth
bars, and indentation experiments using a Vickers indenter.
Crack growth experiments with notched beams were done
in two steps, using two different loading fixtures, which operated on the stage of an optical microscope and allowed highobservation of the side of the beam during
loading. All experiments were done in a dry nitrogen atmosphere. The dimensions of the beams were approximately
mm x 6 mm x 1 mm, with the initial notch of 170 -gin
width and approximately 2-mm depth. First, a stable crack
was initiated from the root of the notch under monotonic
loading, using the fixture illustrated in Fig. 2(a). The WC/Co
flexure beams in series with the test specimen make the loading system extremely stiff and thereby allow svable crack
"growth. The beams are equivalent to very stiff springs in parwith the specimen and thus act as a crack arrester, as
described for different geometrical arrangements by Mai and
"Atkins'5 and Sakai and Tnagaki.' This initial crack growth
induced without use of a load cell, in order to stiffen the
system further. After thus growing the crack for
-500 pLm, the loading system was changed to include a load
cell with conventional four-point loading through rollers
(Fig. 2(b)) in order to allow measurement of the fracture
toughness (or crack growth resistance). The stress intensity
factor was evaluated from the measured loads and crack
lengths (obtained from optical micrographs) using the expres-
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sion from Ref. 17.
Results that were obtained from a specimen containing
three layers of AI,O.-Ce-ZrO2 widely spaced ahead of the
are shown in Fig. 3. After initiating stably in the immediate vicinity of the notch, the crack grew unstably when
.the loading system was changed to include the load cell, and
arrested approximately 20 ;Lm before the first layer of
AI.O.I/ZrO 2 (which had a thickness of -35 um). The width
of the transformation zone over the wake of the crack, as
determined by Nomarski interference, was approximately
15 pm. However, near the tip of the arrested crack, the transformation zone extended adjacent to the AlaO1 /ZrO., layer
for distances of more than 150 jim each side of the crack, as
shown schematically in Fig. 3(b). Some transformation also
occurred on the opposite side of the AI.Os/ZrO: layer, also
for a distance of 150 Mm both sides of the crack plane.
After further loading, the crack grew unstably through the
A120 3 /ZrO2 layer, into the Ce-TZP on the opposite side, and
arrested again -40 Aim before the second layer (which had a
thickness of 70 Mm). The shape of the transformation zone

.

,100 am
,
•
.. '. "notch
Fig. ]. Optical micrographs showing isolated layers of A1 20/CeZrO2 (darker regions) with thicknesses of approximately 10, 35,
and 70 Aim in a matrix of CeTZP.
Optical micrographs of typical layers of A120,/Ce-Zr0 2
within a matrix ot Cc-TZP are shown in Fig. 1. Reasonably
uniform layers with thicknesses in the range 10 to 100 Mum
were readily formed. A multilayered structure of alternating
Ce-TZP and AIO/Ce-ZrO2 layers of thickness 3 5 Mpm is
shown in Fig. 7.
Ill. Mechanical Properties
(1) The Role of Isolated Layers
The influence of individual layers of A1 20•1 or 50%
AI 2 O,/Cc-ZrO2 on crack growth and transformation zones in
wCiCo
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(a)

(C)

(i

rig. 3. Schematic or nctche4 ?ýcan of Cc.TZP rnamning three layers or AhO0Xcdte ZrO (b) Schenmatl: diagram of arrested cfack tte-ar
ArO,/Ce.ZrOj layer, showing shtepe of ettlar~ci transformationl A.w adjacenit to thic layer jo Nomiarski loterferertco
micrograph showing arrested ciack fipa.eat AIOd/Zt plaet asrta iniaeIn() with widene trnrrition ione adjacent to layer. (4)
Twij-beam inltcfi-recne micrograph of area in (b). )Releirince rni.roc is pralal~el to iurface remote from ctak. sothat fItRine rep~res*.'11t
contourseofconavan: surface up lift (due to transfotmation struitte). (r,*)WNi cnugaptiataktvi &: n Wcat d (il Loin ihz regisA, in the crack wake
noar tho firmt AlzO,/Zrt0 l~ayer, as ioicated in (a).
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along the layer near the crack tip was similar to that at the
first arrest position. Nomarski interference and two-beam
interference micrographs of regions around the first and seeond layers, with the crack tip at this riosition, are shown in
Figs. 3(c) to (f). These results indicate that the Al 2 O.I/ZrO2
barrier layers have a much larger effect than simply arresting
the growth of a transformation zone ahead of a crack; they
also promote expansion of the zone to the side of the crack,
which is the location that gives rise to crack tip shielding and
hence toughening.'• 2
The applied stress intensity factors were calculated at various sl.:tgecs of crack growth, using the measured loads and
cracA lengths. The fracture toughness of the Ce-ZrO. matrix
was •5 MPa m" 2, whereas the stress intensity factor had to be
raised to ý10 MPa- m•2' to drive the crack across each layer.
After the crack tip passed each layer, the unstable crack
growth prevented continued measurement of the stress intensity factor until the crack arrested again. However, when the
crack had arrested the applied stress intensity factor had decreased to -- 5 MPa. n-'", indicating that the toughening effect of each layer decreased as it moved further into the wake
of the crack. Similar results were ,btained from specimens
containing layers of 100% A10 3 i6Pthe same Cc-TZP matrix,
Smooth beams of the s,N.n composite as in Fig. 3 were broken in bending in the two orientations shown in Figs. 4(a) and
(b). In the orientation of Fig. 4(a), which is the same as that of
the notched beam, failure occurred unstably at a critical load.
The polishcd side surfaces of the beams exhibited similar evidencc for widening of the transformation zone near the

Vol. 74, No. 12

AI.0 3 /ZrO 2 layers as in Figs. 3(b) to (f). Therefore, this beneficial interaction occurs for fasi-moving as well as stable
cracks. In the orientation ofFig. 4(b). racturc also initiated
unstably from the tensile surface at a critical load. Hot, cvcr.
the crack arrested before it reached the opposite side, leaving
the beam intact (Fig. 4(c)). The effectiveness of the A!,Oi/
ZrO 2 layers in arresting this crack is especially noteworthy
since there were only two layers in the beam, accounting for
2% of its volume. On the surface that had been loaded in
tension, there were several narrow bands of transformed material in addition to the crack that caused the sudden load
drop, similar to observations in the literature."' HowAever,
some of the transformation bands were arrested at the
AI.O /ZrO 2 layers. There is also evidence that the crack itself arrested at the AI_,O./ZrO, layer before joining with a
second crack to cause failure.
Vickers indentations in the Cc-TZP were surrounded by
large zones of transformed material, which caused uplift of
the surface adjacent to the indentations. Micrographs, obtained using both Nomarski interference and two-beam interference, of several such zones in the vicinities of Al.O3/ZrO.
layers are shown in Fig. 5. At indentation loads up to 300 N.
there was no cracking caused by the indentations. The presence of a nearby AIO/ZrO2 layer within the transformation
zone caused spreading of the zone in the region adjacent to the
layer, in a pattern that is similar to the crack tip zone spreading of Fig. 3. There was also transformed material on the side
opposite the indentation. The surface uplift, measured from
the optical interference micrograph of Fig. 5(b), is plotted in
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and AIŽ0 1

(a)(b

200 pým
Fig. 5. Vickers indentation (1200-N load) near laiyers of Al 0 iumid
Al.-0 fZrO, showirig r tera tuit of laycrs with trnsf'ormation zotic. (a)
Noinarski ititerference. Al:0O,/Zr0.- layer 301jn thick. (b-d) Optical initerferencc microgra~phs with reference mirror parallel to specitnen
surface remote from indentation% (fringes reptresent contour%of surface uplift): MbAl.C)O /ZrOj luyer 30 )Art thick. (c) AljOt1lqer 30 pmn
thick. and (d)AI-,O liycr 10 pum thick.

*

F'ig. 6 along several lines near the indentation, as depicted in
the inset of Fig. 6. The presence of the Al.,O,/ZrO,. layer
caused substantially larger uplift everywhere on the side of
thle indentation that is closer to the layer. Thc surface of the
Al.Oi/ZrO,, layer is depressed relative to the atdjacent transformed Ce] LP omatertal. Hiowever, this Al 2 Oi/7.rO.2 layer is
Up~lifted moure than the Ce-TZP surface at corresponding posi.
tions on the opposite side of the indentation. This obs-ervation provides evidence that the Al ,O,/ZrO,. layer caused
spreading of the transformation zone adjacent to thie laver in
the subsurface regions as well as along the surface. and/lor a
larger concentration of transformed material in the region ad.
jacent to the layer.
(2,) Response of lut~f~ilawrrd Struclurrsr
The influence of multilayered inicrost ructutres on trauusfo~r-

the notch and the first of the multiple layers (55(0 Am from
the notch and 440 Aptn from the first layer). Further loading
with the more compliant loading system, which allowed continuous load measurcmen.tt caused stable growth up to and

.
4

X
3X

M

2-

A120

mation zone shapes and toughening wvas investigated using a

*

specienit containing 19 layers of alternating C'c-TZP and
AbO,/ZrO2, each of 35-Aim thickness, in the ceiter of aI
beam of CeT1711. An additional isolated 35-;pm layer of AI:,O,
was located -1 mmn from the multilayered regiotn (Fig. 7(a)).0
The toughening experienced hy cracks oriented nortnal to
the layers was evaluated by growing a crack in a notched
beam using the loading p~rocedure described in the previous
sect ion. The tip of thie initial crack that wits introduced witli
thrnstiff loading systemi wits about halfway betweecn the enil of
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Fill. 6. Suirface uplit measured front F~ig 5tb) alongt four paths as
indicaied
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Fla.%7 (a)M~ultilayered region eminddcd within a matrix of Ce-TZP. (b)Critical applied stres.s intensity factor for crack growth up to and
throuh the mnultilayered region o((a). (c-c) to situ optical micrographs (Nomarski interference) showing crack tip at several stages of
growththrough the multilayered region, (f) Optical interference inicrographs of specimen in (a)to (c) after the crack had grown past thie
fsolatcd layer. Reference mirror is parallel to undistorted specimen surface, so that fringes represent contours of out-or-plane surface
displacemcnts (the discontinuity in the lower central region is due to the joining ot two inicrographs with imperfect matching of the
reference mirror positlions).

*through

the multiple layers. However, as the crack approached
the last of the layers, it extended unstably for 1.5 mm and
arrested st a position 400 A.m past the isolated layer.
The applied stress intensity factor, Kg, needed to extend
the crack up to and through the moultiple layers is shown in
Fig. 7(b), and riticrographs showing the crack tip at several

positions within the layers are shown in Figs. 7(c) to (c). The
critical stress intensity factor increased from approximsately
5 MPa rnm"in the CcT1ZP to 17.5 MPu tn"' as the crack approached the end of the layered regiort. A corresponding increase in thc size of the transformation zone surrounding the
crack tip is evident in the micrographs of Figs. 7(c) to (e).
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Surface distortions due to the volume strain associated with
the transformation can be detected as far as 300 am from the
crack plane, whereas the zone width in the single phase
Ce-TZP is only -15 Am.
The increased width of the transformation zone within the
layered region is more clearly evident in the optical interference micrograph of Fig. 7(f), in which the fringes represent
contours of surface uplift adjacent to the crack. This micrograph was obtained after the load was removed at the conclusion of the experiment. The surface uplift adjacent to the
crack is also larger (by a factor of about 2) within the layered
region than in the single-phase Ce-TZP, even though the uplift is constrained by the higher-stiffness A120 3 /ZrO 2 layers,
and the average volume fraction of the Ce-ZrO 2 is lower in
the layered region. Both the zone width and the magnitude of
the surface uplift adjacent to the crack decreased where the
crack grew unstably out of the multilayered region into the
single-phase Ce-ZrO 2, and increased again as the crack
passed through the isolated A120l./ZrO2 layer.
The response of cracks oriented parallel to the layers was
assessed by loading a double cantilever beam using another
fixture on the stage of the optical microscope. The cantilever
beam was cut, as shown in Fig. 8(a), from a region of the
specimen that contained a conveniently located large processing flaw, which served as an initial sharp crack (a flat nonsintered region -1 mm in diameter at the edge of the multilayered
area). Micrographs obtained at two stages during loading are
shown in Figs. 8(b) and (c). As the load was increased initially, a zozte of material within the single-phase Cc-TZP
ahead and to one side of the crack tip transformed before the
crack began to grow. With further load increase, the crack
grew but was forced to cross the first layer of AI 2 .,O/ZrO,,
presumably because of the compressive stresses due to the
transformation zone on one side of the crack. The crack then
grew along the first layer of Ce-ZrO, within the multilayered
region, causing transformation in an increasingly wide zone
of adjacent layers. The stress intensity factor was not evaluated during this test because the ends of the beam were glued
into the loading fixture rather than being loaded through
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pins. Nevertheless, it is clear that the layers caused an enhancement of the width of the transformation zone, and
hence the toughness, in this orientation as well as in the normal orientation.
IV Discussion
The results in the previous section show that the presence
of layers of A120 3 or A120 3/ZrO2 in Ce-TZP can dramatically modify the sizes and shapes of the transformation zones
around cracks. Two effects have been identified. One is the
anticipated truncation of the elongated frontal zone, as discussed in the Introduction, which can increase the toughening due to crack shielding by a factor of approximately 2. The
other, unexpected effect is the spreading of the transformation zones along the regions adjacent to the layers.
The zone spreading must be driven by the modification of
the stress field outside the transformation zone resulting from
the nontransformable nature of the layers and/or their higher
elastic stiffness. Residual stress due to the difference in thermal expansion coefficients of the Ce-TZP and the A120 3containing layers could potentially influence zone spreading
in multilayered composites, where, for example, the magnitude of the stress would be as high as -100 MPa if the layer
thicknesses were equal. However, in the present experiments,
the zone spreading was observed around cracks and indentations near isolated layers, which represented less than 1% of
the total specimen volume. In this case the residual stress in
the Cc-TZP was negligibly small and therefore was not a significant influence on the spreading of the transformation
zones. This conclusion is further supported by observations
that layers containing 50% A1•O2or 1000% A120,1 (for which
the thermal expansion mismatches with the Ce-TZP differ)
caused the same degree of zone spreading (e.g., Figs. 5(b)
and (c)).
The combined effects of the zone spreading and truncation
caused an increase in the fracture toughness of the layered
material by a factor of 3.5 (from 5 to 17.5 MPa. mi'). Noting
that the measured toughnesses arc given by the sum of the

tFORCE

(a)

(b)

(C)
Flu. . (a)Schenat ic diagra',: of double cantilever beni cut froin same composite as in Fig. 7. (b,c) In siku optical micrographs (Noularski
interference) showing crack and surrounding transformation zone at several stages of growth along the layers.
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(a)(b
Fig. 9. Vickers indentation (200-N load) near sapphire fiber in Ce-TZP matrix, showin* interaction of fiber with transformation zone: (a)

Nomarski interference, (b)two-beam interference with reference mirror parallel to specimen surface remote from indentation.
intrinsic toughness of the Ce-TZP without any transformation
zone and the crack tip shielding component, K,, due to the
transformation zone, the observed toughness increase corrcsponds to an increase in K, by a factor of 5.
The Cc-ZrO 2 material used in this preliminary study exhibited a fracture toughness of -5 MWa- in"' and a transformation zone size of -15 tim (Figs. 7(b) and (c)). These values
are substantially smaller than the toughnesses and zone sizes
reported in more transformable Ce-Zr0? materials'-' (KR 14 MWa- in'2 and zone sizes of several hundred micrometers).
However, despite this relatively low starting toughness, the
multilayered microstructure was characterized bZ a crack resistance curve that went as high as 17.5 Wiat- ni' , and which
had not begun to saturate to a steady-state value when the
crack encountered the end of the layered microStruicture. This

to spread along the regions adjacent to the layers and leading
to enhanced fracture toughness.
(2) Multilayered microstructures exhibited R-curve behavior for cracks oriented normal to the layers, with the critical stress intensity factor increasing by a factor of 3.5 from
the starting toughness of the Ce-TZP (-5 MWa- mil) to a
value of at least 17.5 MWa -in"'. (This peak value had not saturated to a steady state, but instead was limited by the crack
having reached the end of the multilayered region.)
(3) Zone spreading and toughening effects were observed
for cracks growing parallel to the layers as well as for those
oriented normal to the layers.
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ABSTRACT
The development of new layered microcomposites of C--ZrO2 and A12 0 3
which exhibit enhanced transformation toughening is described. The layered microstructures were designed on the basis of transformation zone measurements and calculations
of the Influence of zone shape on toughening In Ce-ZrO 2 and Mg-ZrO 2 .

1.

INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of transformation toughening In ZrO 2 in 1975*1 a variety

of toughened ZrO 2 -based materials have been developed. Magnesia-partially-stabilized
zirconia (Mg-PSZ) and ceria-zirconla tetragonal polycrystalline materials (Ce-TZP) can
2 2 7
now be fabricated with toughnesses In the range 10-20 MPa.ml/ . "

The optimization of the microstructures oi these materials has occurred
together with advances In our understanding of the micromechanics of toughening and
with development of techniques that allow direct measurement of transformation zone
characteristics. In this paper, some recent direct measurements of transformation zones
in Ce-TZP and Mg-PSZ will be described, along with calculations of the effect of zone
shape on toughening, which have led to the development of new layered composites with
dramatically increased toughness4 These materials may herald a new class of dual scale
microstructures in ZrO2 -toughened ceramics.

I
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2.

TRANSFORMATION ZONES IN Ce-TZP AND Mg-PSZ

2.1

Transformation Zones and Toughening
Toughening of ZrO 2 ceramics is caused by a martensitic tetragonal-to-

monoclinic transformation, which is induced by crack tip stresses within a limited zone
surrounding the crack.

The transforming particles (usually grains or precipitates)

undergo a shape change which comprises dilatation of - 4% and shear strain of - 7% at
the unit cell level, although the shear component of the overall particle shape change can
be partly or fully eliminated by twinning or variant formation.& The toughening can be
understood either in terms of the direct reduction of crack tip stresses caused by the
shape change, or from an energy balance analysis of crack growth, in which the
8
toughening is associated with the energy required to cause the transformation. '

11

The degree of toughening is dependent upon the distribution of transformation
strains around the crack. Although the influences of microstructural parameters, such as
particle size and stabilizer content, on Increasing or decreasing zone size are known
qualitatively, quantitative predictions of the strain distribution are not presently possible
because neither the critical stress/strain condition for transformation nor the degree of
shear strain accommodation is known.

However, if the distribution is specified, the

toughening can be evaluated using either the stress intensity or the energy balance
approaches (which are rigorously equivalent' 1). Thus, if a uniform volume fraction, f, of
particles transform with net dilatation, eT, within a zone of arbitrary shape, the
toughness increase (shielding stress intensity factor) Is
Ks = A E eT f v

()

where E is the Youngs modulus, A is a dimensionless conttant dependent on the zone

2
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shape, and w is a characteristic zone width. The shape parameter, A, can be readily
evaluated for any specified zone shape using the weight function method of McMeeking
and Evans. 1 0 If the volume fraction, f, is not uniform within the zone, the result is more
complicated, although for the case where eT is dilatation and contours of constant f are
geometrically
integral.

2.2

similar, Eq. (1) holds with the product fOw simply replaced by an

12

Direct Zone Measurements
Several techniques have been used to characterize transformation zones in

ZrO 2 materials, and thus provide critical testing of the transformation toughening
theory.

Initially, x-ray cicaurements confirmed the presence of monoclinic phase on

fracture surfaces, although the spatial resolution is not sufficient to measure zone shapes
near crack tips.

Such crack-tip zone measurements have been obtained using several

methods that examine a specimen surface normal to the crack plane; optical interference
microscopy (Nomarski or Tolanski), which detects out-of-plane distortions caused by
transformation strains near the crack (Fig. 1(a))t; moir6 Interferometry and high
resolution differential strain mapping, which detect in-plane transformation strains
(Fig. l(b)) 13 ; and Raman microprobe spectroscopy,

12 ' 14

which provides measurements of

the relative volume fractions of monoclinic and teixagonal phases with spatial resolution
of several microns (Fig. 1(c)).
Examples of such measterements in Mg-PSZ are shown in Fig. 1.

Raman

measurements (Fig. l(c)), obtained by scanning along lines around the crack, indicate that
the volume fraction of transformed monoclinic phase decreases continuously with
distance from the crack and that the zone shape near the crack tip is approximately
semicircular.

Optical interference micrographs (Fig. 1(a)) provide a convenient

3
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indication of the approximate zone size and shape, although direct quantitative deduction
of zone characteristics is not simple because the out-of-plane surface distortions extend
beyond the transformation

zone.

Nevertheless, the results suggest an almost

semicircular zone ahead of the crack tip, consistent with the Raman measurements.
Moire' interferometry (Fig. l(b)) and high resolution differential strain mapping provide
direct measurements of the strains normal to the crack plane, which are directly
responsible for shielding the crack tip, although even in this case account must be taken
of the distortion of the free surface.

Calculation of these surface strains from the

Raman measurements of the distribution of transformed material (using FEM to account
for surface relaxation effects) yielded results that were consistent with the direct strain
measurements (Fig. l(b)).
Both the Raman results and the in-plane strain measurements can be used to
calculate the shielding stress intensity factor. Such measurements in Mg-PSZ materials
that had been heat treated to yield different steady state fracture toughnesses
(16 MPa-m 1 / 2 and 12 MPa-m 1 / 2 ) indicated that large fractions of the measured toughnesses (8 MPa.m 1 / 2 and 4 MPa m 1/ 2 ) were due directly to the dilatation associated with
12
the tetragonal to monoclinic transformation.

The shapes of transformation zones observed in high-toughness Ce-ZrO 2
ceramics differ substantially from those in Mg-ZrO 2 (Fig. 2). The zones in Ce-ZrO 2 are
very elongated, extending ahead of the crack a distance of - 10 to 20 times the zone
width,.5°6

Calculations of the shielding stress intensity factors using Eq. (1) witi

e.asured zone shapes and distributions of transformed material have indicated that, as
in Mg-PSZ, most of the toughening may be accounted for by shielding due to the
dilatational transformation strain. 1

4
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.2.3

Relations Between Zone S•1•ý nd To1Lighening
Calculations of the influence of zone shape on toughening have shown that

dilatational transformation of particles located within an angular range of ± 600 ahead of
the crack tip causes an increase in the crack tip stresses, and thus detracts from
toughening- 10,l

(The net toughening arises from the dominant effect of particles

outside this range.)

Therefore, the elongated frontal zone in Ce-TZP (Fig. 2) is

detrimental to toughening by crack tip shi-lding. Calculations of the shielding stress
intensity factors for zones with variuus ratios of frontal length to width (Fig. 3) indicate
that the net toughening due to the zone in Fig. 2 is more than a factor of 2 smaller than
it would be if the frontal zone was semicircular.15 Therefore there would be substantial
benefit if the elongated frontal zone in Ce-TZP could be eliminated.

2.4

Modification of Zone Shape
The elongated frontal zone in Ce-TZP is thought to result from autocatalytic

transformation, i.e., sequential triggering of transformation in a grain by transformation
strains in an adjacent grain.

Autocatalytic effects have also been observed in other

experiments; sudden bursts of transformation t-,xAt occur upon cooling through the M.
temperature (the temperature at which spontaneous transformation occurs), and load
drops during tensile loading, which coincide with. the formation of narrow, well-defined
bands of transformed material which extend completely through the specimen in an
orientation normal to the applied tension 16,17
An approach for modifying the -:rack tip zone shape is suggested by comparing
the transformation responses and microstructures of Ce-TZP and Mg-PSZ.

The micro-

structure of Mg-PSZ may be thought of as dual scale; the individual precipitates that
transform from tetragonal to monoclinic phase are lenticular in shape (- 300 rim
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diameter) and are contained with`n grains that are larger by about 2 orders of magnitude.

Autocatalytic transformafi3n also occurs in Mg-PSZ, as evidenced by the

f•r•nation of well-defined shear bands on the surfaces of specimens loaded in tension or
compression (Fig. 4).8

However, the transformation bands are arrested at the grain

boundaries rather than extending comp!etly through the specimen. Separate initiation
of transformation is thus necessary in each grain, resulting in a smoothly increasing
stress strain curve, progressive transformation when cooling through the Ms temperature,
and, presumably, a modified shape of the transformation zone ahead of a crack tip. In
Ce-TZP, which comprises a polycrystalline array of uniform tetragonal grains, each of
several micron,! diameter, there is no such large scale barrier to arrest a developing
transformation band; in this case the transforming particles are the ihdividual grains and
there is no larger microstructural unit. The presence of second phase grains in A12 0 3 /
Ce-ZrO 2

particulate

composites

has

been

shown

to

prevent

autocatalytic

transformation, 17 but It also leads to reduced 7,.ne width and thus reduced toughness,
The analogy with M,-PSZ suggests that the frontal zone may be eliminated while
maintaining the large zone width over the crack wake, If a dual scale microstructure
could be created in Ce-ZrO 2 , with barriers distributed on a scale substantially larger
than the grain size, but smaller than the transformation zorao width.
In the following section an approach for introducing such large-scale microstructural units into Ce-ZrO 2 in the form of layers of either A12 0 3 or a mixture of
A12 0 3 and Ce-ZrO 2 is described.

Based on the preceding discussion, the optimum

spacing of the layers would be - 20 to 100 um.

3.

LAYERED MICROCOMCU

3OITES

Multilayered composites with alternating layers of Ce-TZP and A12 0 3 /Ce-

6
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ZrO 2 have been fabricated using a colloidal technique for consolidation. 19 The technique
involved sequential centifuging of solutions containing suspended particles to form the
green body, followed by drying and sintering. The bar:ier layers were composed of 50%
by volume of A12 0 3 and Ce-ZrO 2 rather than pure A12 0 3 , in order to minimize differential shrinkage during sintering. Reasonably uniform layers with thicknesses in the range
10 to 100 um were readily formed using this technique.
Controlled crack growth experiments using notched beams with regions of
multilayered material (or isolated layers) embedded in a matrix of Ce-ZrO 2 allowed the
influence of the layers to be identified. In addition to the anticipated truncation of the
elongated frontal zone, an unforeseen spreading of the transformation zone along the
A12 03/ZrO2 layers normal to the crack plane was observed (Fig. 5).

The extra

transformation In this location causes additional shielding of the crack and hence
toughening.
The applied stress intensity factor, KR, needed to extend a crack stably up to
and through a multilayered region, comprising layers of 35 um thickness, is shown in
Fig. 6(a). In this test, the crack grew under steady state conditions, at KR = 5 MPa, in
the Ce-TZP before reaching the multilayered regiom, The value of KR then increased
almost linearly with crack extension as the crack grew through the layers, reaching a
value of 17.5 MPa .

1 2

as the crack aproached the end of the layered region,

whereupon the crack extended unstably into the Ce-TZP on the other side.

A

corresponding increase in the size of the transformation zone surrounding the crack tip
was observed (Fig. 6(b)).
Similar results have been obtained using specimens with layers of different
thickness and with Ce-TZP materials of different starting toughness (the toughness of
the Ce-ZrO 2 used for the data of Fig. 6, KR = 5 MPa-m1/ 2 , was relatively low). In all

7
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cases the R-curves increased as the cracks grew through the layered regions (all of width
_<I mm) without any sign of saturation, and with maximum measured values of KR being
limited by unstable growth when the crack encountered the end of the layered region.
The transformation zone in one of these specimens containing Ce-ZrO 2 of high initial
toughness (KR = 10 MPa.ml/2) is shown in Fig. 7: the zone spreading was much more
extensive.

The frontal zone penetrated past the end of the layered region, with

subsequent unstable crack growth, after the crack had penetrated only half of the layers
(at KR = 15 MPa'm

1 / 2 ). 20

CONCLUSIONS
Microlaminates of Ce-ZrO 2 with A12 0 3 /ZrO 2 layers exhibit dramatically
increased fracture resistanuz.
results of micromechanics

Development of these composites was motivated by
analysis combined

with direct observations

of zone

characteristics in Mg-PSZ and Ce-TZP, which indicated that substantial toughening
would result from modifying shape of the transformation zone in Ce-TZP. Two effects
that enhance the transformation toughening In the layered structures have been
identified. One is the truncation of the elongated frontal zone that forms in single phase
Ce-ZrO 2 and the other is the spreading of the transformation zone along the layers.
The toughening enhancement should not be limited to planar layered microstructures with cracks normal to the layers. Evidence has been presented elsewhere 18
for enhanced toughening for cracks growing parallel to the layers and for spreading of
the transformation zone near A12 0 3 fibers embedded in a Ce-TZP matrix. Thus, many
other three-dimensional dual scale microstructures that enhance toughening may be
envisioned using fibers, platelets or nonplanar A12 03/ZrO2 layers as barriers to
autocatalytic transformation.

8
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Figure Captions

1.

(a) Optical interference micrograph showing out-of-plane surface distortion
due to transformation zone surrounding crack in Mg-PSZ. Fringes represent
contours of constant displacement.

(b) Residual transformation strains in wake of crack in Mg-PSZ in the direction
normal to the crack plane.

Data from moire interference.

Finite element

calculations using Raman measurements of volume fraction of transformed
phase, assuming dilatational transformation.

(c) Fraction monoclinic phase in wake of crack in Mg-PSZ, measured by Raman
spectroscopy.

2.

Nomarski interference

micrograph showing crack in Ce-TZP (specimen

supplied by Dr. D. Shetty).

3.

Crack tip shielding stress intensity factor for steady-state cracks with various
frontal zone shapes.

4.

Nomarski

interference

micrograph

of surface

of

Mg-PSZ

loaded

In

compression, showing transformation bands.

5•.

Arrested crack near A12 0 3 /ZrO 2 layer (darker region) in Ce-TZP showing
spreading of the transformation zone adjacent to the layer.
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6.

"".a

1.

(a) Critical stress intensity factor for crack growth through multilayered
region of Ce-TZP/(A1 2 0 3 -ZrO 2 ) composite.

(b) Nomarski interference micrograph showing enlargement of transformation
zone (outlined by broken line) during crack growth through multilayered region
of (a).

7.

Nomarski interference micrograph showing enlargement of transformation
zone caused by multilayered region of composite with high toughness Ce-TZP
matrix.
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CRACK RESISTANCE CURVES IN LAYERED Ce-ZrO2IA1ZO3 CERAMICS
D.B. Marshall, J.J. Rauo and F.F. Lange
Rockwell International Science Center
1049 Camino Dos Rios
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
ABSTRACT
Crack resistance curves have been measured in layered Ce-7ZrO2tA203 composites with
various layer thicknesses and with C.:-ZrO2 materials of two different initial fracture tougbnesses.
Increasing the transformability of the Ce-ZrO2 phase shifts the R-curves to higher values of stress
intensity factor. However, the slopes of the R-curves were relatively insensitive to layer thickness
over the range examined.

1.

In

t

ion

A recent study has shown a strong enhancement of transformation toughening in Ce-ZrO2
materials containing layers of either A120 3 or a mixture of A120 3 and ZM02•1 The presence of these
layers modified the shape and size of the crack tip transformation zone in two ways, both of which
increased the degree of crack shielding: the transformation zone spread along the region adjacent to
"thelayers, thus increasing the zone width of a normally incident crack by up to a factor of 10, and

the elongated portion of the transormation zone that forms ahead of a crack in uniform CO-ZT02
was truncated by the layers. The toughening was evaluated using controlled crack growth
experiments in composites containing multilayered regions embedded within uniform Cc-ZrO2.
The critical stress intensity factor needed to grow a crack was found to increase from
- 5 MPa'm 1/l within the Ce-ZeO2, to more than 18 MPaem1A2 after growing through - 18 layers
of 30 gm thickness.

1
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In this paper, we investigate the effects of varying the dimensions of the layered regions,
increasing the number of layers, and increasing the starting fracture toughness of the Ce-ZrO 2
material.

2.

ExYjm enia•
Composites of Ce-ZrO2, with layers containing a mixture of 50% by volume of A1203 and

Cc-ZrO2, were fabricated using a colloidal technique as described previously. 1 The technique
involved sequential centrifuging of solutions containing suspended particles to form the layered
green body, followed by drying and sintering at 16000C for 3 h. Use was made of a technique
described recently by Velamakanni et al., 3 and Chang et al., 4 in which an aqueous electrolyte
(NH4NO3) was used to produce short range repulsive hydration forces and to reduce the
magnitudes of the longer range electrostatic forces between the suspended particles. Such
conditions produce a weakly attractive network of particles which prevents mass segregation
during centrifugation, but, because of the lubricating action of the short range repulsive forces,
allows the particles to pack to high green density. Two 7ZO

2

powders containing 12 mole% CeO2

were used, one from Tosoh (TZ12Ce) and the other an experimental powder from Ceramatec. The
Ceramatec powder was chosen because other studies have shown that high toughness
(- 14 MPa. 1/2 ) can be achieved. In our previous work with the Tosoh powder, the fracture
toughness of the Ce-Zr02 was - 5 MPaom 1 /2 . The alumina powder was from Sumitomo
(AKP30). The composites contained multilayered regions sandwiched between regions of uniform
Ce-ZT02 as illustrated in Fig. 1,in order to allow continuous measurement of crack growth, first
through the Ce-Zr02 then through the layered region.
Crack growth experiments with notched beams were done in two steps, using two differnt
1

loading fixtures, which operated on the stage of an optical microscope and allowed high
magnification observation of the side of the beam during loading. 1 All experiments were done in a
dry nitrogen atmosphere. The dimensions of the beams were approximately 28 x 6 x I mm, with

2
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the initial notch of 170 Aim width and approximately 2 mm depth. First, a stable crack was initiated
from the root of the notch under monotonic loading, using a very stiff fixture that made use of
WC/Co flexure beams in series with the test specimen.I The beams were equivalent to very stiff
springs in RaraIki with the specimen and thus acted as a crack arrester. The initial crack growth
was induced without use of a load cell, in order to stiffen the loading system further. After thus
growing the crack for

-

500 pm, the loading system was changed to include a load cell with

conventional four-point loading through rollers in order to allow measurement of the fracture
toughness (or crack growth resistance). As the cracks grew stably through the layered composites,
the stress intensity factors were evaluated from the measured loads and crack lengths (obtained
from optical micrographs) using the expression from Ref. 5.

3.

Reults
Composites were fabricated using the Tosoh powder with the layer arrangement of Fig. 1

with four different layer thicknesses, as shown in Fig. 2. The critical stress intensity factor, KR,
measured as a function of crack growth up to and through the layered regions mae shown in Fig. 3,
with the crack position being measured relative to the beginning of the layers to allow direct
comparison of the responses of the different layer thicknesses (crack growth in the Ce-ZrO2 up to
the layers thus corresponds to negative position in this plot). Three of the specimens contained 20
layers and one contained 40 layers. In all cases, KR increased almost linearly as the cracks grew
through the layers. The peak value of KR coincided with the onset of unstable growth as the crack
approached the end of the layered region and the transformation zone penetrated the Ce-ZrO2
beyond. Therefore, since there is no indication in these data of KR saturating to a constant value,
the maximum toughnesses are limited by the finite extent of the layered regions. The slopes of the
R-curves are all similar, although there is an indication that the slope is maximum at a layer
thickness of - 35 im.

3
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The cracks used for the quasi-static resistance curve measurements of Fig. 3 were all
surrounded by transformation zones that increased in width from

-

15 gm in the Ce-Zr02 to

, 200 gm at the end of the layered region. These transformation zones were observed by optical

interference microscopy, which detects out-of-plane surface distortions due to the transformation
strain. Increasing zone widths have also been observed for cracks that were growing unstably
through the layers. An example is shown in Fig. 4 for a crack that grew unstably during initiation
from the initial notch and arrested after penetrating the first three layers of A1203/7rO2 (the fringes
in this micrograph-correspond to contours of constant surface uplift).
Resistance curves from two composites fabricated with Ceramatec powder are shown in
Fig. 5. One of these composites was sintered almost to full density and contained 21 layers,
whereas the other contained 10% porosity and 41 layers. In both composites, KR increased almost
linearly, with similar slope, as the cracks grew through the layers. However, in the fully dense
composite, the R-curve was displaced to larger values of KR by an amount (- 4 MPa-m 1/2 ) equal
*

to the difference in fracture toughnesses of the Ce-ZA0

2

materials (-- 5-6 MPam 1 l/2 in the low

density material, c.f., 9-10 MPa-m1/ 2 in the higher density material). The peak values of KR were
limited by unstable crack growth as the cracks approached the ends of the layered regions and
t-ansformation zones penetrated the uniform Cc-ZrO2.
The widths of the transformation zones in the composih.- containing the higher toughness
Ceramatec Ce-ZO2 were much larger than in the other materials. The initial zone width within the
Ce-Zr02 was
penetrated

-

-

200 gm (Fig. 6(a), c.f., - 15 pm in the Tosoh material). After the crack had

10 of the layers, the transformation zone hdd spread to a width of - 3 mm (Fig. 6(b)).

At this stage, the front of the zone penetrated the uniform Ce-ZWO beyond the layered region. The
_

crack then grew unstably and arrested after extending - 1 mm into the Ce-ZrO2. The zone width
within the Ce-ZrO2 beyond the layered region (Fig. 6(c)) was much larger (- 1.5 mm) than the

"4

steady-state zone width for a crack growr, in this Ce-ZrO2 material (such as in front of the layers,
where the zone width is - 200 pmin), but smaller than the zone width within the layers. This result
4
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suggests that the zone width of the unstable crack as it exits the layered region is determined by the
applied stress intensity factor, as it would be for a quasi-statically growing crack (zone width
approximately proportional to K2). The measured increase in zone width from 200 gim to 1.5 mm
would correspond to an increase in K by a factor of approximately 2.7, roughly consistent with the
observed increase in K at the point of instability.
4.

DiscussiQU
All of the composites tested exhibited crack resistance curves that increased almost linea"ly

as the cracks grew through the layered regions. The slopes of the R-curves were similar in
composites with various layer thicknesses, although the slope of the R-curve from the composite
with intermediate thickness layer (35 pm) was significantly higher than the others. Although the
range of layer thicknesses tested was not large (- 25 pin to 70 pm), these results do show that the
previously observed toughening effect is not limited to a narrow range of layer thicknesses. The
peak toughnesses measured were in the range 14-18 MPa.ml/2, limited in all cases by the finite
extent of the layered regions (there was no evidence of an approach to steady state in the Rcurves).
The large transformation zones observed in the composite with the higher toughness
Ceramatec ZrO2 suggest that very high fracture toughnesses could be achieved in a composite
containing moe layers. With the observed zone width (which had not saturated) of 3 nun and the.
relation KS ( 'qw,6.7 where KS is the steady-state shielding stress intensity factor and w is thw
zone width, a fracture toughness of mom than 30 MPasml/2 would be predicted.
S.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
1.

Layered composite test specimen.

2.

Optical micrographs of multiiayered composites fabricated with Tosoh powder: darker
phase is A1203, lighter phase is Ce-ZrO 2.

3.

Crack resistance curves from the composites shown in Fig. 2. Data labeled by layer

thicknesses of A1203fZO2 in microns.
4.

Optical interference micrograph showing transformation zonL around crack that initiated
unstably in the Ce-ZrO2 and arrested in the layered region.

5.

Crack resistance curves for multilayered composites fabricated from Ceramatec Ce-ZrO2
powde. Data labeled by A12OZ3O2 layer thickness in microns.

6.

In situ optical micrographs (Nomarski interference) from specimen of Fig. 5 (25 j~m
A12030ZJ 2 layer thickness. 50 gim Ce-L-72) at several stages of crack growth:
(a) crack within uniform C_-Zro2,
(b) crack extended partly through multilayered region, and
(c) aftercanck grew unstably out of multilayemd region.
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TRANSFORMATION ZONE SHAPE EFFECTS ON CRACK SHIELDING
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Michael C.Shaw and David B.Marshall
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ABSTRACT

Crack tip shielding is evaluated for observed transformation zones in Ce-TZP/Al203
composites, in which the transformation zone sizes were changed significantly by varying the
sintering temperature to control the transformation yield stress. The calculated shielding effects are
consistent with an observed insensitivity of crack resistance curves to transformation zone size;
smaller zones in materials with higher yield stress were associated with larger ratios of wake length
to zone width and correspondingly higher normalized shielding stress intensity factor. Shielding

due to the dilatational component of the transfomaton strain accounted for most of the toughening
observed in these materials.

1. INTRODUCTION

In a recent study, Yu and Shettyl measured crack ,zsistance curves (R-curvas) in a series
of Ce-TZP/A1203 materials thAt had bcew sintered at various temperatums to vary the
transformation yield stress within the range 190-390 MPa. TIU specimen geometry used for these
measurements allowed stable crack growth for the initial, rising part of the resistance curve
I
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(typically for crack extensions of I to 2 mm). However, unstable crack growth occurred before
reaching a steady-state toughness. The widths of the transformation zones at the instability points
varied from - 30 pm in the material with the highest yield stress to 300 gm in the material with
the lowest yield stress. Despite this large variation in zone size, the R-curves were almost the same
in all of the materials, with instability occurring at an applied stress intensity factor of
~ 15 MPa.m 1/ 2 .

Calculations of the crack tip shielding due the observed transformation zones in the material
with the lowest yield stress have shown that the measured stress intensity factors were consistent
with most of the toughening being due to shielding associated with the dilatational component of
the transformation zone. 2 In this paper we present more extensive calculations to investigate
whether the measured R-curves for these materials are consistent with shielding, and especially to
rationalize the observed insensitivity of the R-curves to the transformation yield stress.

2. MATERIALS AND TEST PROCEDURES

The processing, microstructures, and mechanical properties of the Ce-TZP/AI203 materials
used in this study are described elsewhere.,4 3 The nominal compositions were 12 mole % CeO2ZrO 2 + 10 weight % A1203 + 2 weight % proprietary dopant. The same notation as in a previous
paper is used to identify materials fabricated from two powder batches (I and 1I) and sintered at
1500, 1475 and 1450 0 C (A, B and C) (Table 1).

R-curves were measured using single-edge-notched bend specimens as described
elsewhere. I In all cases the specimens were precracked under monotonic loading and then
annealed to eliminate the transformation zone. The R-curves were then evaluated using incremental
loading, with unloading at various stages to allow measumAet of the transformation zone.

2
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The transformation zone dimensions were measured from optical Nomarski interference
micrographs which highlight surface uplift caused by dilatation within the zone. The relative
concentrations of monoclinic and tetragonal phases adjacent to the cracks were measured by x-my
diffraction from the fracture surfaces. 4 In a material made from a third batch of powder and
annealed at 1500°C (i.e., type IRA), Raman spectroscopy was used to measure the relative
distributions of monoclinic and tetragonal phases within transformation zones. These
measmurements were obtained using a microprobe system (- 2 pm lateral resolution) which was
scanned along several lines traversing transformation zones that were formed during interrupted
R-curve tests.

3.

ZONE SHAPES AND R-CURVES

The large differences in sizes of the crack tip transformation zones in the various
Ce-TZP/AI203 materials at given applied stress intensity factor, Ka, are shown in Fig. 1. For the
purpose of the shielding calculations in the following section, the zwro shapes can be approximated
as shown in Fig. I(e), with triangular shapes ahead of and behind the crack tip. The zone size is
then charactefized by the width w, and the shape by the normalized lengtds l/w and d/w.

The measured R-curves for these four materials are shown in Fig. 2(a), and the
corresponding zone dimensions are shown in Figs. 2(b)-(d). Despite the large differences in zone
width at given K&, all of the R-curves are almost the same. The parameter 1/w, which defines the
frontal zone, is roughly constant during crack growth and is the same for all materials, most values
failing within the range 9 to 13. The wake zone parameter w/d decreases with crack extension for
a given material and increases with decreasing yield stress at given crack extension.

3
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The variation of the volume fraction of monoclinic phase with distance from the crack, as
measured by Raman spectroscopy, isshown in Fig. 3. A continuous decrease in f with distance
is evident, similar to that reported in MgO-ZrO2 materials, 5 with a significant amount of
transformed material lying outside the zone boundary that was inferred from the Nomarski
interference image. This difference arises because the contrast in Nomarski interference is caused
by changes in inclination of the surface rather than absolute surface displacement; the highest
contrast occurs where f changes most rapidly. X-ray measurements from the fracture surfaces of
the specimens used for Figs. 1 and 2 (Table 1) suggest that the fraction of monoclinic phase
adjacent to the crack decreases slightly with increasing yield stress. However, these measurements
represent values averaged over the penetration depth of the x-rays (- 20 gim). For the material
with the lowest yield stress, the gradient in f is not significant. However, for the other materials,
with smaller zone widths, a significant decrease in f occurs within the penetration depth (assuming
that the zone profile of Fig. 3 scales with the zone width). With this spatial variation in f
accounted for, the x-ray results would indicate that the value of f at the fracture surface is
approximately the same for all of the materials (f - 0.8).

I
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4.

CRACK SHIELDING CALCULATIONS

For a transformation zone with the shape depicted in Fig. l(e), containing a uniform
volume fraction, f, of transformed material with a net hydrostatic transformation strain, eT, the
shielding stress intensity factor, Ks, can be written
KKs (1-v)
eTE fW

W
I d(1)

where v is the Poisson's ratio, E is Young's modulus, and Kc is a function of the zone shape
parameters.* The function Kcan be evaluated using the weight function method of McMeeking
and Evans, 6 as described for zones of similar shape in Ref. 2. This expression can bN readily
modified to atccount for nonuniform f within the zone, if contours of constant f are geometrically
similar. In that case, f&W• in Eq. (1) is replaced by

--

f

Iw

;•4 dx r foM
L

f

where f(x) is the volunmiraction of tru

g(x/w)
f d(x/w)

(2)

or-,ed material as a function of distance, x, from the

crack. In the nowmaiLed expression on the right side ok" Eq. (2), fo is the value of f(x) adjacent to
the crack (x = 0), g(x/w) is the normalized function f(x)/fo, and w is a length scale that can be
chosen arbitrarily. For the following calculations we take w as the zone width measured by
Nomaskl intetltrmnce (as indicated in Fig. 3), and assume that g(dw) is given by Fig. 3 for all

of the materils. Then, evaluation of the integral inEq. (2) gives

="
For the zoe shlu of Fig, I(e), icis not strictly independent of v as it is imr the ibi. m'•yz
" .O0.3).
and Evans. Howcv., fht variation with v is vesy weak (<2% for v
5
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by Matizekiag

g(x/w) d(x/w) =

2.x1

(3)

With fo = 0.8 from the x-ray measurements, Eqs. (1), (2) and (3) give
=

•
1-v

=LJw
-11

dil

(4)

where F'= 0.7.

The shielding stress intensity factors evaluated ft•oi

Eq. (4) using the masur-l values of

zone parameters w, w/d and 1/w (Figs. 2(b) to (d)), with E = 200 GPa, v = 0.3 and
S= 0.04, ar- compared with thr. measured R-curve data in Fig. 4(a). The values of Ks fall.on a
curve with shape that is similar mthat of the R-curve but displaced by a constant amount to smaller
values of K. ThI
l iffe, nces, K&-KS, for all of the data am plotted in Fig. 4(b). The difference is
approximately constant, most values falling within the range 4 to 6 MPam.,:2.

5.

DISCUSSION

The crack resistance, Kp, at any poiit on the R-cnrve is given by the sum of the following
clatributlons: the toughness. K0 . of the transfmied Zr02; the shielding stress intensity factor,
Ks. due to the dilatational component of the tansformation strain; shielding due to the shear
component of the tvnsformoion SUahn; and contributions from odiier toughening mechanisms.
The value of Ko would be "pectced to be - 3 MPatml/2, Therefore, since the results in Fig. 4
show that KR - Ks - 4 to 6 MPa.m01 2, it is evident that Lho measured values of KR are almno
fully accounted for by the sum of Ko and Ks. The results also indicate that the observed

•N"-•
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insensitivity of the R-curves to the transformation yield stress (i.e., transformation zone size) is
consistent with the values of Ks calculated with the observed zone sizes and shapes.

The insensitivity of KR to transformation yield stress warrants further examination. During
initial loading in these experiments, the transformation zone extends behind the crack tip a distance
do before the crack begins to grow, as indicated in Fig. 1(e). After the crack extends by Aa, the
wake zone length, d, is

d = do +Aa

(5)

where the values of do range from 80 to 150 pm (but not systematically with yield stress). Thus,
if we take do as approximately constant (valid for sufficiently large crack extensions), the value of
d at given crack extension is approximately the same for all materials. Moreover the values of I/w
are approximately the same for all of the zones measured in this study (Fig. 2). Therefore, the
relative zone shapes in different materials at given crack extension are roughly as shown
schematically in Fig. 5. The tendency for Ks to increase with increasing zone size (Ks a MW,
Eq. (1)) is thus cancelled by the effect of changing zone shape, which causes ic in Eq. (1) to
decrease (as the zone gets larger in changing to materials with lower yield stress, the fiontal shape
remains constant, but the relative extent of the wake zone (d/w) decreases (Fig. 2)). The
combined effect of these two changes is conveniently cssessed by rewriting Eq. (4) as
a
Ks = eT[-f'!'"

.-

so that Ks is proportional to the term in square brackets at given Aa (i.e., given d). This term is
plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of w/d for fixed l/w = 13. Over the ranges of w/d observed in the

7
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four materials of this study (as marked in Fig. 5), this term varies slowly, thus explaining the
observed insensitivity of Ks to the value of w/d.
-M

4mn

--

With the value of t

I

-d I

given by Fig. 5, Eqs. (5) and (6) provide an

approximate expression for the R-curve:

d -A

Ks--LýLA
[ 1 -)

(7)

The edges of the shaded regions in Fig. 4(a) are defined by Eq. (5), evaluated using values of eT,
E, v, and f as defined earlier, and with

[vYd

d

1)I

=

0.022 and 0.035, representing the

approximate extremes within the ranges of w/d indicated in Fig. 5.
Materials with w/d far out of the range of the present experiments would not exhibit the
insensitivity of the R-curve to yield stress, since the curve in Fig. 5 decreases rapidly with
changing w/d outside this range. Moreover, since the slope of the R-curve is proportional to

[Vd

))1, materials with w/d out of the range of the present experiments would also have R-

kd I

cuwveS of Jo= slope. Finally, we emphasize that all of the results discussed here pertain to the
initial, rising part of the R-curve, where the zone shapes are approximately as depicted in
OFi.
1(e). At larger crack extensions, the R-curves would be expected to diverge and approach
steady state values, corresponding to uansformation zones with uifiform widths over the crack
wakes. The steady state values of KR would be expected to increase with increasing zone size.

6. CONCLUSIONS

1.

The insensitivity of nkasured initial rising portions of R-curves inCe-*TP/AI20 3 materials

to variations in transformation zone size is consistent with the calculated effect of zone h
8
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crack shielding. The smaller zones were more efficient in shielding the crack tip because of their
larger ratio of wake length to zone width.

2.

Most of the measured toughening in Ce-TZP/Al20, can be accounted for by crack tip

shielding due to the dilatational component of the martensitic tetragonal-to-monoclinic
transformation.
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Table 1
Ce-TZP/AI20 3 Composites

Composite Type

Sintering Temperature (00)

Yield Stress (MPa)

P

IA

1500

190± 5

0.85

IIA

1500

236 ± 13

0.82

JIB

1475

280± 6

0.81

326 ± 9
0.78
1450
IIC
*Volume fraction of monotonic phase on the fracture surface, determined from x-ray diffraction
analysis.
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1.

Nomarski interference micrographs sheQ ing crack tip transformation zones in SENB
specimens of four types of Ce-TZP/A120, composites, at applied stress intensity factor of
10 MPa.m1 /2 : (a) type IA, (b) type HIA, (c) type 11B, (d) type IIC, (e) schematic of zone
shape.

2.

(a) Crack resistance curves for the materials of Fig. 1, measured using single-edgenotched-beam specimens. (b), (c) and (d) transformation zone dimensions (as defined in
Fig. 1(e)) corresponding to the data of (a).

3.

(a) Variation of volume fraction of monoclinic phase adjacent to crack in type IIIA
Ce-TZP/A1203 composite, measured by Raman spectroscopy.

(b) Crack tip

transformation zone used for (a) showing scan line.

4.

(a) Comparison of resistance curve data from Fig. 2(a) and calculated shielding stress
intensity factors. Shaded bands are representations of Eq. 5. (b) Differences between
mxasured applied stress intensity factors and the calculated shielding stress intensity factor.

5.

Variation of shielding stress intensity factor with zone shape parameter, w/d. Inset shows
relative zone sizes and shapes at given crack extenion in Cc-TZP/AI203 materals of
different yield stress.
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Crack Whelding In Ceric-Partlaliy-Stabilized Zirconia
IF

David B.Marshall*
Rockwell Interntiloncil Science Center, Thousand Oaks, California 91360

A The crack tip shielding stress Intensity factor has been calculated for several elongated transfwfmation zone shapes
observed in high-toughness ceria-zirconia ceramics. The re-K
suits show that the measured Increases In fracture toughness of these materials are consistent with the crack tip
shielding mechanism, to which the toughening of other zirconia ceramics has been attributed. Moreover, the presence
of a very elongated zone ahead of' a steady-state crack is
shown to do-crease the degree of shielding compared with
that of' a zonue with scmicircular frontal shape and equivalent width by 4 factor of' about 2. tKey words: fracture
toughness, tetvaon~l Fikcon~a 1,44ycrystals, cerium, shielding, trasftwmazions-4
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I. Introduction

stiess intensity -Aactor near tht crack tip, as characterized by
K
.+K
+K(1

where K., is the applied stress intensiiy factor and K, is thle
shielding stress intensity factor due to the zone. The condition for crack growth is taken as K,, = Ko, the fracture
toughness of the fully transformed material, whereupon -K,
is the increase in fracture toughnes due to the transformation zone. The magnitude of K, can be calculated following
the method of McMeeking and Evans,' by applying imaginary surface tractions to the boundary of the transformation
zone to restore the original shape tha! it had before tr~nsformation, and applying a weight function method to compute
the stress intensity factor due to the body fojrces, T, needed to
cancel these tractions:

4

VRA
an~tecent studies have demonstrated that high fracSture tough nesses, in the range 12 to 20 M11a min, can be
achieved in cerna-partially-stabilized zirconid (Ce-TZP) ceramics that readily undergo martensitic transformnation from
tetragonal to mnonoclinic phase)' However, the shapes of' thc
trans-formation zones surrounding cracks in these materials
are very different from those in other zirconia materials
of comparablie toughness, in mansaatal
aiie ir
conia (Mg-IlSZ) the zone extends approximsately equal distance ahead and to div. side of thc cravk,7whereas the F1We
in Ce-TZP is very elongated, extendtig ahecad of the creck a
distance -10 to 2-0 times the ztne width (Fig.],"U.''his appearance of a slitlike zom- ohead of the crack has promupted
sevcral analyses of crack growth and toughening in terms of
a Dudakzon
Nireoerin
moeL'
ne f tesestuies it
was
Dpefally suge st~ed. tha teocr, cn tiposhieldingudiec'ai
nism wiclfisenrally
sucgested
t
as
h rctoe soureldn mfcuheni
inm
ot ihe
togeneral
is
acireoias
mtherialsrci oftouahplicnbl
inohr
CctouhndzZ2P.mtrili
otapiai
Calculations of the crak tip shielding due to trainsforinatin tones with the Shapes ohser'ved in CC-IV, arc presented
here. with two purroses inl mind. One is to determine
wt~tther such shielding is indeed consistent with the me-asured
fracture toughness. The other is to assess whtther a sbtn
tia iticrease in toughnecss might be possible hy modifying the
microsirotmure to eliminate or reduce the exttndcd frontal
zome.. U't large frontal zone is detrimental to toughiening by
crack tip shielding, sittce -dilatational transformiation of nmaterial located within an angular range of a60kr ahead a( the
crack causes an increase in crtAc tip utresses.A"~

s(2)
T
f
where ds is an element of the zone boundary r, v is Poisson's
ratio, and htis the weight function, given, for mode I loading
i niorpchuoeo
oyi ~esri.b
naisroiho geosbdyiplestinby'
K,

=

lwf

-______
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x o &A~
i 0 i 0.
x 1 0 02(t
i / i 02
3
tsin (WA2)(
o t o 02
whr'ad r oItincodntsrltv otecakt
wevrad0at wiincodnwrltv otecaktp
To ai~m the role of the extended frontal zone. on tcrack tip
shielding, iEq. (2) was evahta ted 'ur the steady-state (i.e.. constant zoac width in wake of crack) zones shown in Pig. 1, as
depicted by Rose and Swain.' The net tronsforniation strain
within the zone was taken to be hydrostatic dilatation, so that
the tratonb oundary (ofcluwrd
ating presuk
sureat as normal io
tezn onay(nldn h rc ufcs ssoni
Fig 1(a). The ptesurec is related to the wiconistraiticd trans.- nN'~tMt
-
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Crack tip thielding occurs when the transformation
istrains within the zwe surrounding the crack act to reduco the
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formation strain e' and the volume fraction,
transformed within the zone
p = feTý/3(1 - 2v) p ~ ~ ~
~

f, of material,9.
~

(4) ~

where E is Young's modulus. Evaluation of Eq. (2) for the
zone configuration of Fig. 1(B), with various ratios of 'ength,
d, to width, w, gives the result
T

KS{1 - r,)/e EfVNW = K(d/w)
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where the function K(d/w) is plotted in Fig. 2. At d/w = 0
(i.e., no firontal zone) the value K(d/w) = -0.37 is the same as
the corresponding result given by McMeeking and Evans'° as
an upper bound for the toughening. As the frontal zone gets
very large (dlw -- o) K, approaches zero, but it does so very
slowly (K = -0.033 at d/w = 1000 and K = -0.0033 at
d/w = 10o).
Also shown in Fig. 2 are results from McMeeking and
Evans'0 for steady-state zones with two other frontal zone
shapes, one defined by a semicircle centered on the crack tip
and the other defined by a contour of constant hydrostatic
stress in the prior elastic crack-tip field. The semicircular
shape is characteristic of zones in high-toughness Mg-PSZ
materials.' The results in Fig. 2 indicate that replacement of
the long frontal zone with d/w - 20 in Ce-TZP by a semicircular frontal zone would more than double the toughening due
to transformation shielding.
To ascertain whether the measured fracture toughness of
Ce-T7,P is consistent with a shielding mechanism, K, was calculated for two transformation zones from the paper by Yu
ond Shetty,4 who also measured the parameters needed to calculate the shielding. The zone boundaries, corresponding to
two stages of growth of a crack which initially did not have a
zone, are shown in Fig. 3(A): the zone that developed after
180 A~m of crack extension, at K&= 9.9 MPa. m", was traced
directly from Fig. 2 of Ref. 4, whereas the zone corresponding to 1.3 mm of crack extension (broken lines) at
2
K. = 14.5 MPa. min
was drawn to be consistent with the dimensions w = 340 Am and d/w = 13 given in Ref. 4. An estimate of the shielding stress intensity factor for the larger
zone, using the result from McMeeking and Evans"0 for a
steady-state crack with a frontal zone defined by a hydrostatic stress contour (i.e., K = 0.22 in Eq. (5)), gave K, =
45 MPa min, much larger than the measured fracture toughness.' However, the observed zc'e shapes of Fig. 3(A) differ
from the shape corresponding to this result, both in their

-'-

K

20

d/w

Fig. 1. Crack tip shielding stress intensity factors for steady-state
cracks. Solid curve refers to zones with the shape dopicted in
Fig. I(B) with various relative zone dimensions, d ,V,ahead of the
crack. Results for zones defined ahead of the crack by a semicircle
and by a contou, of constant hydrostatic stress in an el,-tic rack
tip field are also shown.

w
I

P
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Fig. 3. (A) Transformation zone boundaries corresponding to two
stages of crack growth (from data in Ref. 4): solid lines at crack extension of 180 zm, broken lines at crack extension of 1.3 mm.
(B)
of()Zone shape and tractions used to calculate K, for the zones
of (A).
form ahead of the crack tip and in the absence of fully developeO steady-state wake regions. To evaluate K, for the zones
of Fig. 3(A), the shapes were approximated as in Fig. 3(B),
with biw = 2 for the smaller zone and biw = 4 for the larger
zone. The net transformation strain was assumed to be hydrostatic dilation. With these assumptions, the boundary tractions are defined by Eq. (4), as in the above calculation, and
evaluation of Eq. (2) gives K = -0.043 and K = -0.070 for
the smaller and larger zones. The corresponding values of K,
(with f = 0.8 from Ref. 4, E = 200 GPa, v = 0.25, and e' =
0.04) are -4.7 MPamI"' for the smaller zone (w = 166 Am)
and -11 MPa" m`2 for the larger zone (w = 340 Am). These
values of K, should be regarded only as estimates, since the
value off was obtained by X-ray diffraction from the fracture
surface and was assumed to be constant throughout the zone,
whereas the fraction of material transformed usually decreases with distance from the cras'=. Also, possible effects of
a net shear component in the transformation zone or of microcracks that have been observed w;thin the zone' have not
been considered. Nevertheless, the values of K, are consistent
with the measured values of K, (9.9 and 14.5 MPa. ram), in
the sense that the magnitude of K, is smaller than, but a substantial fraction of, K.: Eq. (1) with these two values of K,
gives K0 = 5.2 and 3.5 MPa, ml' for the toughness of the
fully transformed material.
ý... view of these results, it is worthwhile contemplating
microstructural changes that might lead to a reduced frontal
zone and consequential increase in toughness. The reason for
the formation of the elongated frontal zone is not known, but it
is thought to be associated with a strong tendency to autocatalytic transformation. Effects of autocatalytic transformation
in Ce-TZP have ,een observed in many other expi.riments.
These include sudden buists of transformation that occur
upon cooling through the M, temperature, as well as load
drops that occur during tensile loading experiments, coinciding with the formation of narrow, well-defined bands of
transformed material oriented normal to the applied tension.5
A possible approach for controlling the autocatalytic transformation may be suggested by comparing the behaviors and
of Ce-TZP and high-toughness Mg-PSZ. In
microstructures
the transformation
zone ahead of a crack is approximately semicircular.' Mg-PSZ also undergoes autocatalytic
transformation, as seen by well-defined bands on the surfaces
of spec~mens loaded in either tension or compression.' 2"1
However, rather than extending completely through the
specimen, the bands arrest at grain boundaries. Because the
bands are arrested, separate initiation of the transformation
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at multiple locations is necessary, resulting in a smoothly increasing stress-strain curve and progressive transformation
wheyi cooling through the M, temperature. Such arrest of
transformation bands presumably also modifies the shape of
the transformation zone ahead of a crack tip. The essential
microstructural difference between the magnesia- and ce-riadoped materials is that the Mg-PSZ contains a dual-scale
microstructure, with small tetragonal precipitates (lensshaped with largest diameter -300 nm) within large grains

tural modifications that decrease the elongation of the zone
ahead of the crack could increase the toughness by a factor of
approximately 2.

(-50 ijm in diameter) of cubic phase, whereas the Ce-TZP
consists simply of a polycrystalline array of tetragonal grains
of uniform size (several micrometers) without any barriers to
arrest a band of autocatalytically transforming grains once it
forms. Tsa', Yu, and Shetty " have shown that the presence of
second-phase A120 3 grains of similar size and spacing as the
ZrO2 grains is effective in preventing the autocatalytic transformation and in modifying the shape of the zone, but also
leads to reduced zone width. By analogy with Mg-PSZ, if a
dual-scale microstructure could be created in Ce-TZP, with
barriers distributed on a scale substantially larger than the
grain size, it may be possible, to eliminate the large crack tip

formation in a 12 mol% Ceria-Zirconia Alloy: I, Deformation and Fracture

s

e

frontal zone while maintaining the width of the wake zone
and thereby increase the fracture toughness by approximately
a factor of 2. Several approaches are being pursued to test this
hypothesis, including introduction of large platelets of A1MO
and fabrication of layered structures.
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Conclusion

In conclusion, the calculated shielding stress intensity factors confirm that the measured fracture toughness in Ce-TZP
is consistent with the toughening being due to crack shielding
from the observed transformation zones. Although this does
not rule out the possibility of a Dugdale zone model as proshielding mechanism
posed in Refs. 3 and 4, we note that the
is also consistent with the reported4 linear dependence of
the zone width on the square of the applied stress intensity
factor.' According to the crack shielding model, microstruc-
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Toughened Zirconia
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Rockwell Science Center, Thousand Oaks, California 91360
be used, in conjunction with out-of-plane displacement measurements and finite-element modeling, to deduce the net
transformation strain directly. In the present work, preliminary measurements and finite-element analysis are used
to evaluate the crack tip shielding, assuming purely dilatational strain.

Residual strains responsible for crack tip shielding have
been measured within transformation zones surrounding
cracks in Mg-PSZ. Two techniques were used for Arain
measurement: moiri interferometry and high-resolution
image matching. Both methods provide maps of differential
in-plane displacements within the specimen surface intersected by the crack, the latter method with the higher resolution. The results are compared with finite-element
analysis to assess surface relaxation effects, and the measured strains are used to evaluate the crack tip shielding
stress intensity factor. Calculations based on the assumption
that the unconstrained transformation strain is hydrostatic
dilatation yielded results that were significantly smaller
than the measured toughness increases. [Key words: partially stabilized zirconia, transformation toughening, crack
tip, shielding, finite-element analysis.]
I.

II.

Experimental Procedure

(1) Materialsand Crack Growth Experiments
The test material was a partially stabilized zirconia* containing 9 mol% MgO (Mg-PSZ), as used in previous studies.20'2' Fabrication, heat treatment, and microstructure are
described by Hannink32 and Hannink and Swain.' Two final
heat treatments, which involved subeutectoid annealing at
1100°C, were used to make materials with steady-state fracture toughnesses of 11 and 16 MPa. m's. The microstructures
were composed of cubic ZrO2 grains of -50 ,m diameter,
containing lens-shaped tetragonal and monoclinic precipitates
(-40% by volume) with largest dimension -300 nm. Recent
study has shown that the subeutectoid heat treatment used to
manipulate the stability of the tetragonal precipitates (and
hence the toughness) also causes formation of a large amount
both at the precipitate boundaries
of the 8-phase, Mg2Zr5 O12, 33
and throughout the matrix. '34
Cracks were grown stably under measured loading conditions in compact tension fracture mechanics specimens of dimension 25 mm x 30 mm x 2 mm. A loading fixture that
could attach to the stage of an optical microscope was used,
to allow in situ observation of the crack tip and wake zones
by several techniques.
(2) Out-of-Plane Displacement Measurements
Out-of-plane displacements of the specimen surface adjacent to the crack (u in Fig. 1)were measured by optical interference microscopy. The interference measurements were
obtained from the surface of the compact tension specimen
obandfmthsuacofheopctesinpcmn
which had been polished flat before introduction of the crack.

Introduction

high fracture toughness of certain zirconia-containing
-ceramics has been attributed to shielding of crack tips by
transformation strains.'-` The strains result from shape
changes associated with the martensitic tetragonal-to-monoclinic transformation within limited zones surrounding the
cracks. The existence of such zones has been detected by several techniques: X-ray diffraction, 6'"' transmission electron
microscopy,6', 5" 6 and Raman spectroscopy,i1? 2' all of which
detect the presence of the monoclinic transformation product.
If the net transformation strain were known unambiguously, these zone measurements would allow calculation of
of crack tip shielding, and hence a direct comparithe
son degree
of transformation toughening theory and experimental
toughness measurements.' 0 22" 7 The transformation strain is
composed of both shear (16%) and dilatational (4%) components. 2'-'" However, the long-range shear component can be
the monoclinic
partly, or completely, relieved by twinningofinapproximately
a
uncertainty
introducing an
product,
productr thus
th intcaulating
antughentingEimi
approximately
of
rljeE

factor of 2 in calculating the toughening. I Elimination of this
uncertainty requires direct measurement of transformation
strains within the crack zone. Indirect measurements of the
strains have been obtained from optical interference measurements of out-of-plane surface distortions due to the transformation strains. 2"," 3 In this paper, we present measurements
by high-resolution displacement mapping and moiri interferometry of transformation strains normal to the crack plane
within the wake of the crack. This technique could potentially

(3) In-Plane Strain Measurements
Transformation strains, es, normal to the crack plane
(Fig. 1) were measured by two techniques (the superscript S
denoting strains measured at the specimaen surface). One
technique was moiri interferometry, 5 which involved gluing
a diffraction grid to the surface of the compact tension specimen before growing the crack, and then, during loading to
extend the crack, illuminating the surface with a He-Ne laser
(wavelength 632 nm) in the configuration of Fig. 2. In this
setup, half of the incident beam impinged directly onto the
specimen surface, while the othei half, after reflection from a
plane mirror, was incident in a symmetrical direction to produce a virtual referepce grating. The combination of this ref-

D.K. Shetty-contributing editor

J'

erence grating and the diffraction grating bonded to the

specimen produced the moiri pattern, which was recorded
photographically. The moir6 pattern consists of a set of
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obtained. Analysis of these micrographs provided x1-x 3 displacement maps with relative displacement resolution of
-100 A (substantially smaller than the point-to-point image
resolution). The usable gauge length for strain measurement
was as small as 10 Am, substantially smaller than that achievable by moir6 interferometry.

ees,

III. Experimental Results
(1) Moiri Interferometry
"Moird interference micrographs from a compact tension

specimen containing a steady-state crack are shown in

TRANSFORMATO-N
ZONE

Fig. 1. Schematic of crack surrounded by dilatational transformation zone.
fringes, which represent contours of constant displacement in
the x, direction, the increment between adjacent fringes being
equal to the period of the reference orating (0.417 Am). In the
present experiments, this technique allowed strain resolution
of 10-3 over gauge lengths as small as 40 Am.
The second technique of in-plane strain measurement entailed digital image matching of high-magnification optical
micrographs, taken from the surface of the compact tension
specimen before and after passage of the crack. The image
matching provides maps of relative displacements of corresponding features within the "before" and "after" images.
This technique (referred to as HASMAP) has been described
more fully in Ref. 36. In the present experiments, the specimen surface, which had been highly polished after heat treatment, was coated with a thin (-100 A) layer of gold then
decorated with submicrometer MgO crystallites (from smoke
of burning Mg), which provided the reference features for
image matching. Then a set of optical micrographs were obtained from the regions ahead of the notch while the specimen was in the loading fixture, before the load was applied.
After the load was applied and a crack of sufficient length to
reach steady state (in toughness and transformation zone size)
had grown, another set of micrographs, which exactly
matched the first set in position and imaging conditions, was
,Mirror

Mi,,o

-

Spatial Filte,

Lens

Camera

I

Ln

n/

A

Specimen &
Sp•imen Grating
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Fig. 2. Setup for moiri interferometry.

Figs. 3(A) and (B). The crack was grown stably from the
notch a distance of 5 mm, unloaded (Fig. 3(A)), then reloaded
and extended a further 1.7 mm (F i. 3(B)). The steady-state
fracture toughness was 16 MPa. m. In other specimens that
were subjected to the same heat treatment in an earlier
study," increasing crack resistance curves for the initial 1 to
2 mm of crack extension and transformation zones of -1 mm
in width (from Raman spectroscopy) were reported.
The fringes in Figs. 3(A) and (B) represent contours of con.
stant displacement in the direction x, normal to the crack.
Therefore, in these micrographs, an area of constant normal
strain, es, in the x, direction would give rise to equally spaced
horizontal fringes; an area of pure rotation or shear, es,
would cause equally spaced vertical fringes; and areas of
mixed normal strain e, and either rotation or shear would
give inclined fringes. (To distinguish rotation and shear a second moir6 image would be needed with the plane of incidence
of the laser rotated by 90*.) Several zones surrounding the
crack in Fig. 3 can be identified. Behind the crack tip and far
from the crack plane (top left and bottom left of the micrographs), nearly pure rotation (or shear strain) is evident,
whereas adjacent to the crack plane in the wake region, there
is mixed rotation and normal strain, with the normal strain
component e4s being tensile. Surrounding the tensile region is
a zone in which el is compressive. The compressive strains
are caused by Poisson's contraction, associated with out-ofplane displacements of material outside the transformation
zone (see Section IV). The difference in fringe spacing in
Figs. 3(A) and (B) gives a measure of the difference in crack
opening in the loaded (Fig. 3(B)) and unloaded (Fig. 3(A))
states.
The out-of-plane displacements were measured from optical interference micrographs (Fig. 4(A)) obtained from the
wake region of the crack in Fig. 3. The fringes in Fig. 4(A)
represent contours of constant separation of the specimen
surface and an inclined reference mirror: equally spaced horizontal fringes represent a flat specimen surface, whereas the
fringe deflections toward the bottom of the micrograph indicate surface uplift. The narrow region (-20-Am width) immediately adjacent to the crack in Fig. 4(A), where the fringes
deflect in the opposite direction, toward the top of the
micrograph, is due to deformation of the moir6 grid and glue,
and corresponds to the region in Figs. 3(A) and (B) near the
crack where the moir6 fringes become indistinct.
The residual in-plane and out-of-plane displacements, ul
and u 2, obtained from the steady-state wake region of
Figs. 3(B) and 4(A), are compared in Fig. 4(B); the distances
from the crack plane over which ut and u2 are nonzero are
similar. The corresponding variation of the normal strain es
with listance from the crack is shown in Fig. 4(C). Also plotted in Fig. 4(C) is the result of a finite-element calculation
that takes into account the effects of surface relaxation on
the strains e4 (see Section IV).
(2) High-Resolution DisplacementField Mapping

The image matching technique was used for generating inplane displacement maps for the lower-toughness material;
because of the smaller transformation zone, the higher resolution of this method was needed to obtain information from
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Fig. 3. Moir6 interference micrographs from high-toughness Mg-PSZ compact tension specimen: (A) crack grown 5 mm from notch then

applied load removed; (B)crack extended further 1.7 mm and applied load hold constant while micrograph recorded.
within the zone. Optical interference micrographs from the
steady-state crack used for analysis are shown in Figs. 5(A)
and (B); these micrographs were obtained with the reference
mirror parallel to the undistorted specimen surface, so that
the fringes repr',sent contours of constant out-of-plane displacement, at increments of Au2 - 270 nm. The degree of
uplift in the uniform wake zone (approximately 0.8 Am adjacent to the crack) and the measured steady-state fracture
toughness, Kc = 12 MPa. m"2, are the same as in nominally
identical materials used in two previous studies,a°021 and referred to therein as "mid-toughened." Rows of indentations
visible in Figs. 5(A) and (B) near the crack were introduced
using a Vickers indenter at 2-N load, to provide references for
precise alignment of the micrographs taken before and after
crack growth.
Results of the displacement analysis from the region adjacent to the crack in Fig. 5(B) are shown in Fig. 5(C). The
strains e4f normal to the crack are plotted on the vertical axis,
and the x1-x 3 plane corresponds to the area marked on
Fig. 5(B). The actual micrographs used for analysis (not
shown) were obtained at a magnification of 280 x using a X25
objective lens with numerical aperture 0.45. The residual

strain es is tensile within approximately 50 Am of the crack
and compressive beyond. The strain distribution is qualitatively similar to the result from moir6 interferometry from
the higher-toughness material, but the zone width is smaller.
The magnitude of the strain adjacent to the crack is quite
variable at different locations along the wake. The amplitudes
of the variations are about an order of magnitude larger than
the sensitivity of the measurements. Moreover, there is a oneto-one correspondence between the nonuniformity of the
strain e' and areas in Fig. 5(B) where the out-of-plane displacements are larger than average (as indicated by the bulges
in the interference fringes adjacent to the crack). These variations in out-of-plane displacements along the line of the crack
are also evident in Nomarski interference (which highlights
changes in angle of the specimen surface) when the direction
of apparent illumination is along the crack (Fig. 6). These
correlations provide confidence that the nonuniformity of es
in Fig. 5(C) is not an artifact due to an unidentified error in
measurement.
The displacements corresponding to Fig. 5(C), measured
along a set of 12 equally spaced lines normal to the crack, are
shown in Fig. 7(A). The average in-plane displacements from
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FIg. 4. (A) Two-beam optical interference micrograph (wavelength 540 nm) of surface in Fig. 3 after crack was grown entirely through

specimen. Reference mirror tilted so that downward 4eflection of fringes results from surface uplift. (B)In-plane and out-of-plane displace.
monts from Figs. 3(B) and 4(A). (C) Normal strains e from data of (B) and finite-element results from Fig. 8(A) (see Section IV).

Fig. 7(A) at each distance from the crack are compared with
the average out-of-plane displacements from Fig. 5(B) in
Fig. 7(B). The results are qualitatively similar to those in
Fig. 4(B) for the higher-toughncss material, but the width
of the zone of residual displacements is smaller. The average
in-plane strains ef are shown in Fig. 7(C), along with a finiteelement calculation taking into account free surface relaxation (see Section IV).
IV. Analysis of Surface Displacements and Strains
The shielding of the crack tip by a transformation zone has
been expressed in terms of the unconstrained transformation
strains within the zone (see Section V). In the interior of the
specimen, where uniaxial strain conditions exist within a
steady-state wake zone formed by hydrostatic dilatational
transformation, the unconstrained transformation strains are
related straightforwardly to the residual strain in the wake.
For transformation with hydrostatic dilatation eT, the residual
strain normal to the crack plane is (Appendix)
el

eT
(+v
1
t-J3T

where v is Poisson's ratio and the superscript I denotes a position adjacent to the crack plane in the interior of the
specimen. However, experimental strain measurements by
techniques reported here are restricted to the specimen surface and are influenced by surface relaxation, as indicated
schematically in Fig. 1. At the edge of the crack, uniaxial
stress conditions exist and, for the dilatational transforma-

tion, the residual strain normal to the crack is (Appendix)
s? = (I + v)eT/3
(2)
Further from the crack, analytical solutions relating the
surface strains to el are not available. Therefore, to evaluate
the effect of surface relaxation in this region, finite-element
calculations were done (using the program ABAQUS) for the
geometry shown in Fig. 8(A) (inset), which simulates a transformation zone of width w, within which the unconstrained
transformation strain eT (x1) is a function of distance xI from
the crack plane, but is uniform in the directionsx 1 Andx 3over
the wake of the crack. The following boundary conditions
were imposed: normal displacements u3 = 0 everywhere, normal displacements u, and u2 zero along the right and bottom
edges, respectively, and normal stresses zero along the crack
and specimen surfaces. Elements within a distance w of the
crack plane were given a hydrostatic dilatational transformation strain (some results for nonhydrostatic strain are given in
the Appendix) with magnitude unity adjacent to the crack
and decreasing to zero at x1/w = 1, as shown in Fig. 8(C).
The function in Fig. 8(C) was obtained by assuming that
eT(xl) is proportional to the volume fraction of material transRaman microprobe specformed
1 , as measured
troscopy atonxsimilar
materials." byAlternatively,
we could have
taken various trial functions for et (xi) and chosen the function that gave closest agreement between calculated and measured values of et(xl), as described in Ref. 31. Then,
comparison of the optimum function with the Raman mneasurements would provide an independent experimental
verification of the consistency of the strain and Raman measurements and the assumption that the transformation strain is
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Fig, 6. Nomarski interference micrographs from the area of
Fig. 5(B) at two different specimen orientations.
perimcntal results of Figs. 4(B) and 7(B). The strain ej adja.
cent to the crack plane (i.e., at x, = 0) is consistent with

Eq. (1) at the interior and Eq. (2) at the top corner. The maget

SI l
X3

.,ever,
'

FIN, S. (A) Optical interference micro$raph of midtoughness MgPSZ compact tension specimen containing a crack grown stably tun,
der monotonically increasing displacement. Reference mirror
parallel to specimen surface so that fringes represent contours of
out-of-planc displacement (uplift). (B) Hi her magnification from
(A) showing area analyzed by H ASMAP (using other, highermagnification optical mzcrographs). (C) Residual strains normal to
the crack plane within the area outlined in (B).
proportional to the volume traction of material transformed.
With the procedure used here, comparison of the calculated
and meausured strains eS(xi) affords a similar verification,
Computed displacements and strains are shown in
Figs. 8(A) and (B) for P = 0.3. The in-plane and out-of-plane
displacements, u ? and u ', are qualitatively similar to the cx-

nitude of the strain e' in the interior decreases with distance
from the crack plane, to zero at the edge of the zone. H.low.
the strain ef at the surface decreases to zero, and becomes compressive within the zone, with the maximum
compressive strain occurring close to the edge of the zone
(x/w = 1). Therefore, the experimentally observed compressive residual strains outside the region of residual tensile
strains are accounted for by surface relaxation. It is also noteworthy that the surface relaxations are such that the net dis.
placement of the edge of the crack i.; negative (i.e., increased
separation of the crack surfaces), whereas in the interior of
the specimen, the net displaci:ment is, of course, positive
(i.e., closure).
The computed strain distributions eS(xi) are compared
quantitatively with the experimeunal measurements in
Figs. 4(C) and 7(C), with the values of zone width, w, and
transformation strain, e"(0), adjiacent to the crack chosen to
give the best fit to the dtita. For the moirt' results from the
higher toughness material of Fig. 4(C), the parameters were
w = 750 Am and er(0) = 0,01. With the dilatational compo.
nent of the t
ft
ion g'rii in thr in
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meats of Rol. 21).
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ing particles being e4 = 0.04, this value of eT(0) corresponds
to a volume fraction of transformed phase of f z e'(O)/Ie =
0.25. For the strain mapping measurements from the lowertoughness material of Fig. 7(C), the fitted parameters were
w = 100 Am and eT(0) = 0.01. In both cases, the computed
and measured strain distributions show reasonable agreement.
Moreover, the fitted parameters are consistent with values obtained from the above-mentioned Raman measurements from
similar materials in Ref. 21: w = 900 Am, f = 0.22 for the
higher-toughness material and w = 200 Aim, f = 0.19 for the
lower-toughness material.

The measured residual strains within the transformation
zone can be used directly to calculate the reduction of crack
tip stresses due to the transformations and, hence, the toughness increase. The reduction in stress at the crack tip is expressed in terms of a shielding stress intensity factor, K,?(3)
tip
tile
crack
at
factor
intensity
stress
local
where &p is the
and K, is the applied stress intensity factor. The criterion for
crack growth under monotonic loading is taken as a critical
value of K&1p (i.e., KI, = Ko, where K0 is the fracture toughness in the absence of transformation shielding). The corresponding value of K, (K, = K, = Ko + K) is the fracture
toughness measured in the presence of shielding, and K, is
the toughness increase.
For a steady-state crack (i.e., crack growth at constant K,),
with a wake zone of constant width, w, containing a uniform
volume fraction, f of transformed particles, the shielding
stress intensity factor under plane strain conditions U
K. -K,

K,

AEeT'w
V

(4)

where E is Youngs modulus, eT is the unconstrained transformation strain of the entire zone (eT 14 where 4 is '~ie
unconstrained transformation strain of the individual transforming particles within the tone), and the comstant A is dc.
pendent upon the shape of the zone ahead of the crack tip, as
well as the nature of the transformation strain. If eý is
isotropic difitational strain and the frontal zone is defined by
a contour of hydrostatic tension in the elastic crack-tip field,
then A - 0.22. However, if the frontal zone is semicircular,
as suggested by several observations in Mg-PSZ (Fig. 5(A)
and Ref. 21), then A- 0.25.
Previous studies of Mg-PSZ10zi (see Fig. 8(C)) have shown
that the fraction of particles transformed within the zone decreases continuously with increasing distance from the crack
(corresponding to a subcritical transformation in the notation
of Ref. 24). In this case, the transformation strain eT is not
uniform. However, provided all the contours of constant e T
around the crack tip and wake are geometrically similar and
the not transformation strain is isotropic dilatation, the
shielding stress intensity factor can be obtained by integration
of Eq. (4):l'1J'K.

"--

er(xi) dV~x

V0

(5)

where x, is the distance from the crack plane. With Eq. (1)this
result can be expressed alternatively in terms of the residual
strain el, in the steady.state wake of the crack
K,

3AE fe(x) dVfxl
+1J fo"

evaluated from the experimentally measured surface strains
eS(x,) of Figs. 4(C) and 7(C). These results, along with the
parameters A = 0.25 for the semicircular zone front,
E = 200 GPa, and v = 0.25 give K, = 9 MPa. m"t for the
moir6 results from the high-toughness material and K, =
3 MPa. m" for the strain mapping measurements in the lowertoughness material. These results are similar to the values 8.8
and 3.9 MPa imn deduced directly from Raman measurements (also with the assumption of hydrostatic dilatational
strain) from nominally identical materials in Ref. 21.
Vl. Discussion
The results described in the previous sections provide di-

V. Crack Tip Shielding
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(6)

With the finite-element results of Fig. 8(A) being used to
relate the strains e4(x,) and e1(x 1), the integral in Eq. (6) was

rect measurements of transformation strains that are a source
of toughening in Mg-PSZ. With the assumption that the net
unconstrained transformation strain is hydrostatic dilatation
(i.e., long-range shear strains are relieved by twinning), we
have used the measured residual strain components normal to
the crack plane in two materials of different toughness to calculate the crack tip shielding stress intensity factors. The resuits agree closely with values obtained from similar materials
using Raman microprobe measurements of the distributions
of transformed monodinic phase within the transformation
zones, with the same assumption of a hydrostatic transformation strain.2' Both of these calculations also implicitly assumed that the distribution of monoclinic phase within the
transformation zone was the same in the plane strain crack
tip region in the interior of the specimen as in the nearsurface crack tip region where plane stress conditions arc
approached. Soeie preliminary Raman microprobe measurements have been done to test this approximation.* This
entailed
growing a crack completely through a compact tension spocimen,
preparing a polished section normal to both
the crack plane and the original surface of the specimen, and
measuring the volume fraction of monoclinic phase along
scan lines normAl to the crack at various depths below the
original surface. The results of these scans were not significantly different from those on the original surface.
The assumption of hydrostatic dilatational transformation
strain in this and other studies is rationalized mainly on the
observation by transmission electron microscopy of extensive
twinning in the transformed monoclnic particles within
However, possible thin-foil relaxtransformation zones."'*.
ation effects cast some doubt as to whether such observations
arm reprcsentative of the behavior in bulk material. Moreover,
the magnitude of K, obtained with this assumption, here and
in other studies, does not appear to account fully for the ohserved toughening: with the values of K, front Section V (3
and 9 MPa. rn' 0 and the measured fracture toughnesses (11
and 16 MPa. m '), Eq. (3) gives .4 - 7 and 8 MPa. m ".
These values of KO are sub.tctt ially larger than expected for
the fracture toughness of the material without any (ougheaing. One possible source of this discrepancy is the existence
of nonhydrostatic and nonuniform strains iin the transformation zonc,W16 although other toughening mechanisms, such as
twin boundary movement as the particles move through the
crack tip stress field, crack deflection, or microcracking, are
also possible. Experimental methods are needed to distinguish these possibilities.
The techniques used here could potentially be used to determine the deviatoric components of transformatior, strain
within the zone. In-plane residual shear strains el) can be ohtained directly from the image matching data that were used
to generate the results in Figs. 5 and 7, or from moir6 images
obtained with two-dimensional gratings. Short-range, nonuniformly distributed shear strains eu were observed fronm the
strain mapping data, but their magnitudes were smaller than
6 x 10', an order of magnitude lower than the strains eI adjacent to the crack. With the transformation of two sets of
orthogonally oriented precipitates, an elongation due to shear

-

strain components that is equivalent to plastic deformation on
two slip systems is possible without giving a long-range shear
strain e13. In this casej the relative magnitudes of the strain
compnens ( 1 2ae3) of the unconstrained transformation
could be determined from comparison of the in-plane and
out-of-plane displacements ul and U2. This would involve
measurement of uI and u2 as in Figs. 4(B) and 7(B), measurement of the distribution, ftx), of transformed material within
the zone by Raman microprobe 3pectroscopy, and superposition of the finite-element solutions of Fig. Al with the
* rlatvemagituesof eT, 4, an
duse oast ul
upazon
ithconistnt
oththe ama reultsandthe
measured values of u, and U2. Such an analysis was not attempted here because of the variability in the amount of
transformation at different positions along the crack wake
(Fig. 7(A)). However, materials witi' more. uniform zones may
be amenable to analysis.

APYENDIX
Residual Transformaion Strains
Consider a slab of material adjacent to a crack, as in Fig. 8,
which undergoes uniform transformation with unconstrained
normal strains (e'T, e2',e). At positions near the crack but far
from the specimen surface, the following conditions exist:
e-ei=0, a,,

=

0

(A-1)

where e' is measured relative to the untransformed state.
Therefore, the elastic straiins e2 and e3 are equal to -e2 and
ooeslwrslsi
3 epciey n
EeI=
a - v
(A-2)
(A-3)
(A-4)

-V~PO'z
£42
&3 =-_W + (03

Additio'n of Eqs. (A-3) and (A-4) and substitution into
Eq. (A-2) gives

VII. Conclusions

Moir6 interferometry and high-resolution strain mappin3
by image correlation have been used to measure directly the
residual transformation strains that exist adjacent to cracks,
and are reponsible for toughening, in two Mg.PSZ materials,
The residual strains werec~onsistent with Raman microprobe
measurements of the volume fraction of material trans-(
formed. Substantial variab~iity in the residual strains aLong
the crack path was detected. The average strains were used to
calculate directly the crack tip shielding stress intensity factor, with the assumption that the unconstrained transformation strain is hydrostatic dilatation. The results are consistent
with other equivalent ca'ýulations besed on Raman micro-t
* probe measurements uf the distribution of transformed monoiclinic phase, which also tissumcd that only the hydrostatic
component of tOl transformation strain contributes. However, the calculated shielding is significantly smaller thaii
the measured toughness increa~se, suggesting that either non* hydrostatic components of the transformation strain arm significant or other toughening mechanisms operate. An
approach was suggi.ested for resolving this issue using the

A5
V (4T + e4)(A5
for the elastic strain. The total strain eI is the sum of this and
the transformation sirain:
e.1 4+
e
-l - ) 4 4)
(A-6)
CI

For hydrostatic dilatation of Magnitude eT
42C)
Eq. (A.-6) becomtes
/I+Ve
e j---

4e 4

3e4', with
(A-7)

At the edge of the specimen surface and the crack, the
following uniaxial stresls conditions exist.
as, - (, -0,

el4

0

(A-8)

In this case, application of Itoke's low gives

strain mealswement methods described herein.

4l

4I

+

e

which, for hydrostatic dilatation becomum
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Crack-Tip Transformation Zones InToughened Zirconla
David B.Marshall* and Michael C. Show*
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Berkeley, Caiifomia 94720

Michael J.Readey* and Arthur H.Heuer*
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Case Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, Ohio 441J6
Troasformation zones surrounding cracks In several toughened magnesia-partilaly-stabilizci zirconla ceramics are
characterized by optical Interference measurements of surface uplift and by Raman microprobe spectroscopy. The
measurements denwonstrate that the volumie firaction of .
transformation Is nonuniform within the zone &aidthat thextent of the frontal zone Is approximately the samse as that
* of the wakt. Results are used ~to evaluate the crack-tip
-shielding stress intensity factor and to compare with the
measared fracture toughiness. (Key words. craick tip, Oaar.
tially stibillized Vircoiala Raruan spectroscopy, trausfotnia.
tions, toughness)

mates because of the difficulty of measuring zone parameters:
most have used X-ray measurements from fracture surfaces of
broken test pieces to estimate the zone size, assuming a
steady-state crack with a constant amount of transformation
inside the zone and none outside.-'=-"~ We will show that,
for MgO~partially-stabilized zirconia materials, the distribution of monoclinic phase is not well approximnated by a step
function. Mcreover, unless the fracture surface is formed by
crack growth at c~on-stant applied atress intendity iactce', zne
width- measu.rements from a 1arg area otf the fracture surface
(as is tht-casw for X-ray measurements) -may be misleading&

Shdd Cra&cklipby Tnin~fo&maton ?oies
~~~~~~~~w~~~Rgonic a b
u frcurroghesofctured
mechanics analyses have been derived to
s fraictrced byuganoders of megnituasd et-c(
can
-2 to
ate the toughness Iamreas due5 to a crack-tip transformation
Tincoase
n ort.-ibyofmagntude(Iro -2 o
me to the itme, pararnetars. Oý 3 Two Nquivalent approaches
20 MP&a ml') by manipulating thzir microstructures to
have boxii used, owe be*ing based on all energy-balance analychange the stability of the retained tetragoal phase."" It
sis and the other involving calculation of the redut.-tion In
is reasnably well establishedi that at leag a substantial porcm-i stresses by the. transformation strains. In the latter
tion of this trxughening results from shielding of crack tips
formulation, the saielding effect of tho transfornmettet zne is
from th* applied load by the Strains resulting from a mairtendeflrW by a stres Iotensity factor, 14, such that the crack-tip
Sitic transformation from tetiragornal to nimonoinic symmetry
sesitniyfcoKO sgvnb
within limited rones surrounding the cmks` Such zone s trs nost atr ,,
gvnb
have beaun detwced by sevoral techniques: X-ray diffracK~,4,
. K,(1
tion,-"-" transmission electron microscopy (TEIA),".t'
Ramnan spctroseopy,-&"* atu observations by *xatcl intcr,
where K. is the applied stress Intensity factor. The criterion
fercece methods of surface distortions due to the transformsfor crc growth under rqnasi-static, monotoznec loading is
titan strains?'-- Howevva, these mothods hamve noat yest beeni
takken as &. - Ko, where KO Isthe fracture toughnes in the
used to provide sufficiently quantitative measurements of
osteof shielding. The corresponding value of K, (K,
1iansforuiatiort zone parameters (ixo,, distribukions of the
K, - & + K,) is the fracture toughness measured in the
transformation products, net transformation *.train) for a
presene of Whelding,
caomplete calculation of the toughening due to shielding.
rwot asteady-state crack (i.e., crack growth Pt constant K,),
in this paMe, %%cpresent dtailkd measurements of distfi.
with a zone containirg a unifoirm volume frcilon, f, of transbutlons of transformation pr,)ducs within zones alrund Cracks
formation product over a distanice w from the crak iiw~face,
that iver girown under controlled and known stress intcrnsity
the shielding stress intensity facor is-'
factd^ and preliminary correletions; of the amount of thielding with fracture mechanics predictions. Previous attempts at
1?NW
such correltium av b at bw o~wofugaite estilK4(2)
1. Introduction

11

wher E is Youngh modulus, Pis Poitson's ratio,er"is the transformation strain, and the conitant A is dependent upon the
sape"of the zone. ahead of the crack tip, as well as the waure
*
of transformation strain. Ifer is an isotropic dilatational strain
Maerwrnipi No. 197933. Ptcclmd [9,ciatc 21. IM~. &profted May It.
(i.e., till long-ratie shear strains rdelived by twinning) and
1900.
the frontal zone is defined by a contour of constant hvdtoNurdlnaN ~itc rta-c
wveW at RcAcL'wc!
by the U.S. Air Fontl
ttctnuni h lti
hnAI
Ofic
o SietiicRemtcis uwk f oenifu No>F496MIO-9C-MOO
a11,
sai
enini
the
crao
c k-tip field.,hnA2"i
byobeFoy
.S.Wpatmet
u~r ontactW.
ACO1-7MM,
the amount of tranifornnation is niot uniform, but contours of
uaik Ma No.OMR7-1522.conuanf to the wake and around the crack tip ane all geoa~ CWkeOCOmfibIdag "toe1C
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metrically similar (and the net transformation stress is
dilatational), then K, can be evaluated by integration of
Eq. (2 ):42 itl
(3)
W0 f(x)
(3
I= P fJo
where f(x)
f~)is the function representing the variation of the
volume fraction of transformed product with distance x from
the crack surface and w0 is the distance from the crack at
which no transformation occurs. It is important to note that
AEer
K,

Eqs. (2) and (3) are restricted to steady-state cracks, with wake
zones of constant width. In general, initial growth of a crack
in these materials is dictated by an R-curve, with increasing
zone width as the crack grows.a-1,31 Calculations of these

inclination of the surface, whereas the conventional interference provides a direct quantitative measure of the normal surface displacement.*
lRaman measurements were obtained using a microprobe
system with lateral and depth resolution of -2 jm. Typical
Raman spectra from regions adjacent to a crack and remote
16 MPa.
material
high
toughnoess (KC
from are
the shown
crack ininaFig.
the =specimens
mta)
1. In of
most
experiments,

*Interference microscopy uses a Michelson interferometer to form an
image by interference of light from the specimen surface and a flat reference
mirror. Variations in the distance between the specimen surface and refer.
separaition,
of constant
half ofcorresponding
the wavelengthto of
contours
the light.
show up asoffringes
thenincrements
ence mirrorwith

R-curves indicate that the steady-state zone width is achieved

after the crack grows a distance several times the width of the
steady-state zone.u 26-a It is also noteworthy that, while the
fracture mechanics analyses are available to relate toughness
to zone parameters,predictions of the zone parameters such as
f(x), the frontal shape, and the net transformation strain are
presently not available. These parameters are determined by
the initiation condition for transformation and the degree of
relaxation of shear strains by twinning and variant formation.
Since the stresses outside the transformation zone are
dominated by the applied stress intensity factor, K., the size
0o1the transformation zone in a given material is dependent

uponK.. Therefore, the degree of shio-ding is diminished if
crgck growth occurs at K. < K, (e.g., slow crack growth in-.duced by cyclic loading or re" tive environment), or enhanced
if growth occurs a! K. > K. (unstable crack growth, if dynami.c effects do not reduce the zone width). The dependence
of K,on K. can be estimated by assuming that transformation
initiates at a position corresponding to a critical stress a', in

100

,

300

200
WAVEXNUURS (cmf-

300

.

the elastic field defintd by K,. Then, the zone width is
Vw/ cz

POO
WAVENUMUPS (cm- 11
(A)

and the shielding sts intensity Wactor (Eq. (2)

or (3)) bccomes
(4)

K, = OK,

where
Lsa constant for a given mateia (I.e., for givon 6,..
er,
Jý. OB
l.

i

Experiments

Partially mtabllized zirconia containing 9 reol% MgO (Mg
PSZ) was dosen as the test material because the fracture.
toughness (and amount of shielding) can be varied uver a wide
range by subeutectoid heat treatment. Fabricatlon, heat treatment, and micrtosructures have been de&cribed hy HanninkI'
and Hannink and Swain:' the microstructures are composed
of cubic ZrO1 grains -5-S amnIn diameter contsaiing tensshaped tetragonal precipitates (-40 voi%) with largest dimension -300 nm. The suboutectoid heat treatment does not
significantly alter the microstructural dimensions, but it is
known to cause a dwcomposition reuction resulting in growth
oi an intermediate (6) phasew, g1ZrsOt, at the precipitatematrix boundaries, which is thought to destabilize the tetrag-

..

.
100

(B)
0,5

[7
0.3

F

Onal phase.
Transformation zones surrounding cracks grown under
known loading conditions (0oth cyclic and monotonic) In cornpact tension fricture mechanics specimens were characterized
by two vietbods: interfarcnce microscopy and Rarman spectroscopy. Tht optical interference measurements were obtained
from the faces of the comrpact tension specienser which had
been polished prior to introduction of the cracks. The out-ofplane surface displacements detected by this technique provide
an indication of the transfomation strains. The Raman spectra from the same surface provide direct measurements of the

fractions of tetragonal and monoclinic phases.'
Two optical interference methods were used: F'omirn ki
interference and conventional interference. Noma.-ski interference provides a qualitative indication of charges il the

0o.a
0.1
o

0.0_o

>

0.0

o.6
W(6

1.0

+ 41 LRAMANI

(")
ig, 1. Raman spectr from MI-PSZ with (A) mostly tatrcl
(remote from crack) and (B)mostly monoclinic (adjacent to crack)
precipltates. (C) Coniparlum of Raman intensity ratios with the
fraction of MotMiuitic JhAW evaluated from X.ray measuements.
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were scanned using a motorized stage, with the intensities of
the monoclinic and tetragonal peaks being measured as a
function of distance from the crack, along lines normal to the
crack, on the polished surface. The fraction of monoclinic
phase was calculated from intensity ratios, using a calibration
with X-ray measurements."2 The calibration was done by comparing X-ray and Raman measurements from a series of
specimens that were heat-treated (1100°C) for various times
to change the amount of tetragonal-to-monoclinic transformation throughout the bulk.7
IV. Results
)RamanCalibration
The volume fractions of monoclinic phase in the series of
heat-treated specimens were evaluated from the integrated
X-ray intensities from the monoclinic (111) and (111) and the
tetragonal/cub'c (111) peaks. The integrated intensities were
derived from area measurements obtained by subtracting the
background and fitting Pearson VII functions. 35 These resuits are compared with intensity ratios for the monoclinic
(179 cm-1) and tetragonal (145 cm-) Raman peaks in Fig. I(C).
Similar calibration curves were obtained from the area ratios
using the combined peaks 179, 189 cm-1 for the monoclinic
phase and 145, 265 cm-1 for the tetragonal phase. In all cases
the calibration curves were nonlinear. In previous studies that
used Raman measurements to evaluate the volume fraction of
transformation in ZrO 2, a linear relation was assumed.
(2) Crack-Tip Zone Shape
Nomarski and conventional interfeiance micrographs of
the crack-tip region in a high-toughness (K, = 16 MPa. m"')
material are, compared in Figs. 2(A) and (B). The conventional interference micrograph was obtained with the reference mirror set parallel to the undistorted surface, so that the
fringes represent contours of constant out-of-plane surface
displacement, separated by half of the wavelength of the
monochromatic illumination (A/2 = 2700 A). Surface uplift is
detected to a distance of -1.5 mm from the crack plane, and
the contours ahead of the crack appear to be approximately
semicircular in shape. These out-of-plane displacements
given an approximate idea of the transformation zone dimensions. However, the contours do not provide a one-to-one correspondence, because the transformation strains cause elastic
surface uplift outside the zone. Moreover, the displacements
are influenced by constraint conditions, which differ near
the crack tip and in the wake. Therefore, the width of the
uplifted region is larger than the actual transformation zone,
and the uplift adjacent to the crack is smaller near its tip than
further behind the tip (Figs. 2(A) and 3(A)).
In the Nomarski interference micrograph (Fig. 2(B)), the
same general surface uplift is evident adjacent to the crack,
but the extent of uplift is not resolved as sensitively as in
conventional interference. In addition, there is a general appearance in Nomarski interference of small transformation
hands oriented at an angle of -45* to the direction of crack
growth, suggestive of a frontal zone defined by shear stress
contours. These small transformation bands are also visible in
Fig. 2(A), as jagged outlines of the contours which would
otherwise be smooth. It is clear from this micrograph that the
hands arc only a small perturbation on the overall displacements due to the transformation zone.
A more definitive determination of the frontal zone shape
is olt)ained from Raman microprobe measurements along
scans ahead of, and beside, the crack (Fig. 3(D)). Thcse resuilts indicate that the decrease in volume fraction of transformed monoclinic phase with distance from the crack is
approximately the same ahead of the crack tip as in the crack
wake. Therefore, the zone shape (as defined by any contour
of constant f) is approximately semicircular ahead of the
crack tip. Thi- shape differs •sitnificantlv from that of a hydro-
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static stress contour, which is often assumed, and which woald
extend further ahead of the crack than to the side by a factor
of 1.5.26
(3) Initial Zone Development
The crack shown in Fig. 2 was grown initially from a saw
notch with a monotonically increasing stress intensity factor,
following the resistance curve shown; in Fig. 4: the critical
applied stress intensity factor increased from an initial value
of -7 MPa. inm to a steady-state value of -16 MPa- rn" over
a crack extension of -4 mm (with 90% of the increase occurring within the first 2 mm). The corresponding increase in
size of the transformation zone is clearly evident in the interference micrograph of Fig. 2(A): the outer limit of detectable surface displacement increased from an initial value of
-50 Am from the crack plane to -1.5 mm over the same
region of crack growth. The out-of-plane surface displacements, obtained from Fig. 2(A) at several positions along the
crack, both within the region of initial growth and within the
steady-state region, are plotted as a function of distance from
the crack in Fig. 3(A). Corresponding Raman measurements
of the volume fractions of monoclinic phase are shown in
Fig. 3(B). The increasing size of the transformation zone with
initial crack growth is reflected in both measurements.
(4) Steady-State Transformation Zone
Transformation zones were characterized in regions adjacent to cracks that had been grown under steady-state conditions in two materials, one with a steady-state toughness of
10 MPa imn and the other with toughness of 16 MPa. in'.
Both monotonic and cyclic loading conditions were used in
order to allow comparison of zones developed under different
values of K. in a given material. Details of the cyclic loading
experiments and fatigue crack growth characteristics are described in Ref. 36. For monotonically loaded cracks, measurements were obtained from regions where the cracks had grown
at constant K, for distances larger than 5 times the transformation zone width. Under cyclic loading, the cracks were
grown at constant velocity over a similar distance, with K,
varying between fixed values K,... and K,,•,, with K.,,/
K,, = 0.1. Under such conditions, fatigue
crack growth
3
occurs for K., z K,/2 in these materials.
Interference micrographs are shown in Figs. 5(A) and (B)
for steady-state cracks that were grown under monotonic loading. These micrographs were obtained with the reference
mirror tilted so that the undistorted flat surface appears as
parallel equally spaced fringes normal to the crack, and outof-plane surface displacements appear as displacement of the
fringes in a direction parallel to the crack. The areas shown
were well behind the crack tip, where the displacements were
not influenced by the near-tip constraint mentioned above.
The displacements measured from Figs. 5(A) and (B), as well
as from steady-state cracks grown under cyclic loading, are
plotted in Fig. 5(C). Large differences are evident in both the
magnitude of the displacement at the crack plane and in the
extent of the displacement field from the crack.
Corresponding Raman measurements of the fraction of
transformed precipitates as a function of distance from the
crack plane are shown in Figs. 6 and 7; intensity measuremcnts (with background subtracted) from a single scan from
the highcr-toughness material are shown in Figs. 6(A) and
(B), whereas averaged data from several scans, converted to
fraction transformed, are plotted as a function of Vx in
Fig. 7. The shielding contributions to the fracture toughnews
(Eq. (3)) are proportional to the areas beneath the curves in
Fig. 7. Several results from these figures are noteworthy:
(I) The minor peaks in the individual scans of Figs. 6(A)
and (B) are genuine variations in the fraction of monoclinic
and tetragonal phases, both within the transformation
zone and remote from the crack. (Statistical fluctuations in
the Raman intensities are smaller than these variations by a
factor of approximately 5.) The xpatial seale of the variat•,'Nn
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N1.2. (ANOtjliefinc micrographs (A-5400 A)of crack -tip region and

re~ion of Initial crack growth in high-toughneu ij-~PSZ

(K-16 MPam-). Reference mirror parallel to undistorted surface. (I), N~olarski

is approximately equal to thc grain size (.m are lthe width%of

*

interference inicrograph of crack tip in (A).

are larger in thc higher-toughncss material than in thc lower-

the irregularities in surface distortions observed by intertoughness material, and larger under monotonic loading than
ference microscopy), suggesting (hat thc crystallographic
under cyclic loading in a given material (note that crack
orientation reative Wothc crack-tip stress field affects the
growth under monotonic loading involves a larger applied
amount of transformation.
stress intensity factor than under cyclic loading).
(2) Complete transformation of the available tetragonal
phase was never observed In regions adj-acent to the crack, the
.Dsuio
maximum intensity ratio L./(I. + 1,)- 0.8 observed for theV.Diuso
high-toughaess material corresponds to a volume fraction of
Previous calculationS of crack-tip shielding have assumed
-0.35, whereas the total fraction of tetragonAl and monoclinic
that the amount of transfurnied umonclinic phase adjacent to
phases is -0.45. Moreover, with lthe background (preexisting)
the crack is equal to the fraction of tetragonal precipitates in
monoclinic content subtracted, the largest volume fraction of
the original material (-0.45).'-1-" This was based on transtransformation induced by the crack is only fo - 0.25.
mission clectroin microscopy observations which showed all
(3) Boh lthe fraction of transformed monoclinic phase
precipitates traniformed near the crack.-""1' The results in
adjacent to the crack and the width of the transformation zone
Section IV(4) indicate that the fraction transformed is al-
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lines normal to crack plane at locations Indicated. (B)lFractio~nno
~' b
in (A).CI
otergoa
Curackat pstransfrd
crackas
I (A ~fatigue
ps~tins
way less thin this (maximumni 0.25), thus suggesting that the
Cikuc~ed constraint of a thin TEM foil allows additional
transformation. These results indicate that calculation of
.transformation tone sIze based on X-ray measurments, witb
the assumption of complete transformation (or even uniform
volum fraction of transfotmed phase) within the zone, would
give substantial underesimalts. Moreover, simce the zone
sizes evident In Fig. 3(8) and 7 are mnuch larger than the
poneualion elepths of X-rays." the zonie depths could not be
characeized by X-m~- measurementts from fracture surfaces,
regardless of whethe. cxnit any assumption were made about
the z~uo. proftle..
IkThe shape of the zone ahea of the crack has been predicted to have a large effect on the degree of shelding.~
For examnple, with a given zone width in the wake of the
crack, a frontal zone defined by a contour of consta~nt maximum ma~ck-tip shear stress (A m0.38 In Eq. (2)) results in a
calculated toughness increase larger by a factor of 1.7 than
that due to a frontil zone defined by a contour of constant
hydrostatic sires (A - 0,2 2).* The results of Fig. 2 suggest

that in Mg-PSZ the zone shape is approximately semicircular
ahead of the crack tip. Local bands of transformation within
tezone show strong contrast in Nomarski interference because of large local changes in gloe of the surface. Such observations could be taken to suggest a zone defined by a shear
stress contour. However, both the surface displacement and
Raman measurements indicate that these bands are only a
small fluctuation within the overall transformation zone (although it is noted that they may be a critical step in the
mechanism for determining the total size of the zone).
Evaluation of K. for a dilatational transformation strain
within a zone of constant width in the wake of the crack and
semicircular shape ahead of the crack tip yields; A = 0.25 in
(2)and (3).1
The results In Fig. 7 can be used with Eq. (3)to evaluate
the shielding stress intensity factors, if we assume that the net
transformation strain is purely dilatational (e' - 0.04) and
tae the frontal zone to be semicircular, The calcilated vatues-of K,(using E -200 GNafor b%-PSZ)forfthefour sets of
data in Fig. 7 areo plotted as a function of the maximum ap)stress intensity factor (K, for ns20tonic loading, KL.
ftcycllc Woaing) in Fig. 8.
In both maiterials; the dependence of the calculated values
of K, on 1K., for cracks grown under msonotonic and cyclic
loaing, Is consistent with Eq. (4). Thbs correlation implies
that, provided the assmed transformation strains are the
sAme in both Woading conditions, the shielding from the transomto oei ittdbytemxmmvleo 4adi
not influenced by the cyclic nature of the load. Therefore, the
crack growth mechanism must involve reduction of
the intrinsic toughness, Ke, rather than degradation of the
transformation toughening. This conclusion is supported independently by crack growth data which have been shown to
ex hibit a veloity that is determined uniquely by the crack-tip
stres Intensity factor range AA'v. - Kw,. - K, in these two
materials, as well as in several others that were heat~reated to
give differen degee of toughening.TM
The transformation strains in mowoonic and cycli loading
can be compared by combining the Raman andoti~faee uptift
measurements of Figs. 5(C) aud 7. Qualitatively uimilar~ dif,
ferences between the four sets of data within each of these
figures are evident. Direct comparison of the displcemeto , me,
adjacent to the cracks, with values of K, calulated from the
Rarn~tn measurements is shown in Fig, 9. IlA meandlK4 mumt
be monotonically increasng functions off and zone width,
as measured from the Raman data, However, the mneasured
values of uo ate influence also by the actual tmdcranfraion
strains, ey, whereas the calculated values of K, are not affected
by er because a constant value was atsumned in calculating X,
from the R&amn dais. Therefore, if the transformation strains
differed in monotoniic and cyclic loading (e.g., different
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urements of Fig. 7 for steady-state cracks, plotted as a function of
the applied stress intensity factor (K¢ for monotonic loading, K,.,
for cyclic loading).

+

S•

Shielding stress intensity factors calculated using the me~as-

cracks, contrary to TEM observations (the maximum amount
->"0.3

%-

transformed was approximately 80% of the original tetragoi

_o0.

nal phase).
(4) The reductions in crack-tip stress intensity factor (K,)

•-

due to shielding from the transformation zone were calculated
from the Raman measurements of the zone profile, assuming
that only the dilation component of the transformation re-

DISTANCE FROM CRACK (amin

HIGHN

(B)
Fig. 6. (A) Intensities of monoclinic and tetragonal Raman peaks
as a function of distance from the crack in the high-toughness

material of Fig. 5. (B) Intensity ratios from (A):/',, and I, are the
intensities of the monoclinic and tetragonal peaks.livdbtwnng

VI.

mains (i.e., that the shear component is relieved by twinning).
The values of K, were significantly smaller than the measured
tou~ghness increases. This result implies that either there are
other toughening mechatnisms operating or there is a significant component of transformation shear strain that is not re-

(5) In cyclic loading, the size of the transformation zone
is determined by the maximum stress intensity factor and the

Conclusions

Characterization of transformation zones around cracks in
several toughened Mg-PSZ ceramics by optical interference
measurements of surface displacements and by Raman microprobe spectroscopy has provided the following results:
(1) The shape of the transformation zone ahead of the
crack
is approximately
(2) tip
The
volume fractionsemicircular./
of stress-induced transformation

crack-tip shielding is not influenced by the cyclic nature of
the load.

from tetragonal to monoclinic symmetry is not uniform within
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4.0

the transformation zone.

ft

s

(3) Transformation of all of the tetragonal phase was
never observed by Raman spectroscopy in regions adjacent to
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The subcritical growth of fatigue cracks under (tensiontetason) cyclic loading is demonstrated for ceramic materials,

far-field cyclic compressive loa&.dY-2' Here, limited crack extension occurs from a notch due to residual tensile stresses;

based on experiments using compact C(T) specimens of a

mechanistically, it is still uncertain whether this process is

MgO-partiully-stabllized zirconia (PSZ), heat-treated to vary
the fracture toughness K, from -3 to 16 MP&-m" and
tested in inert and moist environments. Analogous to behavJar in metals, cyclic fatigue-crack rates (over the range 10"to 1O0-m/cycle) ate found to be a function of the stressinteailty range, environment, fracture toughness, and Iod
ratio, and to show evidence of fatigue crack closure. Unlike
toughness behavior, growth rates are not dependent on
througb4hickness constraint. Under variable-amplitude
cyclic loading, crack-growth rates show transient acceleralions following low-high block overloalds and transient re.
tirditions following high-4ow block overloads or single
tvaette overlo&d&, again analogous to behavior commonly
obserwd In ductile metols. Cyclic crack-growth rates are
otserved at stress intensities as tow as S0% oft,, and are typirniy some 7 orders of magnitude fsuter than corresponding
stress-corrosdon crck-growthrates under sustalnedloading
conditions. Posible mechanibss for cyclic crack advance In
ceramic mateials are examined, and the practical mpltcatiWs of such 'ceramic fatigue are briefly discussed. [Key
wridt mechanical properties., a•rcona partially stabliwd,
sagneulae
cracks, fatigue.I

similar to crack growth under applied tensile loads. However,
there are few direct observations of fatigue crack growth in
cyclic tension-tension loading in ceramics.
The refuted existence of true cyclic fatigue has been based
primarily on the absence of crack-tip plasticity. However,
other inelastic deformation mechanisms such as microcracking, martensitic transformation, or frictional sliding between
a reinforcement phase and the matrix may exist in the vicinity of a crack tip. Direct evidence of cyclic fatigue-crack
growth under tension-tension loads was first reported2 in
MgO-partially-stabilized zirconia (Mg-PSZ) that had been
toughened shlighty by niartensitic transformation (fracture
toughness, K,
5.5 MPa, m,. Crack-growth rates were
found to follow a power-law function of the stre.s-intensity
range (with exponent -24), were sensitive to frequency and
load ratio, and exhibited crack closure, analogous to that in
metals?, The existence of fatigue cracking under tensiontension loads was confirmed in Mg-IPSZ with highter toughness;'L" cyclic crack growth rates as a function of AK have
also been reported for alumina under tension-compressim
loading.?3 N••over, limited cyclic fatigue-crack growth data
have been recently reported for several other ceramics, including alumina, 3 1. Si 1N,,, SiC-rinforced alumina•Al and
iwY.1
Y-TZW/Al 2O), conmpoites, and pyrolytic carbon/lgr
In the present study, a nore extensive examination of
cyclic fatigue-crack growth in Mg-PSZ ceramics is undertaken to Investigate the depxndcnce of growth rate oil (I) fracture toughnes. (ii) the environment. (iWi)through-thickness
constraint, and (iv) vari-Ale.arnplitude cydlic loading sequ•nccs (i.e., post-overload behavior). The results are compared with direct tneasuremnents (f transformation torte
characteristics in order to provide soe delucidation of the
m
LChAnisns
of cyclic ftigu.

VIaz projected use of ceramics rather than metallic materials
itor structural applications has been oulivated in part by
the prospect that they may be insensitive to degradation from
cyclic fatigue-." However, several investigationt 0 using
smooth specimens. sometimes containing indentation flaws.,
tested under rotating bending, four-point bendiog, or by rmpewted themial stressing, have shown reduced lifeAimes fr
alumina, zirconla-alumina, T P, and silicon nitride under
cyclic, as opposed to static, loading conditions. Moreover,
subcn.ical cracking has been reported foe veral monolithic
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compressive tractions on the crack surfaces and hence
shields? the crack tip from the applied (far-field) stresses.36
The reduction in crack-tip stress-iLtensity factor, K,, is dependent upon the volume fraction, f, of the transforming
phase within the zone, the width w of the zone, and the dilational component of the transformation strain e7r:4
()
where Kip and K are the local (near-tip) and applied (farfield) stress-intensity factors, and
K, cc ETerfwl
(1b)
with E' = E/(1 - v), E being Young's modulus and P Poisson's ratio.

Crack-growth rates, da/dN, were determined over the
range -10-1 to 10-rm/cycle under computer-controlled
K-decreasing and K-increasing conditions. Data are presented
in terms of the applied stres-intensity range (4K = K,. Kw.R, where K.., and Kd.. are the vmximum and minimum
stress intensities in the fatigue cycle). By considering the offect of crack closure, an effective (near-tip) stress-intensity
range can also be estimated as AK,, - K.. - &•.
A fatigue threshold strews-intensity risnge, AKni. below
which crack growth is presumed dorma,,;," was defined as
the maximum
value of AK at which growth rates did not exceed 10-"1 m/cycle, consistent with the more cowv,.rvativw
ASTM E 647 pr'mcedure." Thresholds were approached by
varying the applied !oads so that the instantaneous values of

The Mg-PSZ was examined in four microstructural conditions, achieved by subeutectoid aging at 1100°C to vary the
fracture toughaess from 2.9 MPa- mi in the overaged (nontransformation-toughened) condition to 16 MPa -. ti"2 in the
peak-toughened (TS) ccndition. The heat tre.ments, toRuther with ambient-temperature mecdanical properties, are
m
listed in Table I. Further details of the microstractures and
mechanical properties of these materials are desrbed elsewhere.'"

crack length, a, and stress intensity range, AK, changed according to the equation"
AK = AK0 espC*(a - ro))
(2)
where a,,and AKO re the ioitial values of a and AK, and C*
wher malize K-gratheintial v aleof a
an ad W
the normalized K-gradient ((I/K)(dK/da)) which was set to
±0.08 mm-'. Fo the C(T) geometry, stress intensities wore
computed from handbook sostions, in terms of the apphed
P, crack length a, test-piece thickness B, and width 9,
load
as"t

Kip = K - K,

(2) Test Methods
(A) Cyclic Fatiue; Cyclic fat-gue-crack propagation was
measured using compact C(T) epecimens, containing long
(>3 mm) through43hickness crwks, in geporal ar :ordurtce
with the ASTM Standard R 647-86a fo" measuireentWof
fatigue-crack growth rates in metallic m-itrials." Mstu test
pkiees were 3 mm in thicknos, althouh Wicknc•se of 1.5
;nd 7.8 mm were also tewted lo examint ihe role *1 throughthickness 'onstraint. Specimet•s were d)Oically 1ý.'td at a
load ratio intio of minimum to maxitminm loads) of 0.1 and 4
frequotrwy of 50 Hz Oin wave) in high-restlution, coMputsrconttolld eleCtro-servo-hydTaulic testing macinCs, operatihg
uner closed-loop displaceetsem or stress-intensity cootroL Testing was o.cformed ir --ontrOAled romw air (22'C,
45% rh), dehu.iiWfd gaseous Ritrogen, and ditille- water
esivilwMmeits.

K

(P/HW9801W)

where
g(a/W) = 42 + (o/I)][O.886 + 4.64(a/W)
- 1332(a/W)? + N4.12(a/W)f
(3)
- 5.6(alW)f/[l - (ajW•a
Owing to the brittle, s of the mAteriials, initi•tion of the
precrack *-as one of tOW most uritical procedus in the test.
In the current wo-k, as p(e1 y,.-' tIth was -achiev.d by
m
ninjng a weAu-sheped 9xi-ter notch mtd carmiully gro•.-ftlg ýe cruck mn4ly 2 mw out of this region by fatigue un;d" displc•-errat control. lhu,
-masu•-•umi
reported
het-t involved craLcs thbt had buili Vp a wakc oi tol•nsfb
Material.

Maictiel pofntial nmeaurentitnts across -0,1-iwzo NiCr

(a~) rractuf 1ughnrms

roitowilis completionX of ihe '

foiS, evaporCted onto the •tcijmen surftke. were Used in situ
tigue, c•.k-growth test, ftctulc to~ihnesse wem. d-etrto monitor crack lengths to a resolution better thatn ± 2 Am-.MAI
mined by' loading mw.mooically (with do3cemni control)
Unloading contpliance rmeasutclhcnts ustlig b•ck-face gauges
to gvi'i te a rsLitopt curve, K,%Ae). Protodures essentially
were also used to aws the exterl of fatigue crak closure in
confxrm to AST)4 Standard C, 399-87 for the measuraeent
ml
teris of the far-fied stress inicrisity, K1, at firm contact of
the toughmn
4t ctk leittion, &'I in ddition, a ma!-ithe fracture surfaces during the unloading c)1le.,4 The Ko.
mum toughaess, K,, wu meastured at the ready-state Plateau
value is calculated from the highest load whe'c the elastic uOlor peak of the R-curve. Since thete tests all in,.ohe sharp
loading conipliance line deviats ftomn linearity. However, it
cracks, the neasuard toughnes may be smaller than valhouid be noted that for a itantforming material such a PSZ,
ucieobtained from other methods that rely on a machined
a local measure of the cksure stress intersity will differ otrn I notch as the initial crack. On the other hand, test specinns
the measured (far-fld) value by an amount equal to the
that kad to instabilily of the crack in the rising part of the
shielding stress intetnsty (Eq. (I0)). The test seoup is illusR-curve would give lower appaW toughne&M than those
trated in At. 1.
reportcd erut.
IlL. Rtsults aid Wcassio.
1$0 Role of RCwfre Toqkme~s
(A) GrowtM-Rarethatio-: Resistance curves for the four
microstructures ate illustrated in Fig. 2. The o;,eraged mareral contains only traniromed moooinic precipitates and

'Ct*,A-fip thi~iert M ehsiusM .ei Wimptdc ciack advance by otoi
the &X41t
Ci.,) dui'4h roc•te eipetsenced tho
IM-iciaily u the CtA tip
(eg.Rel. 211itax~ ignfrclude
ti.mttcgiiteo and -wItCocrWAc
tou;hutmio
(Re#. all
, No
I•lowp-o,
1,44). CtC
tI1ei{ ( tmif$,
US,.R
dowe dwia futzIue-mA Ch IUt1.43).

Table 1. liets Tstmeats and Teasile Properties of MN-PSZ
"t' Et~l
wxwulu. E

ItAI

coadutoiT (grade)

Overaged

Low toughness (An)
Mid toughness (MS)
Peak toughness (TS)
S.Xand X, we the

(ho

"

Mtt

tou~hnes (MV', m'•)

it~MUMCI

(GOs)

(~a

,

24 h at Il00"C
As received
3 h at II00'C
7 h at ll00'C

<200
208
208
208

300
300
600
400

2_3.0
3.0
3.5
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Fig. 1. Experimental techniques used to monitor continuously crack length and the stress intensity, Kd at crack closure
during cyclic fatigue-crack propagation tests are schematically illustrated in (a), Actual back-face strain data indicating
points of marked (point A) and marginal (point B) deviations in linearity of the compliance curve are shown in (b).

shows only a very shallow R-curve with K, = 2.9 MPa- min.
The other materials exhibit various degrees of transformation
toughening, with toughnesses (plateau Kj) of 5.5 to
16 MPa- inlf. Note that the results in Fig. 2 do not represent
the entire R-curves, since measurements were obtained directly after fatigue testing, with the first measurement being
taken at the K.. of the previous fatigue loading cycle.
Cyclic fatigue-crack propagation data are plotted in Fig. 3
as a function of the stress-intensity range AK, for a controlled
room-air environment. As in metallic materials, growth rates
can be fitted to a conventional Paris law relationship:-"
da/dN = C(AKY"
(4)
However, the exponent m is considerably larger than reported for metals, i.e., in the range 21 to 42 (as opposed to 2
to 4 for metals), and the constant C scales inversely with the
fracture toughness. It is especially noteworthy that the overaged material, in which the nonlinear deformation behavior
associated with transformation plasticity has been removed,
displays extensive cyclic fatigue-crack propagation, with a
power-law dependence on the stress-intensity range similar to

that of the toughened materials. Moreover, the present data
indicate that the overaged material exhibits fatigue-crack
growth at stress intensities below !hat required for crack initiation under monotonic loading on the R-curve (K, values
from Ref. 35 in Table I). In fact, each set of data shows an apparent threshold below which crack growth is presumed dormant (i.e., <10`-' m/cycle) at a value, AKTm, approximately
50% of K1. Values of C, m, and AKI for each microstructure are listed in Table II. These results show that resistance to cyclic fatigue-crack growth in Mg-PSZ is enhanced
with increasing fracture toughness.
The data in Fig. 3 for the low-toughness (AF) material were
shown previously2 to be a true cyclic fatigue phenomenon,
with growth rates proportional to the range of stress intensity,
rather than subcritical cracking at maximum load. These tests
involved monitoring crack growth rates at constant K., with
(i) the load cycled between Ku,. and Ki, 1 (R = 0.1) compared
to being held constant at K,,,, (Fig. 4(a)), and (ii) the value of
KmM being varied (Fig. 4(b)).
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Table II. Values of C and m (in Eq. (4)) and the Threshold AKrw in Mg-PSZ
C

K,

(m/cycle (MPa.-mm)-)
2.00 x 10-14

wpam"n)

2.9
5.5
11.5
16.0

Overaged
Low toughness (AF)
Mid toughness (MS)
Peak toughness (IS)

4.89 x 10-"
5.70 x 10-2O
1.70 x 10-'8

m

A
12
(MPa.m )

21
24
24
42

1.6
3.0
5.2
7.7

47

"%Kr, defined at a maximum growth rate less than 10-`rm/cycle.

(B) Fractography: The transgranular nature of crack paths
was clearly evident from optical microscopy of etched surfaces (Fig. 5) in which grain boundaries were decorated with
monoclinic zirconia phase. Crack paths additionally show
evidence of frequent crack deflection, branching, and uncracked ligament bridging behind the crack tip. The degree of
crack tortuosity, however, appears progressively diminished
with decreasing toughness, as evidenced by the comparatively
flat crack path in the overaged microstructure (Fig. 5(b)).
Corresponding scanning electron micrographs (Fig. 6) indicate that the fracture-surface appearance under cyclic loading
is nominally identical to that under monotonic loading; moreover, unlike many metals and polymers, no evidence of fatigue striations or crack arrest markings are apparent on the
fatigue fracture surfaces."
(C) FatigueCrack Closure: In addition to possible cracktip shielding from crack deflection and bridging noted above,
fatigue-crack growth in PSZ ceramics shows 43evidence of
crack closure, analogous to behavior in metals.'' ' Such closure involves premature contact between the crack surfaces
during the unloading cycle, which raises the effective K,,,1
(mKd), thereby lowering the effective AK.V4 Global (far-field)
Kd values, calculated from the highest load at the onset of
marked deviation from linearity of the back-face strein compliance measurements (point (A) in Fig. 1(b)), show increasing
KdIK,,, ratios as the threshold AKTH is approached (Fig. 7),
characteristic of (contact) shielding by wedging (which is enhanced at smaller crack opening displacements). In view of the
deflected nature of the crack paths, it is suggested that such
closure results primarily from the wedging action of fracturesurface asperities (roughness-induced crack closure)-,,-" This
would also be consistent with the progressively higher levels
"Similar results have been obtained in graphite/pyrolytic carbon laminates, where cyclic fatigue fracture morphologies are also indistinguishable
from those of monotonic overload fractures (Ref. 30).

of crack closure seen in the higher toughness microstructures,
which exhibit the roughest crack paths. Moreover, the increasingly dilatant transformation zones in the tougher
materials act to reduce the crack opening displacements,
which further encourages premature crack-surface contact
on unloading.
(D) Observation of Transformation Zones: The influence of transformation-zone shielding on fatigue cracking
was investigated by comparing wake zones in the mid- and
peak-toughened materials. Two techniques were used to characterize the zones: interference microscopy and Raman spectroscopy. The Raman spectroscopy provides a direct measure
of the fraction of tetragonal and monoclinic phases within the
zone, with a spatial resolution of -2 Am (using a microprobe
system).•" The optical interference measurements from the
polished face of the compact tension specimens provide a
measure of normal surface displacements due to the transformation within the zone. The displacements are dependent on
of transformation and the net transformaboth the fraction
tion strain.59'61
Raman measurements of the volume fraction of material
transformed to the monoclinic phase, within zones adjacent
to cracks that had been grown under cyclic loading at constant AK or under steady-state, monotoric loading (i.e., at
K = KJ), are shown in Fig. 8. The results indicate that the
fraction of transformed material is in all cases nonuniform
and smaller than the total available fraction of tetragonal
phase (-0.4), even adjacent to the fracture surface.
The shielding stress-intensity factors, K,, corresponding to
the data of Fig. 8 can be calculated by integration of Eq. (lb)
(which is valid for a step-function zone profile):u
"Integration of Eq. 'lb) to obtain Eq. (5) requires that all contours of con.
stantf in the wake and around the tip of the crack be geometrically simUi.
Other Raman measurements confirm that this requirement is satisfied.
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of twinning resulting in different shear components in a')
Since Of1 of the. dat. fall on a single curve within thc measurement accuracy, it is concluded that the transformationstJ'rains,
in cyclic and monotonic loadi-g do nlo! differ significanltly.
t
(2) Role ofBspm
It has been suggested that cyclic fatigue effects in ceramics
may be the result of stressi-corrosion cntckinG .'-, .6

*

tougns

eo
x-

&mniie this hypothesis, cyclic crack-growth rates in the lowtoughness AF material were measured in inert (dehunmidified
nitrogen gas) anti corrosive (distilled water) environments; resuilts are plotted as a function of AK in Fig. 12. Growth rates
are faster in moist room air and water than in inert nitrogen,
indicating a marked corroson-fatigue effect which pitsunsably Involves the weakening of atomic bonds at the crack
tip by the adsorption of water molecules. However, crack
growth is obm-rAe in the inert a'.mo*plere, Implying that,I
analogous to behavior in metals and consistent with the observastions cited above, cyclic fatigue in Mhe ceramic ki a nmechar~iaftyinductd cycli proc=s t*Ih may be accelerated by
1ke exwiromnment.
Another coutparism of the effects of nzchantical load cy.
cding and envircnimenuilly assiste oiak growth is ilustrated

is
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Fig, 9. Estimates of the ohlelding stress-intensity factor, K,, calculated from Eq. (S)for the transformation zones presented in
Fig. 8,as a function of the applied stress-intensity factor K Values
of F, under both mniontonic and cyclic loading are consistent with
the relation 14 - j8K, where the slope of the curve 8 Widependent
on the material.
in Fig. 13 for the MS material tested in moist air. Cyclic crack
velocities, e"pressed in terms of time (da/dt), are compared
with corresponding stress-corrosion crack velocities incastired under~sustained loads; at equivalent K levels at this frequency, cyclic crack-growth rates are up to 7 orders of inagitude faster (or at equiuvalent velocitiest, K. Is smaller by
about 40% for cyclic loading).
It would thus appeatr that nonconservative estimates of the
suberidecal advance of Incipient cracks, and serious ovarestimates of lifetimes, maky result if defect-tolerant predictions are
ban~d solely on sustained-load (stress-conuoWo) and fracture.totghn5ss data and do not consider a cycli fatigue effec.
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Fig.11.Comarisn
o th suraceuplft dsplce-creasing thickness, but is consistent with expectations for
ments, ull, immediately adjacent cracks, with the values
siligdet
rnfrain
of K, calculated from the Raman data, for cracks grown
To examine whether such through-thickness constraint
under monotonic and cyclic loading conditions. The reeffects are important in influencing fatigue behavior, cyclic
suiting linear relationship implies that the transformafatiguie-crack growth rates and R-curves were measured using
tion strains under cyclic and monotonic loading do not
C(T) specimens of the TS-grade material" with thicknesses of
differ significantly.
1.5 and 7.8 mm (Fig. 14). The K, fracture-toughness values
(3) ole f Troug-Thcknes
Cnstrintare
larger in the thicker specimens by approximately 9%
(3) ole f Troug-Thcknes
Cnstrint(Fig.
14(a)). However, no significant difference in the corRecent work6 5 on R-curve behavior in Mg-PSZ has indiresponding fatigue-crack propagation rates was detected
cated an important effect of test-piece thickness on the frac(Fig. 14(b)).
ture toughness. Specifically, the plateau toughness was 22%
higher and the slope of the R-curve steeper in samples with a
(4) Role of Variable-Amplitude Loading
thickness of 4 mm compared to 1 mm. This trend is opposite
The results described above pertain to constant-amplitude
to that accompanying the transition from plane stress to
cyclic loading; to examine the influence of variable-amplitude
plane strain in metals, where the toughness decreases with inloading, single and block overload sequences were appl-I
during steady-state fatigue-crack growth in the MS- ant.
TS-grade materials. Results for high-low and low-high block
overloads in mid-toughness (MS) material are shown in
Fig. 15. Over the first -2.5 mm of crack advance, the crackLow Toughness (AF - Mg-PSZ)
growth rate remains approximately constant at constant
AK(= 5.48 MWa -ml"). On reducing the cyclic loads so that
mow~
AK = 5.30 MPa -m" (high-low block overload), a transient
Ak'retardation is seen followed by. a gradual increase in growth
E
rates until the (new) steady-state velocity is achieved. SimiZ/lry
ysbeunl nraigtecci
od ota
AK =5.60 MWa min (low-high block overload), growth rates
1;
Ho'
show a transient acceleration
decaying to the steady.
~'~''~
state velocity. Such behavior isbefore
analogous to that widely obscrved in metals," where to the first order the crack-girowth
:
~.increment
affected by the overload is comparable with the ex0
111111,41
tenit of the overload plastic zone. In the present experiments,
1,6
thc affectcd crack-growth increments arm -500 sAm, appm~xi~
matcly 5 times the measured"-" transformed zone width of
C)
~-8Sto
108 Am. This is consistent with zone-shielding calculations in which the maximum steady-state shielding is
aftter crack extensions of approximately 5 times the
IC) 2
azone
width.""
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Similar crack-growth retardation following a high-lo~w
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Immediate
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€

•

overioa•.

peak-tougnes MS-PSZ in FIS. 15(b); in additlon, SIgniScant
retardation can be seen following a sing tensi overoad to
a K. of 12.3 MPa. imn Such results can be rationaldtzd in

sulting from ca•qe in the process-zone morphology, cyclic
accommodation of the transformation strains (related to the
type of martensitic twin variants that form), or change in the
degree of revasibility of the transrtmation. Athenativdy, if

terms of ch&ang

bridaing by ftictionalikeoaietrical interlocking of microstruc-

in crack-tip shidldin fran the transornia-

tuZrly rough fracture surfaces" contritutes slgnificantly to
the toughness, cyclic loading may result in progressive dqpe-

tion zoaO

IV. Ultel

s of Cyclic Fgiw

Mechanisms of fatigue crack growth may be conveniently
classified into two categories; lairsuicmechanisms where the
unloadin portino of the cycle results in enhanced microstructural 'damage" ahead of the crack tip (as in metals), and
extrnsic melchmisms wher the unloading acts to diminish
the effect of a crack-tip shielding prces, thereby increasing
the near-tip stress intensity coaqared to equivalent monotonic Wldig conditionms, In transforming ceramic such an
extrinsic mechanism could rMult from a reduction of the de-

pree of transformatonn touthen

unde cyclic Loading re-

dation of the bridling zome.

In the uresent study, however, several observations argue
against such mechauisms, and sugge instead that an intrinsc
mechanism is responsible for fatigue-crack growth In Mg-PSZ.
The most compelling evidence is that crack growth under
cyclic loading is c.hifted by the overaged material in which
stress-induced transformaton cannot occur. Moreover, the
crack-growth taes in all the materials can be shown to be
uniquely related to the local (nwar4ip) stress-Intensity tauge,
AK, regardless of the degree of trans•ormatioo toughening
Evaluation of AKv must include the effects of both zowe

selding and premature crack closure due to conta of

10s

asperities." The maximum and minimum near-tip stress-

intensity factors are related to the corresponding far-field
applied (measured) values, K. and Kd (using Eq. (Ia)):
(K,.
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(6)

K.,
(7)10
K, is assumed to remain constant during unloading and was
shown in Section NXI() to be given by
(8)
K, = K.
where 61is a constant for a given material.
Equation (7) requires Kd 2t K,, that is, in the absence of
roughness-induced closure, the transformation shielding
causes crack-tip closure at Kd = K&whereas the presence of
sufficiently large roughness effects could cause contact behind the crack tip at larger values of Kd. However, the closure
stress intensity factors from Fig. 7 (measured from point (A)
of the compliance curve of Fig. 1(b)) are smaller than the corresponding values of K, in Fig. 9. This suggests that the values
in Fig. 7 represeut roughness-induced contact well behind the
crack tip, at a lower applied load than that which allows initial, near-tip closure. Closer examination of the present unloading compliance curves reveals a marginal change in
linearity after unloading -20% to 30% fromi the maximum
load (point (B) in Fig. 1(b)). Such behavior is consistent with
the notion that, during unloading, crack-surface contact occurs first over a short distance (of the order of micrometers)
behind the crack tlp,t" before roughness-induced crack contact over the remaining crack surfaces. Estimation of the closure stress intensities from these higher closure loads yields
Kd values within 5%of K,. Therefore, it apears that initial
tip closure occurs atK =I4 and the tip-sumes intensity
range is given by
A9)
-gK,
- Kw.
*The
crack-growth rates for all materials ane plotted in%
Fig. 16(a) In terms of AA¶II, evaluated from Eq. (9), with K,
obtained from Eq. (8), All dafta fall close to a universal curve
of the form
(10)
da/dN a A(AUuY

vras

=Kp)w
Kd -

whereni - 22 andA - 3.5 X 10-1$ mil-&Acycle"' MPa-4.
The growth-ratic data may be normalized equiv.,leently In
terms of the steady-state toughness, K.. This may be readily
demonistrated by noing that X, - K0 + K,, where Ka is the
Intrnsictouhnes
(wihou trasforatin shcuns, fom
which K, Ko/(1 - 0) firom Eq. (8) with this icsult, Eq. (9)
can be written
I4U~normalizing
4K")An
A~p
(~a
AK, Ko~~)
IC. &ICshielding
(I-RV(Ilb)
(1- R)~Ka
- A), and Eq. (11) becoams
wheno AK -K.,(l
a Ko'-II()'AK"
- =A
dN
(1-Ri'YKE
According to Eq. (12). a universal curve Isobtained by shift.
ing the data for achd material InFig. 3 along the AK axis by a
CntnMultipying fajctur QW1- A.Themull
~OO~ant
R)3 TheV~ul Of
"Wher~ethe ar.Iip Urets-latenshy ranige Isestimated b oculdedA2 th
ertfre *fcac ceagr.
defity
cc A&,
Intr~iscmal
it.e(es dtdttcionI a~u I.
'Wthtmacroscopic back-fce shital comnpliance techn~iqe fo de
coueatglobal In nature art ame nor paricltifly sexistive
toLr1"C`Ck-sffaecolclocurrins neu the ctack tip.
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analoou reasult for enviroomerntay wdasted crak
growth has been discussed by LAwn.10
The Ramnan and surtace-uplift measutement of Section hII
further support the contention that transformation-zone
is not affected by the cyclic nature of ~he loading.
Specifically, the results in FOg. 9 and It Indicae that for
seady~sitte cwak growth under cyclic or monotonic loading,
K,isdetermined by the maximum applied stressIntensity factor (E~q. (7)). Although these results pertain only to the contribution to K, from the wake region of the zon (detailed
comparison of frontal zones have not yet befn Completed),
preliminarty "_tiznate indimae that the fironital zone in fatigue
loading would need to be enlared by a factor of 4 compared
with that in moinotonic loziding in order to make asignificant
differenc to the above conclusions.
Potentia Intrinsic ruechusms of faigue include accusen-

Waed damage In material ahead of the crock tip In the forim
or microrcig patcly in
mictopkisticty,
localized
of
grain
boundary
and precipitate/mastrix interface regions.
Matrix microcracking associated with the formation of transformat ion shear bands has als been wagested.u Such
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microcracking could be enhanced by the cyclic movement of
twin boundaries in transformed monocinic particles in
response to cyclic loading. In fact, cyclic stress vs strain (hysteresis) behavior has beeni demonstrated for several transforming zirconia materials.21 Other mechansims may include
Mode II and Ill cracking, due either to the wedging action of
crack-surface asperities on unloading or to changes in the local stress state induced by Mode I opening on the loading cycle. In addition, crack extension during loading may permit
relaxation of residual stresses in specifically orientated grains,
with subsequent development of additional tensile and shear
stresses upon unloading because of the inability of the relaxed
grains to be accommodated in their original positions.4'71
These effects are likely to be a strong function of residual
stress states arising from thermal expansion anisotropy (in
noncubic systems), elastic anistropies of the grains,72 and the

nature of cyclic accommodation of the transformation strains
when these are present in the material.
V. Implications for Design
The results of this work provide evidence of the premature
failure of zirconia materials under tension-tension cyclic
loading. In engineering design with ceramics, however, such
cyclic fatigue phenomena have been rarely considered. With
the damage-tolerant approach, for example, component lifetimes are predicted on the basis of fracture-toughness and
subcritical crack-growth behavior (i.e., stress-corrosion and
creep data) determined under monotonic loads. In view of the
high cyclic crack velocities observed, far in excess of those
levels, and
under sustained loads at equivalent stress-intensityintensities
as
the occurrence of fatigue-crack growth at stress
low as 50% of K1, the results of the present study imply that
ignoring cyclic fatigue in design and life prediction may have
dire consequences.

For design procedures based on crack propagation, as in
compometallictPull,"J.
many safety-critical applications involving nmetallic
nents, allowance for the cyclic fatigue effect can be achieved
by estimating the time to grow preexisting defects to critical

size through integration of the cyclic fatigue-crack growth relatitnship (e.g., Eq. (4)). However, with the very high exponents (m) and resultant extreme sensitivity of the projected
lifetime to the applied stresses (albeit over only a narrow

range of stress), this may not be a sensible approach. Moreeffects demonstrated in Fig. 15 imply that
over, the transient eI.
Eq. (4) is adequate only for constant AK loading: in general,
the fatigue-crack growth relationship (and hence lifetime) is

dependent upon loading history as well as the instantaneous
AK, A more practicable approach may bxe to base design on
crack initiation, with allowance being made for the existence

of a cyclic fatigue threshold for crack growth as low as -50%
of the fracture toughness. However, it must be noted that, in

ceramic components, subcritical crack growth and subsequent
instability may involve very small cracks. Since it is well-

known for metallic materials that such "small" (:500 l.m)
cracks may prcagatc at rates significantly faster than those

of "long" cracka (e~g., Refs. 46 and 73), it is Vital that future
studies on ceramics address the role of crack size in influcacing cyCliL behavior.
VI. ConcluloLs

Based on a study of the growth of fatigue cracks in Mg-PSZ

"i•ics under tension-tension cyclic loads, the following
iswons can be drawn:

Patigue-crack growth in overaged and partially stabi-

.zed (transformation-toughened) zirconia is unequivocally
demonstrated to be a mechanically induced cyclic process,
which is accelerated in moist air and distilled water environ(da/dN) can be described in terms of a
ments. Growth
functionro
rrates the
fth stresscntenesrit rngterm
d (A of,a
power-law function of the stress-insensity range (AK), with
an exponent m in the range of 21 to 42.

(2) Resistance to cyclic crack-growth increases when the
fracture toughness (K,) of Mg-PSZ is increased; the apparent
threshold for fatigue-crack growth (AKin), below which
cracks are presumed dormant, is approximately 50% of K,.
(3) Cyclic crack growth in ceramics shows evidence of
crack closure in addition to other crack-tip shielding mechanisms (crack deflection, uncracked ligament bridging,
transformation toughening). Moreover, when subjected to
variable-amplitude cyclic loading, fatigue cracks in Mg-PSZ
experience transient crack-growth retardation immediately
following high-low block overloads, transient acceleration immediately following low-high block overloads, and delayed
retardation following single tensile overloads. Such behavior
is analogous to that commonly reported for metallic materials
and consistent with expectations of crack-tip shielding due to
transformation.

(4) Cyclic crack velocities in Mg-PSZ are found to be up
to 7 orders of magnitude faster, and threshold stress intensities almost 40% lower, than stress-corrosion crack velocities
measured in identical environments under sustained-loading
conditions. Such observations may have serious implications
for defect-tolerant life predictions in zirconia ceramics.
(5) Although the dtailed mechanism of cyclic fatiguecrack growth has not been identified, an intrinsic mechanism
is implicated by several observations; that is, the mechanism
does not appear to involve cyclic reduction in the degree of
transformation toughening.
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Annealing at temperatures between SW0 and 10000C rewas observed in surface uplift and monoclinic content (as deverses the stress-induced tetrsgonai-to-monociinic phase
termined by Raman spectroscopy).
transformation In precipitates within crack-tip zones5 In
M&O-partially-stablllzed ZrO1 (Mg.PSZ). The stability of1.ExeintlPmdr
such reverse~ransformed tetragonal precipitates during sub-xprmntlPocdr
sequent room-temperature aging has been examined using
The material examined was acommercial 9-mol%-Mg-PSZ
Raman spectroscopy, surface displacement measurements,
(MIS grade Mg-PSZ, Nilcra Ceramics, Ltd., Victoria,
and crack-opening mneasurements. Partial spontaneous reAustralia) that had been heat-treated by LS at 1100'C for
transformation of material within the original zone from
20 min (subeutectoid aging") to promote ready transformatetragonai-to-monoclinic symmetry occurred over periods of
tion of tetragonal precipitates to monoclinic symmetry and,
several months. (Key words: zirconla, partially stabilized
thus, formation of large transformation zones around cracks.
(PSZ), magnesium, crack tip, transformations, anneaflng.1
The specimen geometry and loading conditions used to introduce cracks are described in detail elsewhere." A "short
DCB" specimen' was polished on one side and notched using
1. Introduction
a lO$&m-thick saw blade. After loading to form a stable
D ECENT studies have shown that large residual crack opencrack, the specimen was unloaded and annealed at 1000'C to
IXings are associated with the presence of transformation
retransform any material that had transformed to monoclinic
0 zones surrounding cracks in MgO-partially-stabillzed ZrO 2
symmetry back to the letragonal structure, then reloaded to
(Mg-PSZ).' 2 The residual opening is a result of the dilatation
grow the crack a further 4 mm. During reloading the incasassociated with the stress-induced tetragonal-to-monoclinlc
tired fracture resistance Increasd from an initial value of
(1- m) transformation, which causes both wedging near
-11 MPa - min to -15 MPa -m"~, after -2 mm of crack extension (R-curve behavior), and remained constant thereafter.
the tip of the crack and bending of the arms of fracturemechanics test specimens. The magnitude of the residual
The transformation zone was then characterized using sevopening Is dependent on the toughness of the material, the
oral methods. The residual crack opening was measured at
specimen geometry, and the size and growth history of the
two locations- (1)the rout of the notch and (2)along the loadcrack.' The opening is largest in high-toughness materials
Ing line 15 mm from the notch root. Raman spcctrosropy"and, If the crack begins with no 'ransformation zone, Inwas used to measure the fraction of mono-clinic phase as a
creases with crack extension. Removal of the transformation
function of distance from the crack plane at several locations
zone by cutting along the crack with a saw blade eliminates
behind the crack tip. Finally, from optical interference microthe residual opening displacemcnts, as does annealing in the
graphs of the polished specimen surface, the out-of-plane dis.
temperature range SOO' to 1000'C for times as short as
placements due to the transformation zone were mmaured In
20min.,
the region surrounding the crack.'This las observatioti provides evidence that host treatment
The rpecimen was then annealed at W00C for 20 min, and
in this temperature range causes the reverse monoclinic-tothe measurements were repeated 7 d after cooling. The sped-.
tetragonal (en -. t) transformation. In this paper, we use
men was annealed again at 800C for 20 min, and the incasseveral techniques to examine the subsequent stability, at
urements wene repeated 17 d later. These results indicated
room temperature, of precipitates within such a zone that had
that partial recovery of the transformation zone had occurred.
undergone transformation to tetragonal symmetry during heat
Therefore, to characterize the, effect systematically, the specltreatmenits at 600 and 800'C. During this room-temperature
men was annealed again at 801rC and the measurements were
aging, complete recovery of the original residual crackrepeaWe at various intervals during the succeeding 15 monoths.
opening displacement occurred, whereas only partial re~covery
111, Results
Both Raman spectroscopy and measurements of turface
*
, . R Cake-caauba~a
~uplift
indicated that a transformation zone with dimensions
approximately as shown in Fig. I surrounded the crack in its
initial state. The zone width increased over the first 2 mm of
crack growth corresponding to the measured Increase Incrack
resistanc
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of (a)test specimeon and (b)crack
geometry showing dimensions and shape of transformation zone.
development in nominally identical mate-ial.' Measurements
of the surface uplift and the fraction of montoclinic phase
along a line normal to the crack within the steady-state region, as indicated in Fig. 1.are shown in Fig. 2. These are
also similar to previous observations.'
The variation of the crack-opening displacement at thc
notch root during the sequence of room-tcmpcraturc aging
and repeated annealing Is shown in Fig. 3.After the first anneal at 6001C, the displacement w,

*

)edtuced

CAm a

a

~

a
U.
0 05Olt

from the Initial

value of 54 Am to 38 Am, consistent with results InRef. 1.The01
specimen was then annealed at SOWnC andA left for 17 d at room
temperature, whereupon the displacemient had Increared to
50 Am. close to its original value. Imnmediately after the sec-(b
ond 8W0C anneal, the displacement was reduced to 29 Arn.(b
M.-asurements at regular intervals during toom-tenperaturetg
aging over the next 17 months (Fig. 3)showed that the resiticompletely recovered. the rmdisplacemtent
ua
rc-openingual
crock
covery being; most rapid during the first several days.
Intrcr~ence measurements of the surface uplift along the
line QY normal to the steady-state crack of Fig. I are shown
In Fig. 2(a) for several stages during the room-temperaturc
aging. Corresponding measurements of the vmolume fraction
of monoclinic phase by Ramian spectroscopy are shown in

Fig. 2(b). Both measurements Indicated that most of the
transformation zone was eliminated after annealing at WMC

consistent with the observed greduct ion in residual crack n:ening. The subsequent surfaec uplift measurements provided
clear evidence that partial recovery of dilatation within the
original zone (associated with the t - #m transformation)
occurred spontaneously during room-temperature aging. The

A_____________________

WSTANCE FROM CRACK (mm)

2. (a)Out-of-plane surfatt displacement& along the li
O in Fta , 1(b). Measufrements from optical lntcrftrence mic
ibVoume fraction of monoclinic phase stool the OY
jrPt.
gAb). measUr ments from Raman spectroscopy. CurvesI
moted tepresentatiorts ofscams which showed local fluttuatit
Or 10.025 In the traclion of manoctinic phase (Indicated by I
etror bars) over a scalea of -.50 jam.
gt

-
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I
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Raman results also suggested that sonmc forward i-* m trans.

formation occurred during aging. However, the results were
Woas clear In this case because of microstructural "oMuni.
formity; the Raman measurements indicated that the volume
fraction of monoclinic phase varied from grain to grain (i.e..
over disances Of -uSO Am) by up to 0.05, as in mneasurements

j

reported piCvi"Y lIt A similar material.' The data for each_____________________

scan art represented In Fig. 2(b) bYt a 1numohed curve with
the "mmro
WCa indicating this -I0.025P fluctuation. Moreover.
with the bacWgOulfd subtraction method uscd in analyzing
thc daia, the =WVOhed curves in Fig. 2(h) are truc represen.
tation
of th d
boa tIer iOs11
anerc rmrf 0.25ini
coten
along a liven VS
Wivo
,btter sa
O05 nte

J
(liMEI OAVS) 1

i,3

eiulcakoeigdilcmst

esrda

rotur (e nowch in Fig. I after various sequences of high-tempe
lt annealiog and roont-tempwrature aging,

absolute values. Thus, to allow comparison, thc curves in
Fig. 2(b) were shifted vertically to coincide in the region far
from the crack.
The results in Figs. 2 and 3 suggest a correlation between
the recovery of thc residual crack-opening displacement and
the retransformation of material within the original crack-tip
zone to monoclinic symmetry. However, the magnitudes of
the relative recovery of the surface uplift and the Raman signal are both much smaller than the relative recovery in crack
opening. After 17 months the recovery in crack-opening displacement was complete, whereas less than one-half of the
original sucface uplift adjacent to the crack was recovered,
and the increase in the fraction of monoclinic phase in regions
around the crack (compared with those remote from the
crack) was smaller than it was before annealing.
To test whether this apparent discrepancy arises because of
differences in the transformation zone at the surface of the
specimen and in the bulk, the specimen was sectioned and
polished parallel to the line QY in Fig. 1(b), along which the
Raman and surface uplift measurements had been made. The
Raman measurements were then repeated along lines on this
new surface narallel to QY and corresponding to different
depths in the original specimen. The resultant zone profiles
did not differ significantly from that measured at the specimen surface.
IV. Discussion

The measurements of the previous section suggest that,
whereas annealing of Mg-PSZ at 600' to S00' causes the reverse rn- t transformation, and thus removal of the transformation zone surrounding a crack, subsequent aging at room
temper-ature without any applied stress causes partial retrans-

formation of some precipitatel; within the original zone to

atcd with the initial stress-induced transformation appear to
be different from those associated with thc thermal transformation occurring aftcr subsequent annealing cycles-a given
cxtent of transformation during crack growth causes less
residual opening than the same amount of transformation
during room-temperature aging. This could occur because of
a directional bias imposed by the crack-tip stress field on the
shape strain of individual precipitates. Such bias would be
absent during the transformation that occurs during aiging.
The isothermal character of the transformation occurring
during room-temperature aging is also interesting. Previo-.s
examples of isothermal room-temperature transformation in
ZrO2 alloys have been noted (Mg-PSZ, Ref. 5 and Ca-PSZ,
Ref. 16). In all cases, autocatalytic nucleation appears to be
involved."6 Unfortunately, the precipitates in these "supertough" ZrO 2 materials are so transformable that transmission
electron microscopy is not useful to study this phenomenonparasitic stresses occurring during foil-making cause transformation of any untransformed particles. However, this subject
is certainly worthy of further study.
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On the Thermoolastic Martensitic 1ransformation In
Tetragonal Zirconla
Arthur H,Houer,* Mani red Ruhle,*,t and David B.Marshall*,*
Departmeni of Mat)rlals Science and Engineering, Case Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
Recent evidence is summarized showing that the tetragonal
(t) -* monoclinic (m) mmntesitic transformation in ZrO2
can occni thermodastically in certain ZrO2-containing ceramics, and that microcracking accompanying the transfor.
matdon is more common than had previously been recognized,
The implications of these new data for the conditions under
which the stress-induced transformation is irrev ersible, and
for the particle size dependence of the transformation start
(M,) temperature, are discussed. [Key words: mart-nsite,
zirconia, transformations, particle size, nuclmation.]

by electrorn illumination in the transmission electron microscope (TEM). In Y20 3-containing t-ZrO2 polycrystals
(Y-TZP)," martensitic laths nucleated at grain boundaries
(Fig. 1), presumably at sites where stress concentrations existed, and grew in apparent thermoelastic equilibrium across
individual grains. When a martensite lath grew completely
across a grain, it was stopped at a grain boundary and the resuiting stress concentration caused a differently oriented lath
to nucleate and begin to grow, sometimes back into the partially transformed grain. If, on the other hand, the lath extended only partly across the grain, and the electron beam
was defocused to reduce the beam-induced stresses, the lath
shrank and left a defect-free untransformed grain without
any evidence that the grain had been partially transformed
(Fig. 1(d)). In fact, repeated stressing of the foil by refocusing
the electron beam sometimes caused differently oriented
martensite laths to form, presumably because of differences
in the biaxial stress distribution from one focusing experiment
to the next.
Similar experiments were done on both t-ZrO2 grains and
t-ZrO 2 precipitates in a ternary MgO-Y 2 0 3-ZrO 1 alloy.' The
t-ZrO2 precipitates in this alloy were platelike and could also
be made to transform by beam-induced stresses, and strong
autocatalytic transformation occurred. Transformation of a
single particle generated a stress field which caused neighboring particles to transform until the entire illuminated region
contained monoclinic (m) particles in the cubic (c) ZrO2
matrix. The m-ZrO2 was invariably twinned, with the twin
spacing being much smaller at the end of each transformed
precipitate than in the bulk of the precipitate (see Fig. 7 of
Ref. 13(b)). Partially transformed precipitates also existed.
More significantly, several examples were shown of the t/m
Interface of partially transformed precipitates retreating when
!!. foil was removed from the microscope and "aged" at room
temperature for several days; it is clear that reversible transformations can occur in either t-ZrO2 grains or in t-ZrO2
precipitates in c-ZrO 2 matrices,
A revrsible t -- m transformation under stress in bulk
Mg-PSZ has been detected from in situ X-ray diffraction experiments.1, The material had a background rn-ZrO•2 content
of approximately 13 vol%, but the m-ZrO cent'-nt was reversibly increased (or decreased) by -3 vol% during tensile
loading (or unloading) using a fixture mounted on the X-ray
diffiaction apparatus. When these same specimens were
mounted on a loading stage in an optical microscope and
viewed with Nomerski interference, -eversible surface roughness appered on loading. The surface roughness was interpreted as indicating the otset of t -i m transformation in

1. Introduction

T

*

toughening via the martensitic tetragonal
(t) to monoclinic (m) transfornaý,ion in ZrO2 is one of the
most effective ways of improving the reliabdity and structural
integrity of engineering ceramics. The nrcr.ensitic nature of
the t -+ m transformation itself has not been an issue for a
number of years,' but the crystallog.iphic, thermodynamic,
and kinetic aspects of the transformation remain areas of considerable research interests 2 0 ••id even of some controversy.
One subject that is still no;..horoughly understood is the
particle size dependence of the "martensitic start" or M, tempersture. In the past, it has been argued that, like martensitic
transformations in metallic syste.-::s, the martensitic transformation temperature must be understood in i:lation to the
effect of particle morphology (both size and shape) on the nucleation of the transformation, and possibly on the presence
of defects to permit heterogeneous nucleation.` The notion
of nucleation control appears to be widely shared,' although
contrary opinions do exist.,"ti
The purpose of this paper is to discuss a variety of new data,
in particular the discoveries that (1) the transformation
e.nhibits a degree of stress reversibility,12 1 (2) that in some
partially stabilized ZrO2's (PSZ's) an apparent general transformation of a frmction r"t-ZrO 2 particles occurs under load
prior to fracture and causes inelastic stress-strain curves and
permanent deformation (-0.1% strain),1 1 3'r and (3) that microcracking associated with transformation is more common
than has been previously appreciated. During this discussion,
we will reexamine the particle size dependence of M,.
RANSFORMATION

II. Reversible Transformation
Lee and Heuer' and Mecartney and Ruhle14 induced the
t --+ m transformation in thin foils using stresses introdmced

favorably oriented grains; the scale of the surface roughness

R.Rice--contributing editor

corresponded roughly with the grain size (-50 pAn). Calculations showed that the magnitude of the surface distortions in
these experiments was consistent with that expected from the
transformation strain associated with the fraction of I -a M
transformation measured in the X-ray experiments."t
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(C)

In situ TEM observations of growth (a, b) and shrinkage (c, d) of a martensitic lath with monociinic symmetry
Fig.
inY-TZP.
More recent measurements'$ have demonstrated that the
surface distortions are a combination of displacements due to
the t -. m transformation and to elastic anisotropy (Fig. 2).
The contribution from elastic anisotropy arises because an
applied stress parallel to the free surface of a polycrystalline
body cuuse-, contraction normal to the, surface by an amount
that is dependent upon the grain orientation. The results in
Fig. 2, which compares distortions in toughened and nontoughened materials, indicate that at stresses below -200 MPa
the distortions are due solely to elastic anisotropy, whereas, at
higher stresses, anisotropy and transformation contribute
about equally to the displacements in the toughened material,
Calculations of the directions of maximum and minimum
Young's moduli and Possmon's ratios indicate that the orientation dependencei of the distortle ;i due to elastic anisotropy
and the t -- m transformation are similar if the transformation strain and the applied stress are coupled (see the Ap.
pendix). This is consistent with observations that the same
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grains are uplifted or depressed throughout the load range of
Fig. 2; i.e., the magnitudes of the relative suriice displacements increased monotonically with load everywhere. Hysteresis in the magnitudes of the surface displacements upon
un'oading could not be detected from interference measurements, provided the applied load did not exceed -350 MPa.
This observation suggests that the transformation occurs
close to thermoelastic equilibrium.
The reversible transformation in Mg-PSZ has also been observed in regions under comprenive loading. This is illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows the area between inner loading
points of a beam loade-l in four-point flexsre. (The inner
loading points are at the upper right and !ower right corners
of Fig. 3(a); i.e., the tensile and compressive surfaces are the
left and right . orders of thf photo.) The applied stress increases linearly with distance from center (neutral axis) of the
beam, with the outex fiber sires b-eing 300 MPs. Corresponding increases in surface distortions are evident in Fig. 3 on
both the tensile and compressive sides of the beam, and the
surface distortions are of similar magnitudes on both sides.
Reversing the sense of loading, as in Figs. 3(b) and (c), causes
grains which are "proud" of the surface in tension to be
in compression atrd vice versa (see the arrowed
grains in Figs, 3(b) and 3(c)). These observations suggest that
hear
the applied sress
is governed
the reverible
and is transformation
relatively itswasitive
to theby hydrosatic
Reversible surface transfc.niation has also been obweved
in a series of heat-treated Mg-PSZ materials with fracture
toughnesses that ranged between 8 and 14 MPagmuI." The
toughness material in this series exhibited neither inelastic yielding nor stable microcrack growth, whereas the
highest toughness material showed both. The amount of redid not vary
stressdifferent
at given applied
versiNble
transformation
mewith vastly
series of materials
within this
chanical properties. lnascad, an inverse correlation was found
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Fill. 3. (a)Optical moicrograph front side of beam (of Nitg-P loaded in four-point flexure (areai
between inner load lines), showing surface distortion nboth tile tensile and comnpressively loaded
regions. Outer fiber itrcss 300) Wt).(b')Enllargement of (A) Showing area froml tensile sidle of beains.
(c)saile area as (b), hut after inloaxding and reloading, with the sign of bending rcver-,ed to generate
compressive stretis. (The arrowed grains ShOW tile reversl'S Of thle Sense Of Uplift on reversing1 thle
%tress.),rheNornarski imiaginq conditions were identical for thle nsicrographis of (b and (0), giving lthe
imipressioni of low-angle illumination fronct ltec top right of thle micrographis.
beween (the fracture toughness and the stres required it)cause,
or irreterribke transformation. indicating that it is
thle vtabilizatiot of thle transformiation product thsat is the key
to obtaining high toughness and good dainage toleraticcY

pmi-erntan

111.

Irreversllle Transrorwtuaton in MgIS

Tensile loading of the high-toughness Mg-PISZ causes only
reversibte tratisforination, provided lthe applied stress doecs
not exceed -3.0 MP3. At higher strewss es. act trinsformiation and mnicroctacking develop (see the arrowed features
in Fig. 4(a)), whtich appear to beccorrelated. The permuanenlt
transformiation occurs in localized regions (encornpas'sing scvcral gratits), which are elongated on thle surface in the direc(ion normial to thle tpl~ieid stress. Etching of tile surface with

of asubtrucuft
lIIF reveals that these regions aire comnposed ofasbtutr.
of well-defined, parallel-%idedii bands, (Fig. 4(h)). Individual
hands
~osnl
~~ cnfied
~ rinadteulfc
~ ~ ~ plitedares,
~ ~artuiie
~ ~
han~s oaesiglegransandthe
visible without etching conitain array%of adjacent grains with

near-parillcl twitds. The surface traces of the bands arc all
oiieioted apptoxiitsae-l-v normnal to the npplied stress.
Loading in comipression also cause,, pernianctnt transfortnation. but the sliess required is considerably higher
(-12WX MNa) than in tension. Thertforc, the critical stire." ito
cause perinmncrit transformation is strongly dependent onl the
hydrostatic stress comnponent, in contrast to the response of
(the reversible transformnation. Tile developmnent of permnatent
transformiat ion ;in compressive loading canl be seen in thle
series of rnicrographs in Fig. 5. taken at various stages during
load/unload cycles' (Fig..5(d)). The surface roughening its
1-Theire~scs appioptiaic tor lte toaditime curves of Fil; 5(d) cannoi be
crttAint.%The ipeCtmnen was a disk loaded atornia ,',arncete.
specifieid w~ith
with),a irains gauge mounted in ihe cenier and the micrographs taken fromt
a area aloui 1/4 of the distance between the %traingaugteand the toadting
1xin Thr %tire" %traincurve After ihe ontset Milani, ornialton isnonlinear.
t iesete calcultied front itunear etasticity at tow% toads, and subsequenti
ate iui, %outd h, ouiciteding The urett at %hielu trantlorinatuoni began
:
I'a
tpssiln Itis t.'
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uplifted regions
Fig. 4. (a) Polished surface of Mg-PSZ after applying tensile stress of 420 MPa, showing
and microcracks (arrowed feature) due to permanent transformation. (b) surface in (a) after etching for
4 min in H4F, showing grain boundaries and transformation bands within individual grains.
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Fig. 5(a) was similar to that shown quantitatively in Fig. 2 and
was reversible upon unloading. At increasing applied load
(Figs. 5(a) to (c)), well-defined bands with more severe surface uplift than that associated with the reversible transformation developed within certain grains. With continued
loading, individual bands increased in width and length, the
number of bands within individual grains increased, and
bands formed in new grains. Up•. imloading (Figs. 5(e) and
(f)), all of the transformation banas remained, but all of the
other surface distortions disappeared.
The surface traces of the bands all lie at angles between
-30° aud 900 to the direction of the applied stress (horizontal
in Fig. 5). Therefore, if these traces represent the intersections
of the specimen surface with planar transformation bands, all
of the bands could lie on planes of high resolved shear stress.
The shear nature of these transformation bands is also suggested by the shape of the associated surface distortions. An
optical interference micrograph from the area of Fig. 5(f) is
shown in Fig. 6; the dark fringes in this micrograph represent
contours of constant height separated by A/2 = 270 nra. The
surface uplift along A-B is plotted in Fig. 6(b). Within the
bright bands in Fig. 5(f), the surface is tilted at a constant
angle, thus implying a large component of shear in the transformation strain.
A one-to-one correlation is evident in Figs. 5(a) to (c) between grains that were uplifted in Fig. 5(a) and grains that
subsequently developed transformation bands in Figs. 5(b)
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and (c). This observation establishes a direct connection between the reversible and permanent transformations.
IV. Microcracking and Twinning
A martensitic transformation proceeding in thermoelastic
equilibrium generates very large residual stresses which oppose further transformation and lead to reverse transformation on unloading. To prevent the reverse transformation,
relief of these residual stresses must occur, which in the
present systems involves twinning and microcracking.
Microcracking has been observed around transformed
m-ZrO 2 particles in the three types of transformationtoughened ZrO 2-containing ceramics of commerical significance. Examples from ZrO 2-toughened A1203 (ZTA),
Mg-PSZ, and Y-TZP are shown in Fig. 7. In ZTA and MgPSZ, both tangential and radial microcracks can occur (radial
and tangential are defined with respect to the A1203/ZrO2 or
precipitate/matrix interfaces). Tangential microcracking is
the more common, with the microcracks appearing to be nucleated by stress concentrations at the intersections of twin or
variant boundaries with the A120 3/ZrOz or precipitate/matrix
interfaces. Observations by several authors " indicate that
tangential microcracking occurs if the thickness of individual
twin plates exceeds -50 nm and if no "domains of closure"2'
form. Analysis of the singular stresses associated with the
termination of such twin plates' indicated that spontaneous
initiation of microcracks cannot be explained using linear

CA

(a)
" 300-

0

POSITION

(b)
R 4.
6. (a)Optical interference mlcroaph((A- W am)
(b)Surface uplift ihon line A-B in

area f F

5(f)
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in ZTA, Y-TZP, and Mg-PSZ. An example already
cited and identified by high-resolution lattice imaging in a
low-solute precipitate in a ternary MgY-PSZ is shown in
Fig. 8.
V. Transformation Reversibility and
Size Dependence of M,
The in situ transformation experiments (e.g., Fig. 1) clearly
demonstrate that stress-induced reversibility in thin foils can
arise from partial transformation. The glissile nature of the
martensitic interfaces between parent and product (t- and
m-ZrO2) is one of the hallmarks of martensitic transformations, and this phenomenon is not surprising. These examples
further demonstrated that partial reversible transformation
did not lead to any transformation debris. It is clear that the

(b)

strains resulting from partial transformation cause stresses
which oppose the applied stresses, leading to a state of thermoelastic equilibrium.',z' We now discuss the implications of
such thermoelastic equilibrium on (i) the size dependence of
M, and (ii) the conditions under which permanent irreversible
transformation can occur."

1~
•

,In

.W
h4

'4

-

(I) Size Dependence of M,
certain Mg-PSZ samples, the matrix contains some particles of m-ZrO2 , which had transformed during cooling (in
the absence of any applied stress), and some particles of
t-ZrC 2 capable of reversible transformation. These observations may imply an intrinsic size dependence. However,
rather than a surface energy argument for this size dependence of M,, as suggested by Garvie and Swain,"0 we postulate
that the difference may involve the effect of particle morphology on the strain energy arising from the transformation.
The elastic strain energy, F, associated with a transformed
inclusion is in general dependent upon its size and shape. For
an oblate spheroid (axes a = b < c) with unconstrained dilation and shear transformation strains, e' and e1, the elastic
energy in the matrix and inclusion after transformation can
be expressed (after Eshelby)" as
F [VE(eT)'/94 - 0,J1 + (I+ Y) e)

)"We use asinmplifted opproach in which in isolated particle in an Isotropic
anisotropy"
conlidertiIons
such iasxlmatrix
Is considered.
and thermal
expansionImportant
and elastic
modulus mistch"
been
particle
and inatrix are ignored. While these Aimplificasions prohibit aquantitative
treatment, they should not obscure the physIct underlying transformation
resesrabllley or the size dependence of t,

Fig.%/ Microcracklng (arrowed features) associated with transformed m-ZrOi particles In (a)ZTA, (b)Mg-.PSZ. and (c)Y-TZP.
elasticity. Microcrack nucleation either requires the presence
of lattice dofects (e.g., dislocations) or Involves nonlinear
bond displacew ent in response to the very high stress concentrations." Fu•ther nucleation studies are necded to address
these possibtiites.
In Y-TZP, ýadial microcracking is observed around transformed grains. In the example of Fig. 7(c), the material had
been heat-treated in the two-phase (t-ZRO, + c-ZrO:) phase
field to form some high-solute-content (-10.5 wt% Y101)
c-ZrOj grains in equilibrium with some low-solute-content
(-3.5 wt% Y20)) t-ZrtO grains, with M, above room temperature. Microcracks are visible around the transformed,
low-Y10-content grains. The cracks are evidently caused
by transformation-induced stresses, augmented by thermal
expansion anisotmopy stres
which are enhanced at grain
facet corners.
Alternatively, the transformation stresses can be relaxed by
the formation of closure twins" or by twinning occurring
subsequent to the trartsformation.Y These have been ob-

Fins
"'

Twins

F 8.II.
(%t,Y)PSZ. (Re 13.)

Tw

.,
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where Vis the inclusion volume, E Young's modulus (assumed
equal for inclusion and matrix), v Poisson's ratio, and Yis a

completely across a grain in the Y-TZP, and when the precipitates in the Mg,Y-PSZ transformed completely. These obser-

function of the aspect ratio a/c. The first term in Eq. (1)is the
contribution due to the dilation component of the transformation strain, and the second term arises from the shear

vations are consistent with the notion that permanent
transformation requires microcracking or the formation of
closure twins, as discussed in S.ction IV.

in
zero shear
ized
0 corree4/eris=shown
e3/e,; ratio
ratioaspect
of thewith
values case)
Fig. 9byfortheseveral
sponds to pure dilational transformation (i.e., complete relief
of shear strains by twinning), whereas e4 - 0.07, e - 0.04 is
appropriate for the unit cell shape strain. For pure dilation,
the strain energy per unit volume is independent of inclusion
shape, whereas the contribution due to the shear strain decreases with increasing aspect ratio. Since this elastic strain
energy provides the resistance to transformation, and the
chemical driving force per unit volume is independent of inclusion shape, the degree of undercoolirg needed for the
transformation to become thermodynamically favorable decreases with increasing aspect ratio. Therefore, this effect
could provide a rationale for an apparent size-dependence
of M, if the precipitate aspect ratio increases with precipitate size.
Observations of Fliarmer and Heuer' are consistent with
this hypothesis. They found that in Mg-PSZ, t-ZrO 2 particles
with aspect ratios s4 had M, well below room temperature,
those with aspect ratios between 4 and 5 still had M, < room
temperature but were sufficiently unstable that they often
transformed to an orthohombic (o) form of ZrO 2 during TEM
examination,n#2 and specimens that were heat-treated to en-

to
Mg-Pa.L.theTherefore,
made inwhether
not been
have
transformation
reversible experiments
distinguish
date cannot
seen in the X-ray experiments involves partial transformation
of all precipitates or con-?lete transiormation of some irdividual precipitates. However, the direct connection between
reversib!. and permanent transfonr:ation (Fig. 5)does confirm
a previcus suggestion12 that irreversible transformation requires a higher applied stress than does initiation of the forward
transformation. Moreover, stabilization of the monoclinic
phase in Mg-PSZ is always associated with bands that traverse grains, suggesting that precipitate interactions leading
to strain localization are associated with the stabilization
event, either as the cause or as a consequence.
If the reversible transformation in Mg-PSZ involves complete transformation of some individual precipitates, the
observed continuous increase in surface distortions with increasing applied stress must be due to increasing numbers of
transformed precipitates, according to a distribution of transformation stresses. Ln this case, stabilization would require irreversible, stiress-relieving events to reduce the driving force
for reverse transformation. This could be achieved by twinning and microcracking, both of which have been found by
TEM to be evident at transformed precipitates in thin foils

courage some precipitate growth had transformed particles

(Section IV). However, a connection between this mechanism

component. The variation of F/Fo (the strain energy normal-

Similar observations of partially transformed precipitates

with aspect ratios >5.
Of course, this explanation is restricted to precipitationtoughened systems such as Mg-PSZ and is not applicable to
the equiaxed TZP's.
(2) Stabilization qf the Stress-Induced Tram formation

of stabilization and the formation of transformation bands is
not apparent. A more likely critical event for stabilization is
the actual formation of a shear band of transformed precipitates; Fig. 10 shows schematically the basic idea, in that spatially correlated transformation, i.e., a transformation shear

From the in situ TEM observations (e.g., Fig. 1), it is clear
in
., Fg.
and it sea
FrthatreversibetraTEMfobermations
that reversible transformation in Y-TZP and Mg,Y-PSZ
involves reversible, stress-induced movement of tethrgcin al/
monoclinic interfaces. Stabilization of the monoclinic phase
in these experiments was observed only when a lath grew'

band would lead to a reduction in the shear strain energy as-

ProSuct

--

4Irhis ditfusione ic
"thin
W scimes and

atlactually in TEM
4rd

-* o [tanstormatioa oVs

o
Itdwtaorelwweare,

aou

band, is necessary for irreversible transformation; the shear

sociated with each precipitate. Formation of the shear band
requires interaction between precipitates and would be dic-

tWted by the statistical occurrence of a nucleus composed of
a critical number of adjacent transformed precipitates. The
mechanism does not preclude subsequent twinning and microcrack formation and is therefore consistent with all of the
observations.
obevtns
If, instead, the reversibility involves partial transformation

of many or all precipitates, with reversible movement of the
tetragonal/monoclinic Interface under an applied stress, then
stabilization could also occur by microcracking or twinning.
However, again, It is not evident why such a mechanism
would lead to the bands of transformation observed in the experiments discussed In Section 11.
It is useful at this point to consider the thermodynamics of
transformation. The total change in free energy, AF, of the
system upon transformation of a volume, V,can be written-u
AF -

+AUT

+ 4U,+ A U,

(2)

where AG is the decrease in chemical free energy, AUr is the

/

transformation strain energy, AU,. is the interaction energy

S/4
/•

"

o0
o
0

6

10

ASPECT RATIO. a/c

16

t.Plot of elastic strain energy in matrix and Inclusion for
an oblate spheroidal inclusion with aspect ratio a/c and unconstrained dila ton and shear transformation atrains s' and erl.
1,.

under an applied stress ca,, and AU, is the change in wrface
energy (which may include strain energy associated with twin
terminations at the precipitate boundary). The variations of
the individual cnergy terms and the total energy with transformed volume, , are shown schematically in Figs. 11(a) and
N(b).
If the shape of the transformed volume remains geometrically similar with increasing size, the first three terms In

Eq. (1) are proportional to V,whereas AU, is proportional to
Vw, and a size effect exists, (i.e., the energy change AF is
negative for volumes larger than a critical value, V,, and positive for V < 1,, Fig. 11(b)). This is the argument used by
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram illustrating reversible and irreverslb transformation of precipitates in -Mg-PSZ: (a) zero stress,
(b)reversible transformation (isolated precipitates transformed),
(c prmanent transformation (autocatilysis causes formation of
transformation band).
(3arie and Swain to explain the observed size effect in spontaneous transformation (i.e., in the M,: temperature). Alternatively, if the particle shape does not remain constant with00
increasing volume, the size effect isobtained without invoking
the surface energy term, because ALIT increases more slowly
with increasing V, as discussed in Section V(1). The requisite
increasing aspect ratio with increasing transformed volume is
exhibited by a growing lath, as in Fig. 1, and by partly transformed precipitates, as in MSNYPSZ and Mg-PSZ.
In either case, the total energy change varies with volume
and applied stress, as indicated In Fig. 11(b). The energy
maxima, AFI, in these plots represent a homogeneous nucleation barrier, and the curves predict complete transformation
of precipitates with volumes larger than the critical value, K~
(V, decreases with increasing applied stress), provided AF* is
overcome. This is consistent with the response depicted in
Fig. 10. However, stable movement of a transformation interface within a precipitate (Fig. 11(c)) Is not consistent with
Fig. 11(b). Such a response requires an additional energy term/
AU, with the form represented In Fig. 11(c), as would arise
from an interaction strain energy with a localized stress concentration. In bg-PSZ, stress concentrations have been observed at very small precipitates of Mfg-rich 8-phase that form()
near the surfaces of the tetragoal precipitates. 3' It has also
beow suggested that stress concentrations occur at the edges
of the precipitates because the profile is sharper than that of
an oblate spheroid. 3' The total energy change In this case is
shown schematically in Fig. 11(d). Spontaneous transformation
les thanV 0 wihinn
la-~cedfo restictedvolums
ticle. Moreover, 146 increases coadtinously (and reversibly)
with applied stress, as required for stable movement of the
tranformation interface. At the applied stress a,, represented
in Fig. 11(d), the transformation extends indefinitely and irreversibty. thus defining the condition for permanent tranaformation. This description of the reversible transformation is
simply the nudeations stage of transformation. For this mechanism to be consistent with the observations of Section III, it
would be necessary for the stress field surrounding fth precipitate after unstable tranisformation to cause transfomation
at &*Mcetprecipitates, leading to the formation of a transformation band. Such autocatalyfic transformation has been observed Inin situ experiments in 14.YPSZ (Section I), and Is
postbudto
n blkccuaW
M-PS.
VL Cowdlulloma
Thge scss-luduced I -* ms transformation InZrO3 can occur
either reversibly or irreversibly. The irreversible transformstion requires microczacking or twinning to avoid retransformation on unloading. The thermodynamics of stressInduced
transformation require inclusion of an interaction energ
term with a localized stress conr.entration for explanation of

AF

V

v

AU
ICCSNZ
ICESN

Ma

r

(d)

/n
Fg
1 a aito
hasascae ihtis
Fl.1.()Vraino feeo
nrycAngsascae
ihttwith
gos-o-monoclinlc transformutlon Ina constraining matrix
henlvlolume transformed. (b)Change of total free energy of system
with volume transformed (c d)Energy changes Inthe presnco of
a localized stress concentratGm. (e)Mechanism of reversible transforaton by strnes-induced movement of the tetrago~mnalt oclinic
itrfewthnapeptt.
all experimental observations. We have also suggested that
the particle size dependence of Mi, Involves variation of particle shape with particle size, rather than an hntrisic size offect due to surface energ arguments.

~N

APNI

Realatma bewee Suerface DistortIm &ad
Trsuaorusstwo S&Wats
The surface distortions associated with the reversible
tanfration were of opposite sign Inuniaxiai tendion and
cmrsin hsoievto scnitn ihag
cnsieraionof the transformation strains, assuming cotq
of the stains to the applied shear stress. Each grain in
Mg-PSZ contalras small, lena-shaped preclpitatifs of tetrWWna
ZOý Ina solute-rich cubic ZzO3 matrix. The telragonal c axi
of the precipitates is parallel to their smallest dimension. The
precipitates are in three orientations, each with the tetragonal
c axis parallel to one of the cube axes. Ifwe assume a single
lattice corrspondence for the martensitic i -. m transformation, (e~g.. lattice correspondence C for which the tetragonal
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c axis becomes the monoclinic c axis,~' then an applied stress
along a [110] cube direction (Fig. Al) provides the most favorable orientation for coupling with the shear strains. Then two
sets of precipitates are oriented with Schmid factors of 0.5 for
(001V/[l00] transformation shear, and the third set has zero
shear stress on the (001) plane. In this orientation, transformation of equal numbers of the two sets of favorably oriented
precipitates to single untwinned variants uniformly throughout the grain causes a total unconstrained strain of the grain
=f(±",'/2 + e'13)
sy=f(T-y/2 + eT13)

(A-1)

e.= fe '/3

where the upper sign refers to tensile and lower one to cornpressive loading, f is the volume fraction of the grain that
transformed, and ~y(=ne1') and e' are the unconstrained shear
and dilation strains of the transformation (0.16 and 0.04, re-

spectively)2."

The magnitudes of the strains for tension and

compression are shown in Fig. Al.
Surface distortions arise from variations in the trnves

strans,8~
inadjcentgrans.
ad s,
n cmpresiv loaing
both of the transverse strains are positve, indicating that the
surfaces of transformed grains are always uplifted. In tensile
loading, on the other hand, transformed grains can be either
stranss.
i adacet
nd s, grins Incomressve oadng,

uplifted or depressed (ay < 0, s. > 0). However, the grains

which experience the largest surface distortions (i.e., those
oriented with s, normal to the specimen surface) are deloading and uplifted in compression, consispesdin tensile pressed
tent with the observations of Section Ill. Moreover, equal
volume fractions of transformation in tension and compression
(as would be implied by a critical shear stress criterion) would
cause larger distortions in compression than in tension, as
observed.
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that in a fixed grips loading, the applied stress would be
approximately relaxed by the transformation. Moreover, as
shown previously,' the corresponding transverse strains s. 0.002 over a depth of about one grain diameter (-50 /Am)
would produce surface displacements -100 nm, consistent
with observations.
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Reversible Transformation and
Elastic Anisotropy In Mg-ZrO 2
David B.Marshall*
Rockwell International Science Center, 4
Thousand Oaks, Callfomla 91360

Michael V.Swain*
Division of Materials Science
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization, Clayton, Victoria 3168, Australla
Mechanical loading of polycrystalline
can occur reversibly with stress under cerExPERiME"TAL OBSERVATIONS
ZrO2 ceramics causes reversible, outtain conditions."'4 This observation is irmSurface distortions were compared in
of-plane distortions at free surfacez
portant for understanding the initiation
one transformation-toughened 9 mol%
MgO--ZLO material* and four related, noncondition for the transformation, which in
that are parallel to the direction of
toughened materials: (1) a fully stabilized
turn determines the extent of the transforapplied stress. These distortions have
cubic Mg-ZiO 2 (14 mol% MgO); (2) 10.9
mation zone around a crack and hence the
been measured using optical interference microscopy, and the separate
degree of toughening.
mol% MgO-ZrO 2 which contained tetragThe first indication of reversibility
onal precipitates that were not sufficiently
contributionsdue to elastic anisotropy
came from observations, by Nonarski in- transformable to cause significant transforand reversible martensitic transforterference, of surface distortions caused
mation toughening; (3) an overaged 9
marion have been identified. [Key
by varying amounts of transformation in
mol% MgO.-ZrO 2 in which all precipitates
words: zirconia, magnesium, meadjacent grains. These measurements,
were of monoclinic phase; and (4) the
chanical properties, phase transforfrom the polished surface of polycrystoughened 9 mol% MgO-ZrOl which had
undergone a cooling cycle in liquid nitrogen
talline Mg-ZrO 2. were confirmed by in
mations, stress.]
situ X-ray diffraction.' In situ TEM obto transform most tetragonal precipitates
to orthorhombic phaseA Of the nontoughservations have also revealed reversible
S EVERAL studies have shown that the
ened materials, the 9 reol% MgO-ZrO3
martensitic transformation in ZOi, be.
transformations in other ZrO, alloys.-'
tween tetagonal and monoclinic phases,
Although the surface distortion measurecooled in liquid nitrogen possessed the
ment remains the most sensitive of these
highest strength (500 MP%, compared with
methods for detecting small amounts of
approximately 250 MPa for the others)
transformation, it is complicated by the
and therefore allowed comparisons with
A,0. Evam,--,co~iidb
todl•
•fact
that distortion of the surface under apthe toughened material over the widest
Manutcript No. 198695. Re'eIved Januuy 6.
plied load can also be caused by elastic
range of stresses. It was also closest to
1 te9, dbA
M
y dieh 10 e e19f9
anilsotropy. In this paper, measurements of
having a microstructure identical to that of
U.S. Ai Fome. wider Comrct No. P49620-0-Cthe separate contributions to surface disthe toughened material, but with the transot43.
tortions i Mg-PSZ from elastic anisoformability switched off.
•MS
M rade Mg-PSZ NflCia
s (USA).
tropy and reversible transformation are
Beams of each mattrial (-50X3X
I=,. ElmhuunaI.UPresented.
3 win) were loade Wn
beading using a fix-

fig. I. O

tolbe

mic
_m rawhs (Nomau.l intctfennce), compar'nj out-of-pae surface distmotio• in (A) muatonnalb-

4U
.Psl

a

W MPho

t

b r.izd
o , swapg usin 0.0015.
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.ure on te stage of a optical microopee
bei viewed
mwhile
either with Nomanski
interference or with conventional intesference using monochromatic light. While
Nomarski interference is the more convenient and possibly the more sensitive of
these two methods of observing surface
distortions, it is only qualitative. On the
other hand, quantitative measurements of
surface displacements are obtained from

A

-

AS RECEVED
0 COOLED TO -173*C

50i

the Conventional interfferec memasuements.
In the present experiments comparisons of
the different materials were made using
nicrographs obtained with identical men-

.00,

=1r•.,
"I-

urements settings and film/print processinm. Applied 5tresses were monitored in
all cases, using strain gages attached to
the surfaces of the beams.
The tensile surfaces of all five materials exhibited reversible distortions during
loading. Observations in the fully stabilized, overaged, and 10.9 mol% MgO materials were limited (by their strengths) to
applied stresses below approximately 200
MPa (i.e., strain <0.001). Over this range
of stresses the magnitudes of the surface
distortions were indistinguishable in all of
the materials. However, at larger applied
stresses the magnitudes of the surface dis.
tortions were higher in the toughened material than in the material that had been
cooled in liquid Nj. Nomarski Interferene
micrographs from these two materials am,
compared in Fig. I and measured surface
displacements from conventional interferonce micrographs are shown in Fig, 2.
(The relative surface displacements in Fig,
2 represent measurements of the largest
height difference within subareas approlimately 2OOx200 #Am on the tensile surfaces,) Jhse reudts sugget
at stream
below -200 MPa, the surface distottions
result from elasic sniioopy, but that at
higher suesses in the toughened material,
tUmnfuormation sains and elatic anisotropy contribute about equally to the smfae distortions.
In situ observation during continuous
loading of the toughened material indlcatd that the same pain were either uplifted or depressed ovtr the entire range of
strains in Fig, 2; i.e., the magnitudes of
the surface displacements iceased moto
tonically with load eveltrwhere. Thi" , ip.l
cales that the crystallop,:phic orientations

relative orientations of all adjacent gpains.
However, a rough estimate of the maximum
distortion can be obtained by calculating
the maximum and minimum Poisson ratio$
assuming unifom strain paralle to the Wpplied stress.
For cubic Zi% with eluatc stiffne.s
constants C."-417 GPa, CII-82 GP&, and
C44 -47 OPa3"' Young's moduli and
maximum and minimum Poi
ratios for
applied stresses in the directions (100],
[110], and (111] are listed in Table L.
Qualitatively, the elastic response of this
material is similar to that of a strucivre
composed of rods along the edges of a
cube and hinged at the corners; It is
stiffest when loaded along 1100), soft
when loaded along CIll] and [ 110], and
the trnsverse contraction (for ten2i load)
when loaded along (110) is large along
(ITO) Vad very small along (0I1). Them.
fort. the largest difference in cotraWctio
should be between grains with 1101 pantland (.IT0] or (001]
lel to the aplid s
nomal to the surface. For strain of 0,0013
parallel to (110], the diffeence in contrwclion (unconstrained) of the two grains
would be Ae-0.0007, The grain size of
this mateial 4 -S0 sam. Therefore. the

of distortions due to elude anso-tropy and

difference in stike disptacermets would

similar.

bugrms atioo seams

1DISCU$SION

•"

0

5parallel to thedutface

of a po*la)ysalline body causes cwsction

0.001
APPIJED STRAIN

0.002

Fig. 2. Relative surface displacements, measured by optical
interfern microscopy., for toughened (sa-mceived) ad nonteotbmed (cooled in liquid N2) Mg-PSZ.

be -350 A (-.35 arn), consistent widl di
Smeasuremnets in Fig. 2 for the m a
in tkiq.d '43.

leoid
had beenm
"tUM
1---inr/iquid
U
• E oitioaW
Swfac•

&ast Aantropy
An *W.Wsic

0o

lations of the previous section, an upper
bound can be estimated for the relative
surface displacements due to transformalion, assuming coupling between the
tram-forrnation strain and the applied shear
stress. EaCh grain in Mg-PSZ contais
small, lens-shaped precipitates of tetragonal ZrOj in a solute-rich cubic matrix,
with the tetragonal c axis of the pteciii
tales parallel to their unallek dimension.
The precipa es are in three ori-atations,
each with the tetrag. all C " parallel to
one of the cubic axes. If a sih,+le.lattice
correspondence for the mutesitic t-Om
transformation is assumed (e.g., lattice
cm tlence C for which the tetagonal
c axis becorme the monoclinic c a!i*),+
the applied stress along af110) dir.tion
provides the most favoraile oientaion for
couph.g with the shea. stralns. The two
sets of precipitates are oriented with
Schmidt factors of 0.5 for -k01)qI00]
transformation 0*-etr, and the third set
have zrwo hear ftu on the (001) plane.
In this otikaw ,rai. oranaftoiw of equal
favonraby oji.
numbers of the two sets q•Y
evted precipitates uniformly througloul
the grain causes total unconstrained stains
of the grain.

c'(e'/3+v/2)
,mj(r/ 3 _./ 2 )

Twrmwzo*

(la)
(Ib)

)
0,e)

where a. y, and 2 conrespond to (1101o

Srmasu

In the spirit of the Apoxizak ca"-

1TOj. and (001),f is the vbua* taction

normal to the sutce by an amwt which,

becaue of elastic anisotrepy, is depedent
upoA the valin orkation Therefore, the
surface must become diltorted where
grains of different orientations meet. A
detailbd calculation of the mqigtut-e of
these distortions would be complex because all components of local stress and
cuain am uwifum and depcnden upon

Tabe i.

Young's Modulwua Poisson's Ratio of Cubic ZrO,
E
_
_
,
4
.U

(I00
[In
I I

390
156

0.16
0.66 (139)

0.08 tO01)
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of transformed precipitates, and y and er
are the unconstrained shear and dilation

CONCLUSIONS
Mechanical load applied parallel to

strains of the transformation. The dilation
strain is fixed at -0.04, whereas the shear
strain, which o•n be partly relieved by

the free surface of polycrystalline Mg-ZrO 2
ceramics causes reversible distortions of
the surface. In nontoughened materials,

twinning, could take any value between

and in transformation-toughened material
at low loads (!200 MPa), the distortions

zero and that of a single untwinned variant
(0.15). Therefore, the largest depression
of the surface occurs at grains with un-

twinned precipitates and oriented with
(110] parallel to the applied stress and
(IT0] normal to the surface. This is the
same orientation as for the largest depression from elastic Pnmczropy, and is there-

fore consistent with the observations of
the previous e•ction. An upper bound for
the magnitude of the surface distortion
(unconstrained) due to transformation in
these grains is given by the difference of
e, and s, in Eq. (1): withf=-0.03 at applied

strain 0.0015, as measured previously
using X-ray diffraction,ý this gives Ac=
0.002. Therefore, for a grain size of 50
Am the difference in surface displacement
is = 1000 A (=,100 urn). This is adequate
to account for the observed displacements
due to transformatioa (Fig. 2).

are a result of elastic anisotropy and relative grain misorientations. At higher loads

in the transformation-toughened material,
reversible martensitic transformation causes
superimposed displacements with a similar
magnitude and grain orientation dependence as the displacement due to elastic
anisotropy. Therefore, although in situ
observation of these distortions is a convenient method for detecting reversible trans.
formation, care is needed to separate the
influence of elastic anisotropy when inter
preting the results. Furthermore, the ob-

servations of surface distortions due to
elastic anisotropy serve to illustrate the

Vol. 72, No. 8
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Structural and Mechanical Property Changes In Toughened
Magnesia-Partially-Stabillzed Zirconia at
Low Temperatures
David B. Marshall,* Michael R. James, and John R. Porter*
Rockwell International Science Center, Thousand Oaks, California
The mechanical properties of high-toughness magnesiapartially-stabilized zirconia were found to be dramatically
altered by a single cooling cycle between room temperature
and - 196°C. Raman spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction
were used to correlate the changes in mechanical properties
with structural changes that occur at temperatures below
S- 100°C. Most of the tetragonal precipitates that are responsible for toughening transformed to~an orthorhombic phase
with unit-cell volume intermediate between those of the tetragonal and monoclinic phases. The orthorhombic phase was
stable with heating to 300"C, but it transformed back to the
tetragonal structure when heated to 400"C. Surprisingly, the
orthorhombic phase was not readily transformable by stress,
with the consequence that, after the cooling cycle, most
of the high-toughness properties of the original tetragonalcontaining material were lost. [Key words: mechanical
properties, zirconia, magnesia, phase transformations,
heat treatment.]
1.

Introduction

IiWONIA-C(ONTAININ6, ceramics can be toughened dramatically

91360

The highest-toughness ZrO 2 ceramics are from the magnesiapartially-stabilized zirconia system (Mg-PSZ).'-5 In optimally
aged materials, with toughness up to 18 MPa mn 2 , the tetragonal precipitates are so close to spontaneous transformation at
room temperature that a fraction do transform during cooling,
and others begin to transform under applied tensile stresses as
low as 300 MPa.'". The purpose of this.paper is to examine
whether cooling below room temperature causes further transformation of these precipitates, and thereby a loss of toughening at
cryogenic temperatures, or even more importantly, degradation of
room-temperature mechanical properties after a single cooling
cycle. Swain' 6 ' has shown previously that the fracture toughness
of such materials is reduced at temperatures below about - 100*C
and that thermal expansion measurements indicate a vc!ume increase in the temperature range -80* to - 100C. Moreover. the
tetragonal-monoclinic transformation after cooling in liquid nitrogen has been inferred from X-ray measurements in several
Mg-PSZ ceramics," although the measured phase differcri.es in
that work approached the limits of experimental error. We will
show that cooling does indeed cause a transformation, but that the
transformation product is not the monoclinic structure. hcstcad. it
is an orlhorhombic phase of ZrO2.

1y the inartensitic tetragonal-monoclinic transformation in
hocalihcd zoncs around cracks.'-" lHowcver, high toughening requilrcs a very narrow range of microstructures in which ZrO2 grains-,perlmental
II.
Procedure
or prccipitates are on the verge of spontaneous tran.formation.
Tle material of prinmay interest in this study is a high-tiughness,
Si•ce the trangforniability (of constrained ZrO 2 particles is sensi.
Q-mol%-MgO-partially.slabilited Airmonia (Mg-PSZ). tlich was
tive to flhc dcgrcc of tlndertvioling from the unconstrained M, (tnarfabricated by sinicring at 1700'C, with controlled coiohng to
ircv.itic -;tart) t(evperattre. Iwoth the degree of toughcning and the
romn temperature. followed by subeutectoid heat treatnment at
i.titv
of the rmicro',irutcre are ex'pe•etd to be very wssitive to
I IOOC. SpecimenA that had been given several differicnt heat
rc nprtatorr chanigcs

'-Tnwrpl N,ý V')910,He(eand May 4 1-4-49,ArreaovtA Aulv 5. ItM
ip p , v eJ!h y Ot
ic Air tef o,ýr! O)ffi te of "•¢ ie n l tfic R e i ec hrt u nd e r C v~n t
,- %:,u
r-K0•,Ri C Wl.•

"Mrni•er. m•' •ineon
(erJvuns
'ct-n

treatments to produce various d&egntee

t

of tanslfornatiort r',ýughen-

ing were examined (Fable I). These materials contair.rd lensshaped, MgO.deplcted precipitates. -200 nm in diametcr, in a
fully stabilited (MgO rich) cubic matriv In the high ton:bhnes,
material, most of the precipitates were of the tetragorAl ,-•vaciune. r e"
luti some (-13 volT) had transfomnned to the monclirný pha•sc

.Fcbmary 1939
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Table I. Materials Tested
Heat treatment

Material

IIOO'C

High toughness*
High toughness T
ntermediate toughness*
Low toughness*

24 h
By manufacturer'
7h
0

"Overagcd'

Steady-state

1400*C

48 h

(a

stent
12
.Atrght
M 1)

13
13
10
6
3

Afz

Trut

(Ma)

(Mpg)

620
620
700
540

400
400
600
540

*Specimens supplied by M.V. Swain. 'Nilcra Ceramics (USA), Inc.. St. Charles, IL. 4Calculated from elastic beam theory; larger than true strength for material with nonlinear stress-strain response in tensile loading (Ref. 11).

V

during cooling. Some of this material was overaged by hating to
1400*C for 2 d, resulting in transformation of all precyeitates to
monoclinic structure upon cooling. Two other Mg-ZrO 2 ceramics, with different compositions and heat treatments, were also
tested for comparison: 14 mol% MgO-ZrO 2 whirh was all stabilized cubic phase, and It moI% MgO-PSZ which contained
tetragonal precipitates that cannot be transformed to monoclinic
phase by applied stress.
The room-temperature mr.chanical properties of the 9 mol%
MgO materials were reported in detail elsewhere."9 In tensile
loading of specimens of the high-toughness material with polished
surfaces, the stress-strain response was nonlinear because of
stress-induced transformation and microcracking at stresses above
-300 MPa. The sequence of damage development is shown in
Fig. 1. Stresses below 300 MPa caused reversible surface roughening, which was correlated with tetragonal-monoclinic transformadion, whereas higher stresses resulted in permanent transformation
and the formation and stable growth of microcracks to lengths up
to I mm. The stable crack growth was attributed to a resistance
curve (R curve) that Increased with crack extension. The steadystate fracture toughness was -13 MPa - mr', and transformation
zoes -100 Am in width around cracks were readily observed because of surface uplift due to transformation strains (Fig. I(B)).
The material with 9-h heat treatment had a steady-state fracture
toughness of -9 MPa&m4' and also exhibited nonlinear stressstrain response, R-curve behavior, and transformation zones
around cracks, but all less extensive than In the 24-h heat-treated
material. The material that was not hea-treated At
did not
show nonlinear load-deflection response or stable microcrack
growth during failure testing, but a small transformation zone
was observed around 0te crack that caused failure. Transformsdion zones were not detected around cracks in the 1I and 14 reet%
MgO-ZrO
2 materials.
Structural changes occurring during cooling to - 196C were
moniore in situ for some materials by o*cI microscopy and
1009C

Raman spectroscopy, using a small cooling stage with a quartz
window. Optical microscopy was done with both Nomarski interference and conventional interference methods to allow detection
and measurement of surface distortions produced by transformation
strains. Raman spectroscopy was done using a microprobe with a
spot size of -20 Am when the specimen was in the cooling stage
and -I to 2 jAm otherwise.
X-ray diffraction was done at room temperature, using Cu or
Cr radiation and an energy-dispersive detector. Step scanning was
used with counting times -20 h over the range 20 = 10P to 900
and with 5000 counts accumulated at each 0.05' step. Diffraction
peak positions and peak half-breadths were obtained by fitting the
profiles to Pearson VII functions after background subtraction.
Angles were calibrated using a silicon standard.
M. Res
(1) Optical Observations
The polished surface of a peak-toughness Mg-PSZ after cooling
in liquid N, is shown in Fig. 2. Surface distortions similar to those
produced by stress-induced tetragonal-monoclinic transformation
(Fig. 1) arc evident in the Nomarski interference micrograph,
Quantitative measurements using conventional interference microscopy indicated that the amplitude of the distortion (-50 nm)
was larger than that due to the reversible transformation at low
applied stresses (-20 nm) (Fig. I(A)), but smaller than that due
to permanent transformation (- 100 to 200 nm) (Fig. 1(B)).
The stress-induced transformation caused relatively uniform
uplift of areas that span several grains (presumably, those grains
most favorably oriented relative to the applied stress), whereas
cooling to liquid N; caused general uplift of most of the surface
except for isolated areas -20 jAm In diameter. 7be amras of surface depression were found to correspond to regions, usually rner
the centers of grains, that contained comparatively large precipi.
tates which transformed to monoclinic strucute during cooling

200 y
Fig. 1. Nomvashuk
ia
tacreased to 3W0 MN.

mafeane
igroaja*

of Woithe urface of hio-oughowa MS-PSZ (A)during loading with ftnsie amre%
300 MN; (B)srs
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(A) ••-

Fig. 2. (A) Polished surface of high-toughness
Mg-PSZ after cooling to - 196°C; Nomarski interfterence micrograph. (B) Scanning electron micrograph showinglarge precipitates within a region of
surface depression in (A).

0m

(Fig. 2(B)). Formation of these large precipitate regions has been
discussed by Hughan and Hannink.20
During in situ experiments using the cooling stage, the distortions in Fig. 2 were found to develop over the temperature range
-80' to - 120°C and then remain unchanged as the temperature
was lowered to -196'C and increased to +960C. Subsequent
heating in a separate furnace for 10 min at 300°C also left the surface distortions unaltered. However, after 3 min at 400*C, most
of the distortion disappeared. The temperature range over which
surface uplift developed coincides with the temperature range
over which Swain"7 previously observed a volume increase from
thermal expansion measurements. The persistence of the volume
expansion upon heating to room temperature is also consistent
with Swain's results.
Similar response was observed in the intermediate-toughness
Mg-PSZ, but the surface distortions appeared at lower tempera-
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Raman spectra from the high-toughness Mg-PSZ before and
after immersion in liquid N2 are shown in Fig. 3. Also shown for
comparison are spectra from 14% Mg-ZrO2 (cubic structure) and
the overaged PSZ (cubic matrix with monoclinic precipitates).
The spectrum obtained after cooling to - 196"C contains at least
II peaks in the range 100 to 700 cm-1 that were not present before
cooling, and the original tetragenal peaks are all present, but greatly
reduced in intensity. Two of the new peaks (338 and 480 cm-)
coincide with peaks of the monoclinic phase (Fig. 3(C)), but the
remaining nine do not belong to any of the tetragonal, monoclinic, or cubic phases. Moreover, there are several strong peaks
in the monoclinic spectrum of Fig. 3(C) that do not appear in
Fig. 3(B) (e.g., 177, 384 cm-1). Therefore, cooling to -190*C
caused transformation of most of the tetragonal precipitates to a
ph-se that does not have the monoclinic structure.
Results from in situ Raman measurements during cooling of
the high-toughness Mg-PSZ are shown in Fig. 4. The transfonnation occurred over the temperature range -80* to - 120TC. corresponding to the temperature range over which volume expansions
and surface roughening were observed. Moreover, after the heat
treatment at 400*C. when the surface distortions disappeared, the
Raman spectrum returned to the same as before cooling (Fig. 5).
In situ measurements from the intermediate-toughness Mg-PSZ
yielded similar results, with the transformation
occurring over the
range - 120* to - 160TC, again consistent with the surface roughening and thermal expansion results. Raman measuremcnts from
the other materials in Table I did not reveal any charqz,es in the
spectra before and after immersion in liquid N:
(J) X-ry Measurements
X-ray diffraction pattents obtained at room ,emperature t( the
high-toughncss material before and after cooling in liqid N are
2
compared in rig, 6. The specimen was located in the sare p",itkm
anti orientation for both X-ray scans. Before cmoling. t1-c material
containd -13% nmnoclinic precipitates. -•V%tetaý0-'nai Precipltates, and the remainder cubic matri. After co!mgý there

wAvf Numi'..n r .....

uhl

tures (- 1200 to - 160°C), again consistent with Swain's thermal
expansion measurements. Comparison of polished surfaces of the
other materials in Table I did not reveal any surface distortions.
(2) Raman Spectroscopy

t,labhilcd

was no change in the intensities of the monoclinic pikks fe g.
0(1/) and till)) and very little change in the suptimp-iscd cut*btetragonal peaks. llowever, the teiragonal peaks that 'v-ire separated from the cubic peaks (i.e .(M02
_
. (0212 . (Ilt). c,'N(fxmtl

,
.
disappeared. and manu
Fig 6 and listed in Table II)
almost

'mn

e

new paks

appeared

(Oh•sUed in

~Vbnry
1~pely
989
Y~ages n TughnedMa 14aPaf~fySail
-All of the new reflections could be accounted for by indexing a
tetfronal (or orthorhombic) unit cell with dimensions a = b
0.5073 nm and c = 0.5260 nm. The comparisons between ob-
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served and calculated d spacings are shown in Table I[. Also

A

shown in Table II are the calculated positions of reflections that
overlapped with cubic peaks and reflections that were missing,
but which if present would not overlap with cubic peaks. The optimum cell dimensions were obtained using a cell-fitting routine
with observed reflections that did not overlap with cubic peaks.
The cell-fitting routine was constrained to a unit cell with a = b,
because none of the reflections that would split for a 9 b were
observed to do so. Two further approaches were taken to determine whether a difference between a and b could be resolved. In
one, Cr radiation was used to measure the (310)/(130) peak at
higher resolution than with Cu radiation; a single peak was obtained and an upper bound for the difference between a and b
was estimated to be 0.0005 tim. The second approach was to plot
to the profiles) as a function of 20: peak broadening should exist
for reflections of the type (MI), (khl) if a 0 b, whereas reflections of the type (hil) would not be broadened. However, a significant difference between the peak widths of these two types of
reflections was not observed. This result also placed an upper
bound of approximately 0.0005 am on the difference between a
and b.
The absence of any restrictions on the allowed non-zero (hkl)
indicates that the lattice is primitive, with either tetragonal or orthorhombic space groups. The missing reflections of the type
(odd, odd, zero) indicate the existence of a glide plane, a/2, and/or

146

-736C

836C
o

930C

-123C

b/2 on (001). However, s tetragonal space group would require
both of these glide directions, which would restrict the allowed
(WkO)
reflections to those with both h and k even. Therefore, the
existence of the (230)/(320) reflection eliminates a tetragonal
space group. Analysis of the other allowed reflections (i.e., (011)
and (013) present, (001) and (003) missing) indicates either a
glide plane c/2 on (100) with mirror plane (010), or a glide plane
c/2 on (010) with mirror plane (100). Therefore, the possible
space groups relative to the above axes are Pmca, Pcma, Pcmb, or
Pncb. Rotation of the axes converts each of these to one of the
standard forms Pbcm or Pbam. These two space groups cannot
be distinguished using our data.
Close examination of the X-ray diffraction patterns revealed
that the orthodombic phase was present in the as-received mate-
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Table I1. Comparison of Lattice Parameters of Orthorhomble and Tetragonal Phases of Zirconia*
a (nin)

b (nm)

c (nrm)

Low-temperature (Mg-PSJ) ortho

0.5073

TEM foil (Mg-PSZ) ortho
TEM foil (Mg-PSZ) orthot
High-pressure (ZrO4 and Y20 3-ZtO2) orthof
Tetragonal Mg-PSZ

0.5073

0.5260

0.5088
0.508
0.5042
0.5080

0.5071
0.508
0.5092

0.5184
0.518
0.5257
0.5190

*Note that in this table cell dimensions have been chosen with a < b < c. To express the space group of the orthorhombic phases in the standard form, Pbcm, it is necessary
to rotate the axes so that b is the largest. 'Data from Hannink.Y 'Data from Heuer et at.2 'Data from Suyama et ac.2

tation (Fig. 8(B)) caused surface distortions as in Fig. 2(B)
remote from the indentation, but did not change the surface distortions associated with the tetragonal-monoclinic transformation around the indentation (compare Figs. 8(C) and (D)). These
surface distortions around the indentation are also much larger
than those due to the tetragonal-orthorhombic transformation,
consistent with the observations in Section 11(1). Indentation after
a cooling cycle to - 196°C and back to room temperature induced
a much smaller area of tetragonal-monoclinic transformation
(Fig. 8(E)), similar in size to that in the low-toughness MgPSZ.' 9 Indentation after subsequent heating to 400°C and cooling
to room temperature (Fig. 8(F)) resulted in a transformation zone
similar in size to that in the original material. These results indicate that the propensity for stress-induced transformation decreases upon cooling to - 196°C and is restored by heating to
400*C, consistent with the results obtained in flexural loading,
IV. Discussion
The results of the previous section have directly linked the formation of an orthofhombic phase of ZrO2 to dramatic changes in
mechanical properties of high-toughness Mg-PSZ. A single cooling cycle from room temperature to -100°C results in transformation of tetragonal precipitates to the orthorhombic phase, with
an accompanying reduction in fracture toughness and elimination
of both nonlinear stress-strain response and R-curve behavior,
However, the original high-toughness properties can be restored
by a subsequent heating cycle to 4000 C, which causes transformation of the orthorhombic back to the tetragonal structure,
Orthorhombic phases of ZrO 2 have been observed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in thin foils of all of the
2
transformation-toughened ZrO3 ceramics.Y"3
A high-pressure orthorhombic phase has also been observed in ZrO 2, both at high
pressureou- and at atmospheric pressure after quenching from
high pressure and temnperature•'2 (although a high-pressure modified tetragonal structure has also been proposed ). In both the thin
foil and high-pressure studies, the space group Pbcm was assigned;
this is one of the two possible space groups for the present lowtemperature orthorhombic phase. Moreover, there are some similarities (but also some significant differences) in the cell
parameters (Table I1); the a and b dimensions for the orthorhombic phase in thin foils of Mg-PSZ are close to the values for the
low-temperature phase, but c is smaller, whereas the largest
dimension for the high-pressure phase (c = 0.5257) is close to
that of the low-temperature phase, but a and b differ. Raman
spectra have also been obtained fir the high-pressure phase, both
at high pressure using a diamond anvil cell'• and at atmospheric
pressure in materials with quenched high-pressure phase. 2 • These
spectra differ from that of the low-temperature phase (Fig. 3).
However, the total number of peaks is sindlar, conslstt with the
spatce group determinations,
The tetragonil-orthorhombic transformation in the present
experiments is accompanied by an increase in unit-cell volune of
1.1 (unit-cell dimensions listed in Table 111), which is about a
quarter of the volume increase accompanying the tetragonalmonoclinic transfoimation. Combined with the measured volume
fraction of transformation (-30%), this implies a total volume
change of 0.4% upon cooling the material through the phase
transformation. This agrees well with the thermal expansion data
of Swain, " who measured 0. 13% linar expansion when cooling

similar material through the temperature range -70* to - 160*C.
It is also consistent with the magnitude of the surface distortion
observed after cooling (Fig. 2). The surface distortions are associated with regions -20 Im in diameter which were monoclinic
phase and did not transform during cooling. A volume strain of
0.4% in a region of this size would correspond to linear expansion
of 30 nm, which is reasonably close to the measured depression
depth of -50 nra.
The present experiments are the first to have identified the formation of an orthorhombic phase in bulk material at atmospheric
pressure. In the TEM foils, the transformation occurred at atmospheric pressure, but it was observed only in the thinnest regions
(i.e., thickness < precipitate diameter), thus leading to the suggestion that it was an artifact of the special constraint configuration
of the thin foil and the foil preparation techniques. In support of
this suggestion, Muddle and Hanninkn showed diroctly that ion
heam thinning can induce the tetragonal-orthorhombic transformation. The transformation in the present experiments is believed
to occur throughout the bulk rather than only at free surfaces for
the following reasons: (1) the bulk volume change calculated
above on the basis of the measured unit-cell parameters agrees
with bulk expansion measurements; and (2) the penetration
depths for the X-ray measurements were -10 j.m, and the
amount of otthorhombic phase detected by Raman spectroscopy was
the same using either high- or low-magnification lens systems
that collect from depths of -2 and -20 j.m, respectively. For
these depths, which are up to 2 orders of magnitude larger than
the precipitate size, the effect of the free surface on the elastic
strain energy associated with u transformation is negligible.
The stability of the orthorhornbic phase determines its influence
on mechanical properties of the ceramic. In both TIM foils and
quenched high-pressure materials, the stress-induoed orthorhombicmonoclinic transformation occurred readily (in the ThM foils by
stresses causedby thermal cycling of adjacent regions with the
electron beam," and in the quenched material by grinding in a
rnortar). In contrast, the low-temperature orthorhonibic phase appears to be very resistant to stress-induced transfoation to monoclinic structure, as reflected in the changes In room-temperature
mechanical properties after cooling in liquid N1, Moreover, the
orthorhombic-monoclinic transformation could not be detected
by Raman spectroscopy on surfaces that had been ground after
the cooling cycle to - 196TC, Since the tetragonal phase in this
material transforms very readily to the monoclinic structure, the
formation of the orthorhombic phase cannot be an essential intermediate step in the tetragonal-monoclinic transformation.
There is, however, some indirect evidence to suggest that the
oathothombic-monoclinic transformation can occur at high stresses.
After cooling in liquid N2 , the degree of toughening is reduced,
but toughening is not eliminated altogether, and small transformation zones adjacent to cracks are evident. These zones could
arise from transformation of either the orthorhombic precipitates
or the small traction of tetragonal precipitates that survive the
cooling cycle. Since transformation during cooling occurs only In
the two Mg-PSZ materials that exhibit high toughness, It may be
argued that the precipitates that transform to the new phase during
cooling are the same ones that are most easily transformed by
sress, and which give rise to the lage toughening. Raman measure.
meats from regions adjacent io cracks in the high-toughness
Mg-PSZ indicate that only some of the tetragonal precipitates
(approximately half) transform to monoclinic structure. More-
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over, the fraction of tetragonal phase remaining in the crack tip
zone is larger tha, the fraction remaining after cooling to I9°C
(compare Figs. 3(B) and 9). These results imply that all of the tetragonal precipitates remaining after cooling should also remain
unatnsformed in the crack tip zone and therefore that the crack tip
transformation zone arises from the stress-induced orthorhombicmonoclinic transformation.
An attempt was made to identify the source of residual toughening after cooling to - 196 0C by comparing Raman spectra from
areas adjacent to, and remote from, the crack that caused failure
in flexural loading (Fig. 10). An increa3e in the signal from the
monoclirdc phase is evident (shaded peaks), confirming that It is
indeed transfonnation to the monoclinic phase that gives rise to the
transformation zone. However, the sensitivity Is not sufficiently
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Fig. 9. Raman spectrum from region adjaceat to
crack inhigh-toughness Mg-PSZ.

high to determine whether this transformation corresponded to a
decrease in tetragonal or orthorhombic phase.
V. Coudusio
A single cooling cycle for high-toughness Mg-PSZ to ternperature below - - 100°C causes severe degradation of roomtemperature mechanical properties. The fracture toughness is reduced from - 13 to -6 MPa&mn2, the tensile stress-strain response
becomes linear up to failure instead of being nonlinear, and the
R-curve characteristic of high-toughness Mg-PSZ is lost. However, the original high-toughness properties are restord by heating
to 400T.
The degradation in mechanical properties coincides with the
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transformation of most of the tetragonal precipitates to an orthoI"ID.
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